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INSTRUCTIONS FOR APPRAISING STUMPAGE ON 
NATIONAL FORESTS. 

INTRODUCTION. 
Purpose of Instructions. 

These instructions are meant to standardize the principles and methods fol- 

lowed in stumpage appraisals upon National Forests. They bring together the 

results of the experience and study of many Forest officers, but are not final, 

and will be revised from time to time as further experience is gained. They 

should, however, be applied in all appraisals, both (1) to secure uniform 

practice throughout the Forest Service and (2) to develop this phase of sales 

work by joint use and study of the same methods. One of the methods indi- 

cated will therefore be used in every stumpage appraisal. Other methods 

may be used,- as desired by the appraising officer, and the results reported as 

a check upon the standard methods. Suggestions for modifications or addi- 

tions to these instructions should be submitted to the Forester. 

Use of Instructions. 

These instructions supplement the National Forest Manual. They will govern 

the appraisal of stumpage in timber sale, timber settlement, timber trespass, 

and free use business, and in land exchange projects. 

If copies are desired by others than members of the Forest Service, the 

opportunity to purchase from the Superintendent of Documents, Government 

Printing Office, Washington, D. C., should be pointed out. 

STANDARD TERMS. 

For uniformity in appraisal reports and discussions the following terms will 

be used with the meanings here given: 

Fixed Investment. 

Fizved investment, as applied to lumbering operations, is the money expended 

in constructing or acquiring the operating plant. It comprises not merely 

buildings, railroads, and woods improvements, but machinery and equipment, 

such as cars and locomotives, donkey engines, and teams. It includes the re- 

placement of worn-out structures or equipment which must be renewed during 

an operation. Fixed investment, as distinct from working capital, is the outlay 

for land, structures, and equipment, which can be recovered only in a consider- 

able period of time as portions of the cost of the plant are returned from the 

business and charged off in its accounts. ig 

An initial fixed investment is the expenditure for these purposes required at 

the beginning of an operation, to start production at the normal capacity of 

the plant. A subsequent fired investment is any later outlay for the extension 

or renewal of improvements or equipment. 

Depreciation. 

Shrinkage in the value of fixed investment is called depreciation. At the 

end of an operation the buildings, transportation improvements, and equipment 

are valueless or worth but a portion of their first cost. Depreciation is this 

al 
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decrease in the value of fixed investments which must, in one form or another, 

be restored to the original capital from the proceeds of the business. 

Residual and Wrecking Values. @ 

Fixed investments usually have some value at the end of an operation. If 

this value exists because of opportunity for continued use in place, as where 

additional blocks of timber are available to a partly used mill, it is known as 

residual value. If the value is only for removal and use elsewhere, or for sale 

as scrap, it is known as wrecking value. 

Residual or wrecking value is equivalent to first cost less depreciation. As the 

amount of depreciation is decreased, residual value approaches the original 

investment and may nearly equal it in the case of railroads and other permanent 

structures. Investments in the lumber business, however, are seldom main- 

tained at a constant capital value, as is frequently the case in industries of a 

more permanent character. 

Operating Costs. 

Operating costs consists of all expenditures in an operation except for stump- 

age and fixed investments. They are the current charges for labor, supplies, 

and other expenditures required in logging and manufacturing, from stump to 

car. They include maintenance, taxes, insurance, and general expense. 

Maintenance. 

Maintenance includes all charges for keeping buildings, structures, machinery, 

and tools in condition for doing the work for which they were designed. It is 

a current operating cost, consisting of labor, materials, and new parts of equip- 

ment used in repairs. Unlike depreciation, maintenance bears no direct relation 

to the cost of fixed investments. ' 

No arbitrary line need be drawn between maintenance and fixed investments 

in the matter of replacements. The replacement of complete units like boilers, 

burners, dry kilns, engines, band mills, planing machines, locomotives, or donkey 

engines should be regarded as a subsequent fixed investment. The replacement 

of small parts of mill machinery such as band saws, belts, pulleys, etc., should 

be regarded as maintenance. The replacements of short-lived equipment, such 

as steel cables, saws, wedges, and axes are ordinarily carried as a current operat- 

ing cost, but may be treated as an investment. Sound local trade practice 

should guide the treatment of these items in National Forest appraisals. 

General Expense. 

General expense is a convenient term to designate the operating costs which 

are not directly chargeable to any distinct and recognized step in logging or 

manufacture. It includes supervision of the operation as a whole, office ex- 

penses, ete. It does not include taxes and insurance, which are sufficiently 

specific to be treated separately. ‘ 

The term overhead charges is frequently used in the trade to designate ex- 

penditures of this character. General expense is preferred as a more applicable 

term. 

Interest. 

As used in Forest Service appraisals, interest is neither one of the regular 

costs nor a part of the returns from the business. Interest on invested capital 

at any fixed rate will not be included in the cost of production, and all returns 

will be shown in one place as margin for profit and risk. The term interest will 

be used only to mean interest on money invested in improvements during the 

period before cutting begins, which will be made part of the fixed investment 

as computed on the date when logging commences. 
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Working Capital. 

Working capital is the méney which must be available to pay for stumpage, 

labor, supplies, insurance, and other current expenditures in the operation. It 

includes the operating costs, but excludes any sums expended for fixed invest- 

ments. Working capital may be regarded as a fund drawn upon from time to 

time for operating costs and maintained by restoring to it a portion of the 

receipts from the sale of the product. 

Selling Price. 

Selling price is the average mill-run value of the product of an operation per 

thousand board feet or other unit. In lumber production it is the average in- 

voice price of the various grades manufactured f. 0. b. cars at the mill or 

nearest common-carrier shipping point. With other products, it is the average 

price of all grades and sizes at the point, usually represented by common- 

carrier shipment, where the specific operation dealt with in the appraisal ter- 

minates. Selling price should ordinarily be taken as the average price at which 

the product is billed less actual freight, or scheduled freights with under- 

weights adjusted. If the prevailing practice in the region is to discount for 

cash payment, the selling price should be reduced accordingly on that portion 

of the product subject to discount, and the working capital should be deter- 

mined with recognition of the shorter average elapsed time between shipments 

and payments. 

The average selling price of a species or a tract of timber is the average price 

of all grades and sizes of the manufactured product. This product may include 

a considerable variety of form and finish. As a standard practice, factory 

products and the higher forms of finish will not be included unless necessary 

to arrive at a satisfactory valuation. 

Profit. 

Profit is the money returned from sales of the product over and above depre- 

ciation of fixed investments, operating costs, and payments for stumpage. 

Profit must be distinguished from a margin for profit and risk. The latter is 

the profit element -used in Service appraisals. Aside from the actual profit 

estimated as due the operator, it includes a surplus to cover unforeseen losses 

and risks. The margin for profit and risk may be calculated as a percentage 

return on the money invested, a given amount per unit manufactured, or a 

percentage of the total unit cost of production. 

Overrun. 

Overrun is the difference between log scale and lumber tally at date of sale, 

on the same quantity of material in the log. It results from the inaccuracies 

of log scales, and particularly the use of thinner saws since the prevailing scale 

rules were devised, from closer utilization of short lengths and narrow widths, 

from cutting dimension stock instead of inch boards, and other features of 

manufacture. Overrun is computed as a percentage increase on the log scale, 

an overrun of 10 per cent meaning that 1,000 feet log scale will cut 1,100 feet 

of lumber. 

Overturn, or Cost of Production. 

The overturn is the total production cost of each thousand board feet log 

scale or other unit. It includes depreciation and all operating costs. Over- 

turn plus margin for profit and risk plus stumpage price equals the selling 

price of the manufactured product. 

86001—22—_2 
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PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING STUMPAGE APPRAISALS. 

BASIS OF APPRAISALS. 

Market Value Required by Law. 

The act of June 4, 1897, provides that National Forest timber may be sold at 

“not less than the appraised value.’ In applying this requirement, the aim 

of stumpage appraisals will be to ascertain the existing market value of the 

timber. 

Timber will ordinarily be appraised at the rates indicated for the most valu- 

able products to which it is suited and for which an established market exists. 

Where there is no market for saw, tie, or pole timber, but a local demand exists. 

for cordwood or other less valuable products, sales are permitted at stumpage 

prices based upon the products actually marketable. 

Appraisals on Agricultural Lands. 

The standards and requirements herein outlined are applicable to timber on 

all classes of National Forest lands. On areas which will be listed as chiefly 

valuable for agriculture after the removal of the present stand, as on non- 

agricultural lands, the appraisal will be based upon the specific methods of 

operation suitable for the chance. 

Minimum Stumpage Rates. 

Minimum rates for each species are established by the Forester or district 

forester for every Forest area which has the same general market and manu- 

facturing conditions. They constitute upset prices applicable if appraisal in 

accordance with these instructions does not indicate higher values. 

Appraised Value. 

It is the duty of the appraiser to ascertain the value of the timber under 

the principles outlined in these instructions by a thorough examination and 

calculation. The results thus obtained will constitute the appraisal report and 

form a part of the permanent record. If he believes that this rate is inap- 

plicable and should not be recommended for the minimum for advertisement, 

it is because there is some factor which, in his judgment, has not been properly 

taken care of by the calculations. In such cases the appraiser should supple- 

ment the appraisal report by a statement clearly setting forth his reasons for 

recommending a different rate. With these data the officer who authorizes the 

advertisement can determine at what rate the timber should be offered for sale. 

This rate then becomes the appraised value of the timber. 

Fair Profit for the Operator. 

Subject to the minimum rates, National Forest stumpage will be regarded as 

worth the estimated selling value of its product less the estimated cost of pro- 

ducing that product and a fair margin for profit and risk to the operator. 

Appraisals should not offer large speculative profits. Operators on National 

Forests must be willing to cut and manufacture stumpage for a fair return, 

representing compensation for time and ability and an industrial rate on the 

capital required, which is protected by a reasonable margin against unforeseen 

losses. Profit is not guaranteed by the Forest Service; but the basis of all 

appraisals is a margin between cost and selling price under normal industrial 

conditions which will satisfy a prudent operator, his business situation and the 

advantages of buying Government stumpage being considered. 

It must not be overlooked that this margin will probably not be a clear return 

to the operator. A portion of it covers the risks incident to practically every 

lumbering operation. These are the possible and unforeseen losses which can 
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not be provided for in the appraisal, including the large element of chance in 

the lumber market. Buta part of the estimated margin will normally be netted 

to the purchaser as actual profit. 

Intensive Study of Investments and Costs. 

National Forest stumpage must not be appraised by adopting current local 

prices, by uniform rates on the same Forest, or by guess work or hasty assump- 

tions. Appraisals should, on the contrary, be based upon intensive study of in- 

vestments, costs, and profits in each specific case. Each chance presents a prob- 

lem in itself. All of its elements must be worked out as fully as practicable, 

in accordance with the appraiser’s judgment of the most logical and efficient 

Ineans of exploitation. 

Every necessary outlay of money should be caught up as far as possible and 

given proper weight. It is important not to overlook the less obvious invest- 

ments or costs, such as interest on preliminary improvements, superintendence, 

and the cost of employing and insuring labor. Equally thorough consideration 

should be given to all Sources of income. It must not be assumed that certain 

costs will be offset approximately by certain indefinite returns and hence that 

both can be eliminated from the calculation. The effort of the appraiser should 

be to estimate as accurately as possible all expenditures and returns in the 

specific case before him. 

Exceptions to this rule will be permitted only in the case of small sales on 

parts of Forests having substantially the same conditions, for which schedules 

of stumpage prices have been established by supervisors under authority from 

the District Forester. (See “Schedule of prices for small sales,” p. 46.) 

Grouping and Standardizing Operating Costs. 

An analysis of the operating costs on each chance is essential’ in appraising 

its stumpage. As data on more operations and chances in each region are 

obtained and compared, however, it is often possible to standardize cost items 

or groups of items at figures generally applicable to going conditions in the 

industry, or to local types of logging or milling. These standards should be 

conservative, particularly with regard to fluctuations in operating costs from 

year to year on the same job. When accurately obtained, standard costs for 

specific items, like maintenance of logging equipment, or complete steps, like 

logging to rail or manufacturing, may be used if study of the chance indicates 

that they are applicable. Manufacturing costs for mills of each type and capac- 

ity are especially adapted to standardization. In any event standard costs form 

an excellent check on the calculation. 

Conservative Calculations. 

Calculations should be conservative, based upon average rather than maxi- 

mum efficiency in the region. Logging costs ordinarily vary 5 to 15 per cent 

from average figures because of the varying ability of different operators who 

may all be good, practical loggers. As a standard rule, costs should be based 

upon the work of the average operator rather than that of either the most or 

the least efficient. It is also important to allow for the usual fluctuation in 

operating costs from year to year on the same piece of work, by checking costs 

in going operations over several seasons. Conservative calculations are of 

special importance in small sales. (See p. 45.) 

Tentative offers made for the timber, whether higher or lower than the 

appraiser’s opinion of its value, should not influence the appraiser in making 

his investigations, calculations of investments, and of costs of operation. Its 

appraised value should be based on average efliciency, average market condi- 

tions. and a reasonable margin for profit and risk. 
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Description of Logging Conditions and Methods. 

It is necessary not only that the appraiser satisfy his own judgment in fixing 

stumpage rates, but also that of the officer who passes upon his findings. To 

this end, a concise description of the controlling topographic, forest, and in- 

dustrial conditions and a brief account of the methods of operation proposed 

should be included in appraisal reports. This may be greatly condensed, but 

should include enough to explain and justify the calculations, particularly as 

regards the grade and value of the product and the investment required. 

Use of Appraiser’s Judgment. 

It is the business of the appraiser to apply these instructions to the condi- 

tions on the particular chance and report the results obtained. It is fully as 

important, however, that he check such results by his own judgment and busi- 

ness sense. He should consider fully other factors which ought to be taken 

into account in fixing prices, such as comparison between different chances or 

rapid deterioration of the timber. He should report definitely what in his 

judgment the prices should be, wholly independent of the calculation under 

these instructions, giving plainly the facts or considerations influencing this 

judgment. (For an extended discussion of this point see ‘“ Safeguards and 

checks,” p. 46.) 

The same applies to the use of other methods of appraisal which are believed 

to be sounder in principle or more applicable to the case in hand. First carry 

out the prescribed calculation to a definite conclusion. Then, if desired, offset 

against it the results obtained by other methods with the reasons supporting 

them. 

ANALYSIS OF A PROPOSED OPERATION. 

Boundaries and Cut of the Chance. 

The discussion of principles and methods will be facilitated by a bird’s-eye 

view of the appraiser’s work. After the estimate and topographic map are 

completed, the first steps are to determine the boundaries of the sale area, 

eliminating unmerchantable timber and ground on which logging is imprac- 

ticable; the proportion of each species which can be cut as demonstrated by 

sample marking on the area or under approved methods of marking for the 

forest type; and the estimated cut by species, log grades (if customary), and 

lumber grades if the quality of the timber makes them important. 

In defining the boundaries of the cutting, it is necessary to approximate the 

amount of additional National Forest stumpage which will logically be handled 

by the same improvements; and also the private stumpage which is under the 

control of a prospective purchaser or may be obtained by him and which forms 

part of the same chance. These factors directly affect the layout and deprecia- 

tion of fixed investments and may bear upon the timeliness and desirability 

of the sale. 

Most Important Factors. 

The factors whose careful working out is then most essential to an accurate 

appraisal are: 

(1) The quality of the timber and value of its product. 

(2) The investment required, involving a grasp of current lumbering 

methods and equipment and of the topographic layout and plan of 

operation. 

(3) Operating costs. 

In some regions the grade of the product is the single factor of greatest 

importance in appraisals for large sales; put in other regions, where there is 

no great variation in the quality of the timber, logging investments and costs 

are the most important factors affecting stumpage values. 
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Layout of the Operation. 

It is first necessary to decide upon the general methods of logging which 

should be employed, the size and type of manufacturing plant, if one is re- 

quired, and the size, annual output, and duration of the operation. The loca- 

tion of the main artery of log transportation, whether by railroad, drivable 

stream, sleigh road, or flume, then follows; and the projection of its principal 

feeders, such as logging spurs, chutes, pole and other roads, forming the 

complete system of log transportation. Judging the quality of stumpage and 

a clear grasp of the layout of logging improvements are the most important 

requisites of accurate valuation. 

From the approximate location of landings or banking grounds on the main 

line of transportation or its feeders, the appraiser should block out the chance 

into logging units for which costs from stump to landing need to be computed 

separately on account of variations in the character of the ground or timber. 

Investments in Logging Improvements. 

The appraiser is now ready to estimate the cost of transportation improve- 

ments from landing to mill and of logging improvements from stump to landing. 

Working these fixed investments out, unit by unit, he should estimate the 

initial outlay required to put the operation under way; then the additional 

sums which must be expended from time to time as logging is extended into 

additional blocks. He should determine approximately how long each improve- 

ment, whether a spur grade, chute, sleigh road, or splash dam, will be in use. 

On a railroad chance, for example, a certain mileage of steel rails, picked up 

and relaid on spur after spur, may meet the requirements of log transportation 

for a considerable period, requiring additions only as the actual mileage in 

use at the same time must be increased to reach the less accessible timber. This 

represents a stable investment continued with little change throughout the 

operation. On the other hand, the cost of grading a spur and laying track for 

logging out a single gulch may be invested for but two or three years, after 

which the spur is abandoned. There may thus be frequent expansions or con- 

tractions of the investment in woods improvements. 

Residual or Wrecking Values. 

The next requirement for the appraisal is the residual or wrecking value of 

each improvement at the end of its use in the sale; hence the annual rate at 

which the original investment must be depreciated. This leads easily to the 

investment on which profit is due and to the average yearly depreciation. 

Investments in Equipment. 

The determination of fixed investments, residual or wrecking values, and 

yearly depreciation must be repeated for transportation and logging equipment, 

such as rolling stock, donkey engines, teams, and trucks. The first cost of the 

various items of machinery and apparatus must be ascertained, the rate at 

which they are worn out, and the time when each kind of equipment must be 

increased or can be reduced as the operation is extended over the entire chance. 

Investment in Manufacturing Plant. 

A like computation must be made of investments in land, buildings, and 

equipment for the manufacturing plant where one is required. This is often 

the most permanent part of the enterprise. Its depreciation requires an ap- 

proximation of the additional timber, public or private, which is accessible 

and should contribute to its operating life. 

Determination of Operating Costs. 

The next duty of the appraiser is to estimate the cost of maintaining the 

various parts of the plant in working condition. This is a current operating 
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cost, but from its nature must be considered in connection with the character 

and durability of each structure or class of equipment. The calculation is then 

ready for the remaining operating costs, chiefly labor, for logging, transporta- 

tion, and manufacture. These must include any special or additional costs 

arising from contract requirements of the Forest Service, such as brush disposal 

or cutting snags. The calculation should be carried through ali details of 

the business, however remote from the woods. General expenses for superin- 

tendence, lumber sales, clerical and other office charges, taxes on improve- 

ments and equipment, on logs in transit and on lumber in the yard, fire insur- 

ance on the portions of the plant and stock of lumber and logs which are 

normally insured by conservative operators, and liability insurance for injuries 

to labor are all items which must be estimated for in operations to which 

they apply. 

Determination of Working Capital. 

With the operating costs before him, the appraiser is in a position to approxi- 

mate the working capital, as distinct from fixed investment, which is required 

to carry the business with its current charges and its periodic returns from sales 

of lumber. This involves particularly an estimate of the yard stock which must 

be carried on hand in the normal course of business, or the average length of 

time during which the costs put into lumber must be carried by the operator 

before he is reimbursed by its sale. 

Dames Selling Prices and Overrun. 

Finally, the mill-run selling price of each species to be cut must be ascertained, 

together with the value of lath, slabs, and any other by-products whose manufac- 

ture may be practicable. Mill overrun for the class of timber must also be 

determined and, in sales of saw timber, costs throughout the whole operation 

and all returns put in terms of log scale. 

When these estimates are reduced to final terms, the appraiser will have 

before him: 

(1) The amount of money required for the business, in fixed improvejents 

and equipment and in working funds. 

(2) The part of this capital which must be depreciated ; that is, which is not 

returned in tangible assets of some form at the conclusion of the sale. 

(3) The operating costs, in terms of thousand board feet, log scale, from the 

stump to the sale of lumber, or in terms of the appropriate unit of measure if 

the product is not lumber. 

(4) The value of the lumber and by-products manufactured from the average 

thousand board feet, log scale, of each species, or the corresponding unit of value 

if the product is not lumber. 

FIXED INVESTMENT, DEPRECIATION, AND RESIDUAL OR 

WRECKING VALUE. 

Inclusion of All Necessary Investments. 

All investments which will actually be required in logging and manufacturing 

a body of National Forest stumpage should be estimated as closely as practicable 

in the appraisal. Items should not be omitted or added because of uncertainty 

as to the methods of operation which will be adopted by the purchaser. All 

improvements and equipment necessary, in the judgment of the appraiser, for the 

most logical handling of the stumpage should be included, and no others. 

Commissaries and Boarding Houses. 

Commissaries and boarding houses are usually conducted as independent enter- 

prises, on a separate cost-paying or revenue-producing basis. They seldom form 
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an integral part of lumbering operations. Investments in buildings and equip- 

ment for these purposes which it is practicable to segregate will not ordinarily 

be taken into account in stumpage calculations. They may be included, however, 

if these features of the business are not handled independently. Where there 

is a loss on board, whether at the mill or in the woods, it should be provided 

for in the estimate of operating costs. 

Mill Sites and Rights of Way. 

Pxpenditures for mill sites and rights of way are legitimate investments and 

should be included in the appraisal. Mill sites may have a speculative value 

apart from what they are worth for manufacturing lumber. This should be 

disregarded as far as possible, and the investment based upon a fair appraisal 

of the land for milling only. Mill sites will not ordinarily be depreciated, as it 

may fairly be assumed that the unimproved ground will have the same value at 

the end of the operation as at its beginning. 

Size and Type of Plants. 

It is the policy of the Forest Service to favor small and medium-sized opera- 

tions as far as practicable. Selection of the size and type of plants and invest- 

ment calculations will be based upon such operations wherever they are practi- 

cable, and also upon methods of logging and manufacture tried out and estab- 

lished in the locality. Within these limitations, the investments taken should 

be based upon the most logical and. efficient methods of exploitation. This ap- 

plies to the size, type, and output of sawmills, the character and amount of 

logging equipment, and the nature of logging improvements. If larger opera- 

tions are clearly the most practicable and logical, stumpage prices must be 

appraised accordingly. (See “Appraisals for small sales,” p. 45.) 

Borrowed and Unborrowed Capital. 

No distinction should be made between investments of borrowed and unbor- 

rowed capital. For the purpose of stumpage appraisals, capital obtained by 

eredit does the same work and is entitled to the same return as capital owned 

by the operator. The cost of obtaining capital is one of the elements entering 

into the margin for profit; and where this cost is high, as in the case of exces- 

sive local interest rates, the margin for profit and risk may properly be in- 

creased. (See p. 39.) 

Classification of Investments. 

The following classification of fixed investments will serve as a general stand- 

ard for the Forest Service. Not all of the items will be required in every 

appraisal, and further subdivisions may be desirable in the more intensive and 

detailed calculations. The classification should thus be adjusted to. fit special 

couditions, while preserving the main headings and their arrangement. 

I. Investment—Logging. 

(1) Logging improvements—Stump to landing—First cost of— 

a. Chutes. 

b. Roads. 

ce. Slides. 

d. Landing improvements, or 

e. Other structures used in skidding, hatling, or landing. 

(2) Logging equipment—Stump to landing—First cost of— 

a. Teams. 

. Sleds. 

. Big wheels. 

. Bummers or go-devils. 

. Donkey engines or steam skidders. saad & 
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I. Investment—Logging—Continued. 

(2) Logging equipment—Stump to landing—First cost of—Continued. 

f. Trucks, caterpillars, etc. 

g. Steam or horse loaders. 

h. Woods tools, and 

i. Any other logging equipment or appliances. 

(3) Transportation improvements—Landing to mill, or mill to railroad 

shipping point—First cost of— 

a. Railroads, including— 

(a) Spurs and sidings. 

(6) Roundhouses, coal bunkers, tanks, and other perma- 

nent structures. 
b. Flumes. 

ec. Stream improvements. 

d. Roads, or 

e. Other transportation improvements, 

(4) Transportation equipment—Landing to mill, or mill to shipping 

point—Tirst cost of— 

a. Railroad rolling stock, track tools, ete. 

b. Marine equipment, tugs, bateaux, etc., and driving tools. 

ec. Teams, trucks and harness, sleighs, traction engines, gasoline 

trucks, or other equipment, including hand tools, used in 

transporting timber from landing to mill, or mill to shipping 

point. 

(5) Woods camps and other buildings, together with water system. 

(6) Camp equipment— 

a. Witchen. and mess equipment: 

b. Bedding, heating equipment, and camp fittings. 

(7) Repair equipment—Carpenter, blacksmith, and machine shops, ete. 

Il. Investment—Manufacturing : 

a. Site. 

bd. Pond and dam; other site improvements. 

e. Sawmill. 

(a) Building. 

(0) Equipment. 

(c) Power. 

(d@) Lath mill, ete. 

d. Finishing plant. 

(a) Building. 

(b) Equipment. 

(c) Power. 

é. Dry kiln. 

f. Waste burner. 

g. Sheds, docks, platforms, pile bottoms. 

h. Office and miscellaneous buildings. 

i. Yard equipment. 

j. Light, fire protection, etc. 

Investments for Remanufacturing Plants Excluded. 

Mill investments will include only site, equipment, and structures necessary 

to place the product at the point where its selling prices are computed. In- 

vestments in remanufacturing plants, such as box factories, will not ordinarily 

be included. Similarly, investments in power-house equipment or the like 

should be adjusted to exclude expenditures primarily to aid in remanufactur- 

ing. (See “State of manufacture and shipment,” p. 31.) 
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Depreciation of Fixed Investments. 

Depreciation is the shrinkage in the value of fixed investments on account of 

reduced utility or worth. Loss of value may be due to ordinary wear and tear, 

physical deterioration, or inadequacy for the current needs of an operation; or 

to the exhaustion of available timber supplies. In theory depreciation is a 

certain amount paid out of the proceeds of the business each year on the invest- 

ment. The best concrete illustration is a sinking fund withdrawn from the 

proceeds of the business at regular intervals, deposited in a special account, and 

used to pay off bonds as they become due. In stumpage appraisals depreciation 

will be reckoned as if charged off and withdrawn from the business at the end 

of each year. It is a sum, prorated over every thousand feet of timber cut, 

which in the course of the operation pays back the reduction in value of the 

fixed investments. 

Rate of Depreciation. 

The rate of depreciation varies widely with the nature of the investment and 

character of its use. It is controlled by different factors in the case of the two 

main classes of fixed investments, viz, improvements and equipment. 

The rate of deprociation of each structure or improvement depends primarily 

upon the amount of timber which it can profitably be used to log. Its life is 

fixed by the time required to log the stumpage available. If all of the tributary 

timber is taken out during a particular sale, the improvement will have no 

residual value. Other structures favorably located with reference to large 

supplies of timber, like sawmills and logging railroads, may have a very long 

life. Their rate of depreciation will be correspondingly slow. 

Equipment, on the other hand, can be moved from place to place. It includes 

tools, steam Jogging machinery, cables, railroad steel, teams, and rolling stock. 

Its depreciation depends primarily upon its resistance to wear and tear, or the 

length of its ordinary working life. Current industrial experience is the safest 

guide in calculating the depreciation of equipment. The average working life of 

logging teams, for example, is commonly reckoned as 5 years. Steel rails are 

usually rated at a service of 20 years; but their depreciation during the first 

10 years is at a much slower rate than during the second decade. This is on 

account of the market for second-hand rails which have been used but a few 

years. Donkey engines, on the other hand, have a very unstable value after 

any period of use, and must be depreciated more rapidly. The usual life of 

sawmill equipment is put at 15 to 20 years, but can be extended with higher 

charges for maintenance. Ordinarily more data are available on the deprecia- 

tion of logging equipment, such as horses or trucks, than on mill machinery, 

and its depreciation can be more readily determined than the depreciation of 

manufacturing equipment. Obsolescence is a much more important factor in 

the manufacturing plant; machines are often replaced with better and more 

modern ones long before they are worn out. 

Calculation of Depreciation. 

Depreciation is usually reckoned as an annual percentage of the total shrink- 

age in the value of the investment. This is frequently termed “ straight line” 

depreciation. A donkey engine with a life of 8 years and no value at the end of 

that time is thus reckoned as depreciating 124 per cent of its first cost every 

year. A logging chute which can be used three years and will have no value 

thereafter will necessarily be depreciated 334 per cent annually. A sawmill 

costing $30,000, to be run for 10 years and valued at $10,000 at the end of that 

period. will depreciate 10 per cent of the difference annually, or $2,000. 

86001—22——3 
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The standard method followed in Forest Service appraisals will be to deter- 

mine: Q 

(1) The shrinkage in each item of investment from first cost to residual or 

wrecking value at the end of the operation, or whenever it goes out of use. 

(2) The annual depreciation—that is, the total shrinkage divided by the 

number of years in the operation. If an investment is in use but part of an 

operation, its depreciation is thus averaged for simplicity over the whole period 

instead of the years of actual service only. 

(3) The depreciation charge per thousand board feet log scale, or other unit, 

found by dividing the annual depreciation by the yearly cut. Depreciation will 

always be prorated on log scale rather than mill tally. The same result is se- 

cured by dividing the total depreciation of the investment by the entire esti- 

mated cut. i 

Depreciation may, as conditions require, be figured on two bases—(1) the 

physical life of the plant and (2) the economic life of the plant. 

The physical life of a plant is the number of years that it will do efficient 

work. The economic life is determined by dividing the amount of timber avail- 

able by the expected annual cut. This is useful as a basis for calculation only 

if the economic life is shorter than the physical life. If a sawmill is so located 

that only a limited amount of timber is available, its useful life is limited to 

the time required to manufacture that timber. If this period is shorter than 

the physical life, depreciation should be computed on the basis of the economic 

life. The mill machinery, however, would have a wrecking value. 

In appraisals which involve estimating the cost of new manufacturing 

plants, the type and size of mill and, consequently, its cost must bear a prac- 

tical relation to the amount of timber available. A mill site with 1,000,000,000 

feet board measure tributary to it might justify a manufacturing investment 

of $500,000 or more, but a similar milling investment for 200,000,000 feet board 

measure would give an unreasonable depreciation Charge against the timber. 

Physical life of equipment and structures—The following table’ will serve 

as a guide in figuring depreciation in logging and milling operations. Different 

values may be used in localities where experience has shown that the values 

given in the table are not applicable. Depreciation on some investments will 

vary considerably in different regions. For example, horses can not ordinarily 

be profitably used longer than four years in a rough region, but in a smooth 

region horses may be used five years or longer. The length of the logging 

season also has an effect. The conditions in specific. cases may indicate the 

use of wrecking values different from those given in the table. For example, 

lumber sheds and warehouses often have a considerable wrecking value if they 

are within or close to permanent towns. 
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Determination of residual or wrecking valwe.—Residual or wrecking value is 

an uncertain factor. It should be used only where such a value will unques- 

tionably exist at the end of the operation or sale contract. If no additional 

timber can be handled by the plant, it is obvious that a wrecking value only will 

remain. Railroads which will become common carriers with permanent traffic 

other than timber form an exception to this rule. Railroad investments under 

such conditions should not ordinarily be considered as logging investments. If 

it ig required that the road become a common carrier, a reasonable freight rate 

should be allowed in the appraisal instead of including the road as an invest- 

ment. The rate should be conservative and should correspond with rates estab- 

lished on branch lines where the operating and traffic conditions are similar. 

This rate must be equitable in consideration of the investment and operating 

conditions. However, in cases where railroads have to become common carriers 

in order to secure rights of way, but it is evident that there will not be sufficient 

traffic to maintain them permanently as common carriers, they should be con- 

sidered as investments. The investment in this case should be prorated over 

all traffic which the road will handle during the operating period. 

Wrecking values, determined in accordance with the above table, often 

have a small effect on the calculated stumpage value. In many cases the 

reduction in depreciation by their inclusion will be practically offset by the 

increase in the average profit-bearing investment. 

Timber upon Which Investments Should Be Depreciated. 

A logging chance or natural operating unit, whether all National Forest 

timber or largely privately owned, should usually be considered as one unit of 

operation in arriving at the average investment and the average annual depreci- 

tion. 

As far as practicable, it is the policy of the Forest Service to base depreciation 

upon the full operating life of the structure or equipment as fixed by normal 
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industrial standards. Many timber sales are made for short periods which 

represent but a part of the efficient life of the mill, railroad, or other improve- 

ments. Future sales to such plants can not be guaranteed. The operator must 

protect himself in competition with other bidders for remaining blocks of stump- 

age tributary to his improvements. It is, however, the policy of the Forest 

Service to reserve from sale additional bodies of timber tributary to plants con- 

structed in connection with short-term contracts until the initial chance is cut 

out. As far as practicable such reservations will be sufficient to insure the 

plant a normal operating life. Where additional National Forest timber is 

available, whether specifically reserved by the terms of sale or not, it should 

bear a proportionate part of the total depreciation of the plant. 

Private timber which it is reasonable to believe the operator will handle and 

so located as to be most logically and economically logged by the same set of 

improvements should also carry its proportionate part of the total depreciation. 

This will hold whether the operation is chiefly in private timber, the purchase 

of small tracts of Government stumpage being a secondary feature, or whether 

a National Forest sale forms its principal supply and small quantities of private 

timber are available which it is reasonable to suppose the operator can secure. 

The bearing of private stumpage upon the depreciation of investments must 

therefore be carefully weighed. 

If new mills or other improvements are to be constructed, a reasonable life in 

accordance with prevailing industrial standards will be allowed where sufficient 

Government timber, or private timber which there is reasonable likelihood of 

obtaining, is available. The total depreciation of improvements which can be 

used in logging and manufacturing such additional timber will be distributed 

over the entire amount of stumpage thus roughly blocked out to obtain the 

depreciation charge per thousand board feet. 

If no additional timber is available-—If no additional timber is available, the 

relation of the equipment to the amount of timber to be logged or manufactured 

must be considered, including any special factors, such as temporary main-line 

transportation. (See p. 12.) After deciding what kinds of equipment or im- 

provements are justifiable under the circumstances, investments in railroad 

steel, locomotives, donkey engines, portable or semiportable mills, etc., which 

are usually sold or moved to a new location, should be depreciated on the basis 

of their actual wrecking or sale value at the termination of the operation. The 

average investment should be determined with full recognition of this wrecking 

value. 

If additional timber is available.—If additional bodies of timber are available, 

the average investment, annual depreciation, and residual value should be de- 

termined for the entire operation instead of figuring the residual value and the 

average investment separately for each block of timber or operating period. 

To illustrate: 

A mill is to be built costing $90,000. There is sufficient timber available for a 

15-year operation at an annual capacity, of 20,000,000 feet. The estimated 

value of the site and wrecking value of the machinery at the end of the 15-year 

period is $15,000. The total depreciation is $75,000, making an annual depre- 

ciation of $5,000. The National Forest timber consists of 20,000,000 feet so 

located that it should be cut first. This will supply the mill one year. If the 

remaining timber is disregarded, the computation of the average investment, 

using the formula given on page 17, would be 

$90,000-+- $5,000 + $85,000 =$90,000 
5} average investment. 
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If the National Forest timber was so located that it should be cut during the 

last year of the operation, the results would be: 

20,000 + $5,000+-$15,000 
$20,001 $5,000°4 $15,000 — $20,000 average investment. 

If the entire tract was National Forest timber and was included in one sale, 

the results would be as follows: 

$90,000-F $5,004 515.000 =$55,000 average investment. 

If the average investment is determined separately for different operating 

periods throughout the life of the plant, there is an unreasonably wide difference 

in the average investment for each period, which is due to the residual value. 

These wide differences would be reflected in the stumpage values. It is reason- 

able, as a rule, to determine the average investment and the average depre- 

ciation for the entire operating period, and as a standard practice this will be 

done in appraisals, under such conditions as are outlined in the examples given, 

particularly with investments in manufacturing plants and railroads. (See 

also “‘ Use of standard manufacturing costs and depreciation,” in the following 

paragraph. ) 

Use of Standard Manufacturing Costs and Depreciation. 

In regions where it is practicable to standardize manufacturing costs by 

types of mills, the average figures covering the total cost of manufacture, depre- 

ciation included, may be used in appraisals if applicable to the specific timber 

being appraised. Standard manufacturing costs should be collected for differ- 

ent sizes and different types of mills. If these costs are used in appraisals, 

manufacturing investments may be disregarded and a margin for profit and risk 

figured on the standard overturn or total manufacturing costs, including depre- 

ciation. The use of standard costs in this way is especially desirable when 

Sales are made to existing plants that have been run a number of years at the 

time of sale. In many. cases these plants were constructed primarily for the 

manufacture of privately owned timber. The original cost may haye been 

wiped out by a depreciation charge. There may remain several years’ supply of 

National Forest timber. A practicable method of handling appraisals under 

such conditions is to disregard the mill investments and allow a reasonable mar- 

gin on the standard manufacturing costs, including a reasonable depreciation 

burden. (See “ Use of both the investment and the overturn methods in same 

appraisal,” p. 41. 

Many Forest Service sales consist of small bodies of timber. They represent 

only a small portion of the annual cut of the mills to which the timber goes. 

To estimate the cost of a new mill, or to figure the present residual value of the 

mill that already exists for each one of these sales is often less desirable than 

the use of standard manufacturing costs. 

If several existing plants are possible competitors for a chance, the use of 

standard costs and depreciation is fair to all, and is often more practical than 

to determine an average residual value of the initial investments. 

The standard costs, however, should be checked sufficiently often to make 

certain that they are currently applicable. The margin for profit and risk in 

manufacturing, in money terms per thousand feet of lumber, must be com- 

parable with the similar margin determined by the use of a reasonable aver- 

age profit-bearing investment. 

Profit-Bearing Period of Investments Fixed by Actual Use. 

Fixed investments are seldom made in one lump at the outset of an operation. 

They usually begin in advance of cutting, depending upon the amount of pre- 
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liminary construction which is required. In operations of any size and length 

additional investments become necessary from time to time, for railroad exten- 

sions, road or chute construction, more logging equipment, and the like. The 

replacement of major items of worn-out equipment, such as teams, rolling stock, 

and steam logging machinery, is an additional fixed investment. (See p. 2.) 

Many investments, furthermore, are used during only a part of the total 

operation. 

Investments are entitled to profit only from the date when they are actually 

made. Also, investments in improvements or equipment which are abandoned 

or worn out before the end of the operation should be cut out of the profit- 

bearing capital at the proper time. Profit on invested money should thus be 

restricted to the period of its actual use. This can be done most conveniently 

by prorating short-term investments over the entire operation in making up 

the average profit-bearing capital. 

Interest Charges on Preliminary Investments. 

Interest should be allowed on money invested in improvements for one or 

more years before cutting begins. The interest which has thus accumulated 

on preliminary investments on the date when their use begins will be treated 

in Service appraisals as an addition to the investment itself. Simple interest at 

the current bank rate will be used. If two years are required for the con- 

struction of improvements before beginning cutting, the amounts to be invested 

each year should be approximated. Interest for two years on the first year’s 

expenditures and for one year on those of the second year should be added. 

Calculation of Annual Depreciation and Average Investment. 

Uniform methods of calculating fixed investments and their depreciation are 

of obvious necessity. To this end, standard forms of tabulation will be of 

service. The essential facts to be determined are (1) the average profit-bearing 

capital at work in the business, and (2) the average annual depreciation of 

the fixed investments. It is of special importance to work out accurately 

the effect upon these two amounts of additional investments in improvements 

or equipment made from time to time and used during but a portion of the 

operation ; and similarly of the retirement at various intervals of parts of the 

investment which are worn out or whose use is terminated. 

By separate years.—The most exact method is to carry for each year of the 

operation (1) the investment required at the beginning of the year, (2) its de- 

preciation during the year, and (38) additional investments necessary at the 

end of the year. The estimated depreciation during each year is deducted 

from the investment at its beginning. This figure, with the addition of any new 

outlays required during or at the end of the year, is the investment in the 

business at the beginning of the following year. Thus is obtained the profit- 

bearing capital at the beginning of each year, with the average for the entire 

operation; the depreciation during each year and for the whole period; and 

the wrecking or residual value at its end. 

By investment items.—A simpler and quicker method is to calculate for each 

improvement or purchase of equipment the yearly depreciation and the average 

profit-bearing investment, both prorated over the entire operation. Yearly de- 

preciation is determined: by dividing the total shrinkage in the value of the 

improvement or equipment by the number of years in the operation. The 

average profit-bearing investment is determined by the following formula: 

One-half of the sum of the initial investment and its residual or wrecking 

value multiplied by a fraction whose numerator is the number of years during 

which the particular improvement or equipment is in use and whose denomina- 
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tor is the total number of years in the operation, plus one-half of the yearly 

depreciation. 

This formula may be expressed as follows: 

Let J represent initial cost; 

r the residual value; 

n the number of years in use; 

y the number of years planned for the operation; and 

d the average annual depreciation. 

Then 

Itroin,d 

Tae) 
equals average fixed investment. 

Wherever depreciation takes place in a straight line—that is, at a uniform 

rate annually during the period of use—this method yields the same results 

as a calculation by separate years. If depreciation does not progress at a 

uniform rate throughout the period of use, it yields a different and usually a 

lower average investment. A uniform rate of depreciation may be fairly 

assumed, however, in practically all logging and milling investments, and 

this is the more common industrial practice. 

The addition of one-half of the annual depreciation in obtaining the average 

profit-bearing capital under each item of investment is based on the assumption 

that depreciation is charged off at the end of each year rather than currently 

during the year. This is equivalent to calculating the average investments as 

at the beginning of each of the respective years in the operation rather than 

at the middle of the year. To illustrate: 

A $10,000 investment is to be wholly depreciated in 10 years; at $1,000 

annually. The successive investments at the beginning and middle of each 

year are: 

Beginning.| Middle. 

LUISA te ead 4 2 eter tite ie a Ee creda pel Pete feel St PS a A a eye Ose $10, 000 $9, 500 
Secondivear. «vis: -stttre sa qrecheastel-. dt roy Ba.qeres hea. bas fatal. 9, 000 8, 500 
LBL ERT 0 L SS7CE/ SN IE RS AT DL og Cat ET itcae Se Sie ees ty cant bt A 8, 000 7, 500 
PAMUMIVRAT 22 yah <4 nts Seti sa nis wies's Cue guseaee ets oe Ca ee hee AF 1, 000 | 500 

RR es Sowa PAY Mapes $2 20 = is ae SN GE ie Rae rete By ae Ree OY 8 2 55, 600 50, 000 
BM CEALO archaetae cman e saatrna eta tian. vas pane as sales on omi ease AME Sirah ome Sb adediaete sides 5, 500 , 0 

An average for the beginning of each year is obtained under the formula by 

taking one-half the sum of the initial. investment and residual value 

($10,000+-0), together with one-half of the annual depreciation, $1,000. The 

addition of one-half of the annual depreciation thus results in a figure repre- 

senting the investment during a 12-month interval in the exact center of the 

operating period, or the true mathematical average. 

This treatment of depreciation is not strictly applicable to all operations. 

It is, however, the more conservative basis of determining average investments 

and will therefore be followed uniformly in Service appraisals. 

The calculation of average depreciation and profit-bearing capital by each 

investment item will be of more general service because of its shorter and 

simpler form than the other method of calculation, by separate years. An 

illustration follows: 

In a 10-year operation, an investment of $10,500 in logging equipment is 

required for the first year’s operation. At the end of the first year, $1,200 

worth of additional equipment must be purchased; and at the end of the fifth 
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year, $1,800 worth must be procured. This completes the logging equipment 

required for the entire 10 years. All of the machinery is depreciated at the 

rate of 10 per cent annually while in actual use. The calculation of the average 

profit-bearing investment in this equipment is as follows: 

Investment and depreciation—Logging equipment. 

Initial Yearl ieee nitia early . profit- 
Years of use. invest- | deprecia- eee bearing 

ment. tion. 5 invest- 
; ment 

$10, 500 $1050" 203...25 222 $5, 775 
1, 200 108 $120 648 
1, 800 90 900 720 

13, 500 1, 248 1,020 7, 143 

The annual depreciation of the first item is one-tenth of the initial invest- 

ment; of the second, one-tenth of a total shrinkage of $1,080; of the third, one- 

tenth of a total shrinkage of $900. 

The average interest-bearing investment under the first item is— 

10. 10,500 1,050 
10% 2 +79 

under the second— 

9 1,200+120 108 
10% :9ieeiD 

under the third— 

5 _ 1,800+900 90 

1 eae 
The estimated cost of roadbed, ties, and laying steel for the first year’s 

logging is $4,500. This portion of the railroad will be in use throughout the 

entire operation. Subsequent investments must be made in roadbed, ties, and 

labor for laying rails. There will be no residual or wrecking value for these 

investments. The calculation of the average investment, with the estimated 

period of use of each item, is as follows: 

Initial | Yearly Avernee | Initial | Yearly Bey 
Years of use. invest- | deprecia- | iearivigin: | Years of use. invest- | deprecia- bearing in 

ment. tion. | Say ment. tion. | estment 

| 

ME eG Gtr iB aeapo- $4, 500 $450 $2; ATS Wy 2 Senda seus =n dete Ee $2, 200 $220 $330 
Hoscsnscnbeusdaeaoa 1, 800 180 | ZO | Mcseche cr aeree sna 1, 700 170 170 
Dewercee ome aEe a 1, 100 110 POW | (Qite fags ae 2, 500 250 375 
Bipaogenegssssgossace 1, 600 160 | 240 || _ 
Desa abetesee sr aeetoe 2, 100 210 210 || Total........| 19,000 1, 900 4, 630 
i andqudssogsct sens 1, 150 450 || 

The average interest-bearing investment is computed for each item, as 10/10, 

2/10, 1/10, ete., of one-half of the initial outlay, this being a 10-year operation, 

plus one-half of the yearly depreciation. 

The following illustration shows the application of this method to a compli- 

cated railroad investment, parts of which are made and withdrawn at irregular 

intervals: 

A main railroad must be built at the outset of a 20-year operation, at a cost 

of $72,000. Two years will be required for its construction before cutting begins, 
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approximately one-fourth of the amount being expended during the first year 

and three-fourths during the second year. Interest on these amounts at 6 per 

cent ($18,000 for two years and $54,000 for one year) will be included as part 

of the initial investment, which thus aggregates $77,400. It will be fully depre- 

ciated in the 20 years’ operation. 

The main railroad suffices for logging during the first two years. Three 

miles of spurs are then required, to be used four years and abandoned. The 

estimated cost is $2,000 per mile for roadbed, ties, and labor and $2,400 per mile 

for steel. Five miles of additional spurs will then be necessary. This will 

necessitate the purchase of steel for 2 miles, at $2,400, and an outlay for road- 

bed, ties, and labor for 5 miles, estimated at $1,800 per mile. These spurs 

are to be used four years, by which time the timber tributary to them will be 

eut out. 

Six miles of spurs into other units must then be graded and laid. The road- 

bed and labor in track laying are estimated at $1,500 per mile. One additional 

mile of steel must be purchased at a cost of $2,400. This section of track will 

supply logs for five years. Extensions aggregating 3 miles must then be pro- 

vided for the last five years’ logging, the 6 miles previously constructed remain- 

ing in use. The extensions are estimated to cost $2,000 per mile for roadbed. 

labor, ete., and $2,400 for steel. 

The investments in roadbed will be without value at the end of the operation 

and must therefore be wholly depreciated. All investments in steel rails will be 

depreciated at 5 per cent annually, leaving a wrecking value, for second-hand 

rails, in the case of steel used during but a portion of the operation. 

These investments may be tabulated as follows: 

Initial Yearly d Wreckin me ao nitial in- early de- recking profit-bear- 
Years of use. vestment. | preciation. value. ing invest- 

ment. 

20s Saatess Teles See es sls SO SE CERRO. S20. £34 $77, 400 PSA 7 Cl Be oe $40, 635 
AN i hades ae ae See ag aaa yeas ss ois'cia c acie'siawaic.es.e 16, 000 SOO dere Sodas 
Th Gis ces er EAS cea tae ok 2 7, 200 324 $720 3, 726 
AB eS ATANED PORES oo 5 Ss cas ae 19, 000 Abele.) stezetee. - | 1, 125 
Mae eae cee et ok eas chi oc Sak 2 4, 800 168 1, 440 2, 268 
YO08 Sh. Sot 2 eee toe. Janeen. et 19,000 76714 |e > pee 2, 475 
To LCS Sea, SE One See ste hk ahaa das 22, 400 60 1, 200 930 
Ome eae ciesence cannot sas cacecismcccias os da be Meee « 16, 000 1 Ue ee ee 900 
SS a ie SP SEA ok oe ee ee 2 7, 200 90 5, 400 1, 620 

Mofalsoc sts kok MICRA Tee JOE We 129, 000 6, 012 8, 760 54, 429 
1 

1 Roadbed, etc. 2 Steel. 

Of the investments made at the beginning of the third year, for example, the 

roadbed is in use four years and the steel 18 years. The average yearly invest- 

ment for this piece of roadbed is therefore computed as = for the 

18 _,7200+-720 , 324 
steel as 1s Gy DOL a 

operation at different times, the average capital at work in the business and 

entitled to profit is $54,429. The entire $129,000 is returned, however, by a 

depreciation charge of $6,012 annually for 20 years and the wrecking value 

of $8,760 at the end of the operation. 

It will be noted that the dates when particular investments are made and 

‘withdrawn are of no consequence. The telling factor is the number of years 

during which each investment is at work. 

86001—22——4 

It is seen that while $129,000 is invested in the 
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OPERATING COSTS. 
Standard Classification. 

The following classification of operating costs will be used as standard by the 

Forest Service. Not all of its items are applicable in every appraisal and 

further subdivision may be necessary in some instances. The main classifica- 

tion should, however, be uniformly used. 

Classification of operating costs. 

1. Logging. 

(1) Stump to landing. 

a. Felling. 

b. Bucking. 

c. Swamping. 

d. Trimming, peeling, and sniping ( included in swamping or yarding 

as case may be). 

e. Skidding or yarding. 

f. Hauling, chuting, roading, etc. 

g. Decking or piling at yards. 

h. Maintenance—supplies and repairs. 

i. Supervision.” 

(2) Landing to mill. 

a. Loading, breaking out landings, or other work at landing itself. 

b. Sealing. 

c. Railroading, hauling, driving, fluming, or other transportation 

charges. 

d. Unloading at mill pond or yard. 

e. Maintenance—supplies and repairs. 

f. Supervision.” 

(8) Extra costs of logging under Forest Service regulations. 

a. Cutting of timber under protection requirements. 

(a) Cost of cutting diseased or weed trees. 

(6) Cost of cutting snags. 

6b. Slash disposal. 

(a) Brush piling, or lopping and scattering. 

(6) Burning piled or loose slash. 

(c) Clearing firebreaks. 

(d@) Burning slash as cut. 

2. Manufacture, mill pond to f. o. b. cars. 

(1) Sawmill. 

a. Pond, handling logs in pond and putting on jack chain (labor). 

b. Sawing, from log on jack chain until lumber leaves trimmers 

(labor). 

ce. Sorting, carrying lumber to transfer chains, buggies or rolls, in- 

cluding grading and tallying (labor). 

ad. Power (labor). 

e. Maintenance. 

Supplies. 

Repairs (labor and materials). 

f. Millwright (labor). 

g. Filing (labor). 

h. Oiling (labor). 

1 Use one supervision item for logging all woods work if preferred. 
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2. Manufacture, mill pond to f. o. b. cars—Continued. 

(2) Yard. 

a. Transportation to yard, taking lumber from transfer chains, bug- 

gies, or rolls, or on delivery from kiln or planer, to piles. 

b. Handling, piling, etc., exclusive of loading (labor). 

c. Maintenance. 

Supplies. 

Repairs (labor and materials). 

(3) Kiln. 

a. Transportation to kiln. 

b. Handling (labor). 

c. Power (labor). 

d. Maintenance. 

Supplies. 

Repairs (labor and materials). 

(4) Planing mill. 

a. Transportation to planing mill. 

b. Handling (labor). 

c. Power (labor). 

d. Maintenance. 

Supplies. 

Repairs (labor and materials). 

(5) Sheds.’ 

a. Transportation to sheds. 

b. Handling (labor). 

(6) Loading. 

a. Transportation to cars, including taking down yard piles, repiling 

in cars, ete. 

b. Handling (labor). 

3. Sales. 

(1) Traveling salesmen. 

(2) Commissions. 

(3) Advertisements. 

(4) Retail yards.’ 
4, Taxes and insurance. 

(1) Taxes. 

a. On permanent improvements, including franchise taxes. 

b. On movable equipment. 

c. On logs. 

d. On lumber (yard stock). 

(2) Insurance. 

a. On logs. 

b. On lumber. 

ec. On permanent improvements. 

d. On equipment. 

é. Liability insurance for injuries to workmen. 

5. General expense. 

(1) Cruising and layout of operation, surveys, ete. 

(2) Protection of sale area from fire. 

2Include under ‘“ Yard” if desirable. 
* The operation should be carried through to retail yards only when the organization of 

a specific plant makes this necessary to a proper analysis of costs and returns. As far as 

practicable, returns will be based upon wholesale prices f. o. b. cars at nearest common 

carrier shipping point. (See p. 31.) 
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5. General expense—Continued. 

(3) Office expenses. 

a. Timekeeping. 

b. Clerical help. 

c. Stationery, postage, telegrams. ete. 

d. Rentals, lighting, water rents, telephone service, ete. 

e. Association dues, ete. 

(4) Fees and other expenses in employing labor. 

(5) Supervision: Salaries and expenses of administrative force, including 

foremen whose time is not wholly chargeable to specific operations. 

Necessity for Ascertaining all Operating Costs. 

The chief purpose of this detailed enumeration is to cause appraisers to study 

all features of an operation thoroughly and take all necessary costs into account. 

Caution under this head applies particularly to supervisory costs, selling ex- 

penses, the cost of employing and insuring labor and like items which do not 

appear on the face of current work. Study of running operations is the only 

safe guide to many of these items. Their inclusion in the calculation in accord- 

ance with prevailing industrial conditions and practice is essential to an accurate 

appraisal. 

Use of Conservative Figures. 

Costs should be fairly and liberally reckoned. Men watching going operations 

are inclined to figure too closely, taking standards which are not practicable in 

a season’s run and overlooking the delays and losses of close connection which 

occur between constituent portions of the work. The costs used should be prac- 

ticable under continuous operation for a long period. ‘They should check with 

going figures at which operations for a season.or more are being conducted by 

reasonably efficient concerns. The aim will be to strike a fair average under 

which the inefficient operator must stand the losses due to his inefficiency, 

while the exceptionally able lumberman will make a higher profit on account of 

his special skill or ability. 

Checks from Jobbing Rates and Going Operations. 

A detailed classification of operating costs should be presented in the ap- 

praiser’s report. Checks by sections of the work, such as the cost of loading, 

hauling, and landing logs on a given haul, or the total cost of logging or milling, 

should be obtained from going operations in similar timber wherever possible. 

Current jobbing rates, if available, also serve as useful checks. Any such rates 

or average costs must, of course, be authentic. 

Milling costs tend to be much more uniform over a considerable region and 

much more susceptible of standardization than logging costs. In many manu- 

facturing districts, with well-defined types of mills, average figures may be had 

for the total cost of manufacture and sale, including mill depreciation and main- 

tenance. These are the more trustworthy when embodying the experience of a 

number of operators, and if well established may be substituted for estimates 

of the same items in stumpage appraisals. Superintendence, selling costs, and 

other general expense items also tend to be the same in plants of the same gen- 

eral size and type and can often be standardized to advantage for considerable 

regions. 

Extra Costs of Service Requirements. 

It is important to give full weight to the added cost of operation due to 

requirements imposed by the Forest Service. These should be estimated sepa- 

rately for items like brush disposal, which are readily segregated from other 

operating costs. The extra cost of other requirements, such as reserving a 

portion of the timber, should be included in the cost of the particular step in 
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the operation to which the requirement applies. In other words, the cost of 

each process should be estimated as the Service will require the work to be done. 

The appraiser’s report may well contain, however, a summary of the effect of 

all Service requirements upon operating costs and investments for the informa- 

tion of prospective purchasers. bs 

Expenditures under such requirements which are made currently in connec- 

tion with other woods operations call for a sum of working capital analogous 

to that for logging costs and having the same turnover. (See p. 25.) Other 

expenditures, particularly brush burning, may be incurred after the logs are 

removed, or indeed after the lumber has been manufactured and sold. Such 

expenditures are paid out of returns for the product and require little or no 

additional working capital. 

Basis of Computation. 

Logging and transportation costs to the mill will be computed on log scale; 

milling costs on lumber tally. This accords with trade practice and facilitates 

allowance for overrun. 

Distinction Between Operating Costs and Fixed Investments. 

Expenditures for temporary improvements, such as chutes or roads in use 

for a year or less, may be charged either as fixed investments or operating 

costs. The difference in the resulting appraisal is unimportant. If classed as 

investments they increase the charges for depreciation and profit on fixed in- 

vestments. If classed as operating costs, they increase this item, together with 

working capital and the profit earned by it. 

To illustrate—$1,000 is to be expended during a logging season for temporary 

truck roads in an operation cutting 5,000,000 feet annually. As an investment, 

this outlay adds 20 cents per thousand feet to the depreciation and 4 cents per 

thousand feet to the profit, figuring the latter at 20 per cent on the invested 

capital. As an operating eost, it adds 20 cents per thousand feet to the current 

charges and 4 cents to the profit on working capital, assuming but one turn 

annually for the expenditure and the same profit rate. 

Period of use the deciding factor.—The period of use of the structure or 

material should be the deciding factor. In Forest Service practice all expendi- 

tures for improvements or equipment used for one year or less and having no 

residual or wrecking value will ordinarily be classed as operating costs. Im- 

provements and equipment used for longer periods or which will have a residual 

or wrecking value at the end of the operation will be classed as fixed invest- 

ments. 

Maintenance. 

Maintenance is often confused with depreciation, but should be kept distinct. 

It is a current charge for blacksmith and machine shops, section crews on 

railroads, millwrights, repair kits, supplies, etc., expended solely for the upkeep 

and repair of existing structures or equipment. It varies greatly with dif- 

ferent improvements or kinds of equipment, depending upon their nature and 

the amount and severity of use. 

A locomotive, for example, has a first cost of $9,000, a life of 12 years, and an 

estimated scrap value at the end of that time of $600. The depreciation charge 

necessary to restore the original investment is thus $8,400, or $700 a year; $200 

additional may be required annually, however, for machine-shop work, replace- 

ment of minor parts, etc. The latter is maintenance. 

Maintenance of mills—Maintenance is always an important and unavoidable 

charge in milling, on account of the constant repairs, alteration of machinery, 

ete., necessary in keeping up an efficient mill. The depreciation of a mill, how- 

ever, where large supplies of timber insure long life, may be very small. Gen- 
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erally speaking, as the depreciation of mills, and other machinery is reduced— 

that is, as a longer operating life is assured—expenditures for maintenance 

must be increased because of the greater average amount of repairs and re- 

placements required. Average maintenance costs for different kinds of im- 

provements and equipment can best be obtained from local experience in 

similar operations. 

Selling Costs. 

Selling costs are specialized and vary with the character of the operation. 

In most small plants the mill cut is either contracted in advance or sold to 

local buyers, selling costs being largely or wholly eliminated. Large plants 

with extensive yard stocks which sell their cut in competitive territory, on the 

other hand, may incur very high selling costs. This charge can be determined 

only from local trade conditions. It can be handled best by establishing aver- 

age Selling charges for the principal types of plants in each locality, classified 

by output or by other industrial factors which affect this item. 

Taxes and Insurance. 

Taxes and insurance are grouped apart from general expense to facilitate 

the determination of working capital. Prevailing tax assessments on the 

forms of property carried in a lumber operation, as percentages of their actual 

or sale value, and tax levies on assessed valuation can usually be obtained 

directly from the county authorities. Insurance rates are usually standard- 

ized for the various forms of property—mills, lumber in yards, etc. Local 

practice will be the best index to the proportion of the value of the particular 

class of improvements or other property on which insurance is carried. Lia- 

bility insurance, to cover injuries to workmen, should similarly be estimated 

in accordance with the common practice in this.regard. 

Income taxes, either Federal or State, will not be considered as an operating 

cost. Their amount is dependent on the profit realized from the business. 

Their chief influence is on the rate of return on the investment in current 

business undertakings, and therefore, in Forest Service appraisals, on the 

allowed margin for profit and risk. 

General Expense—Superintendence. 

The principal general expense charge is superintendence. The supervision 

of each portion of the work, as logging from stump to landing may be included 

in the cost of that part of the operation. General expense should include only 

superintendence which applies to the entire organization and can not prac- 

ticably be segregated between its parts. 

General expense charges are the least tanglble of any in the operation and 

the most easily overlooked. Their inclusion in the calculation is as important, 

however, as the cost of felling or skidding. Careful study of the organization 

of existing operations, the cost of superintendents and other executive officers, 

and of necessary office expenses is essential to gauge these items accurately in 

stumpage appraisals. 

WORKING CAPITAL. 

Elements in Working Capital. 

Operating costs are paid either from working capital or directly from the 

proceeds of sales. 

Working capital thus depends upon two elements (1) the amount of current 

expenditures, and (2) the time which elapses between outlay and realization. 

While the amount of such capital actually in use varies from month to month, 

it will for appraisal purposes be regarded as a constant fund fixed in accord- 

ance with the average requirements of the business. This accords with the 

common business practice of carrying short-term notes for periods when spe- 
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cial demands must be met and a corresponding balance when sales are most 

active. Working capital is entitled to regular yearly profit and must be found 

intact at the end of the operation. It is entirely separate from fixed invest- 

ments and has no relation to depreciation. 

Variation in Different Operations. 

The amount of working capital required varies widely in accordance with the 

product of the operation, the methods of marketing it, and the local logging con- 

ditions and trade practices. Uniform methods of calculation are not practicable 

in stumpage appraisals. The following discussion is intended to suggest ways of 

determining working capital rather than to establish hard and fast rules. The 

experience of operators is the best aid in estimating working capital and should 

be obtained whenever possible. 

Frequency of the Turn. 

The factors which bear most directly upon the amount of working capital 

needed in an operation are (1) the total sum of annual operating costs and 

stumpage payments, and (2) the average period between expenditures for these 

purposes and corresponding returns from sales of the product. Broadly speaking, 

the working capital must be equivalent to three-fourths, one-half, or one-third of 

the total expenditures each year for operating costs and stumpage payments if the 

average period between outlay and realization is nine months, six months, or 

four months, respectively. Where an annual log drive is required, working 

capital may be turned but once a year. 

Cases in which the turnover is so rapid that labor and supply bills can be 

paid directly with a portion of the returns, and the working capital is an unim- 

portant item, are usually better appraised by the overturn method. Rarely do 

such cases involve so heavy investments in improvements or equipment as to 

make the investment method the better one to use. (See p. 40.) 

Working Capital Required for Taxes and Insurance. 

Taxes and insurance become due at specified dates each year and in a con- 

tinuous operation are repaid gradually from sales throughout the year. Itisa 

fair assumption, therefore, that a fund of working capital equivalent to one- 

half the yearly taxes and insurance must be kept on hand. 

Working Capital Required for Accounts Receivable. 

In ordinary lumber marketing, freight is prepaid by the seller and the account 

carried for 30 or 60 days, or the bill is discounted for cash payment. The 

former practice, which is far more common, requires cash to carry the operation 

until the proceeds of sales are actually in hand and available for use in the busi- 

ness. The latter is a universal trade method of securing immediate returns by 

sacrificing a small portion of them. The discoéunt is thus a means of reducing 

working capital. 

Accounts receivable are often covered by short-term loans. Since no dis- 

tinction is made in Service appraisals between borrowed and unborrowed 

capital, however, and all the funds actually required in the business must be 

provided for, such accounts should be included in the estimate of working 

capital. This item should be figured very conservatively either (1) by in- 

cluding the average period between sale and payment in the “turn” of the 

operating costs and stumpage payments, or (2) by adding to the working 

capital aS otherwise made up the average annual amount necessary to carry 

the volume of credit business for a period of one month or more in operations 

of similar type and output, or, where a discounted selling price is used in the 

appraisal, the average annual amount of funds needed to carry stock from 

time of shipment to payment. 

Since credit accounts are thus provided for in the average profit-bearing in- 

vestment, interest on them will not be included in operating costs. 
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Where the prevailing practice is to discount for cash payment, eliminating 

in whole or in part the need for working capital to cover accounts receivable, 

the discount should be shown as’a reduction in the average f. o. b. mill price 

actually received; i. e., the f. 0. b. lumber price used in the appraisal should be 

the net price after deducting the prevailing discount from the proportion of 

the business subject to discount. (See “ Selling price,” p. 3.) 

Determination of Working Capital. 

These principles may be illustrated by the following operation on the West 

Coast. It is estimated that sufficient working capital must be on hand to run 

the logging camp three months and the mill two months before funds are re- 

turned from sales in sufficient amounts to carry the business; that is, it is neces- 

sary to have a continuous supply of logs equal to the camp’s output for one 

month at the landing, in transit, or at the mill, and an average yard stock of 

lumber equal to the output of the mill for two months. Payments for lumber 

will be made in time to carry the cost of the fourth month’s logging and third 

month’s milling. The working capital used in logging is thus turned four times 

a year and that used in milling six times, with the excepton of funds carried 

to pay taxes and insurance in each instance, which are reckoned as turning 

twice annually. 

The working capital required in this operation may be summarized as follows: 

; Number of | Working ca 
Amount aa non times work- | ital patel 

Expenditure. per thousand Learaeiaie ing capital per thou- 
feet. oe fale is turned sand feet 

NU annually. annually. 

Depreciation on logging investment...........- DOO ed a senaee 3 ool ia ia zea aelajeatjn aed atetse age reee 
Taxes and insurances ti: J5.5220-5 - . uf 09 | $0. 09 2 | $0. 045 
Otherlogeing costss. 2.2) -Si. ence 4, 86 4. 86 4 1,215 
Stumpacey: ss-2 eee ae meee eae ee 1.75 1.75 4 . 437 
Depreciation on milling investment. - SOO) oe otnreck as] re iemase- teal a erence 
Paxés and insurance -\-t scr. 22-2 - - ee . 16 16 2 08 
Otheranilling costs. ot ta plas eqadais. swat ews t 3. 87 3. 87 6 - 645 

DOtAMUai ee ssiees, Te Lege. See Le. 11. 46 HOTS PEMES. . LG! 2, 422 

The operation thus needs working capital equivalent to $2,422 per thousand 

feet on its annual cut of 16,000,000, log scale, a total of $38,752. The average 

turn is approximately four and a half times a year, the working capital being 

about 224 per cent of the sum of annual operating costs and stumpage pay- 

ments, $171,680. 

If market and industrial conditions made it possible to turn the working 

capital used in logging every two months and the milling capital every month, 

tax and insurance expenditures still being turned twice annually, the calculation 

for the foregoing operation becomes as follows: 

. Number of | Working cap- 
Amount For fon. times work- | italreq eared 

Expenditure. per thousand) Paria ingcapital | per thou- 
feet. canital | iSturned | sand feet 

pital. | annually. | annually. 
| 

Depreciation on logging investment...........- $0. S48. oe sepfowees |camdamoencbt a: loons tart hereer 
MAXCSAMGINSUTATICO: Shh ccmscc cee de cece ase -09 $0. 09 2 $0.045 
Otherlogeing costs 2-4). - -see2 af Seeebe saetis- Ses 4.86 4.86 6 .81 
STUMPALe seas este cee cee obese de scemEneenc 1.75 1.75 6 . 292 
Depreciation on milling investment.-........-..- SOOT SO SEE IVE eRe Se Sie Sa oe Shetate 
Taxes @n@ninsSutancCe. ai. cu cea te crite -16 .16 2 -08 
OtHermilling costs a | ee eee ee 3. 87 3. 87 12 . 322 

PROG AD (oi Ppa ce oe ete a ee ean roa al 11. 46 LO ioyleae see eee 1.549 
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Under these conditions a working capital of but $24,784 is required to carry 

the same annual cut. The average turn is nearly seven times a year, and about 

15 per cent of the sum of annual operating and stumpage costs is sufficient for 

working capital. 

Margin for contingencies—Computations of working capital on the average 

turn are usually overconservative. A surplus must always be on hand to meet 

special demands, and the funds at work in the business can not always be ex- 

panded or contracted for short periods. Usually a margin of 10 or 15 per cent 

should be added to the sum deduced as above to put the business on a practical 

working basis. 

In Slow Operations. 

In driving or other operations whose successive steps consume the greater 

part of a year the floating capital required usually ranges from one-half to 

three-fourths of the total yearly operating and stumpage costs. Instead of esti- 

mating the “turn” of the funds employed in each part of the operation the total 

working capital may conveniently be averaged for the year by tracing outgo: 

and income as follows: 

In a cut of 20,000,000 feet annually it is assumed that stumpage payments, at 

$2.20 per thousand, average as of January 1; that logging costs, at $4 per thou- 

sand, average as of February 1; that driving costs, at $1 per thousand, average 

as of May 1; and that milling costs, at $3.50 per thousand, average as of July 

1. Sales at $15 per thousand feet begin in August. The sale of 2,000,000 feet is 

credited to the 1st of September and each of the succeeding nine months. 

The working capital required to carry this business would then be: 

| i j 
| j 

Balance Balance 
| between Heaaes Working | : between pag Working 

For— | outgoand raced capital for For— outgo and recedin capita) for 
‘income for | Pre & | the month. | income for | P In |the month. 
the year. yeon the year. year. 

7 : ; : teed obs Ae I e wen: Big A oe 

January......| $44, 000 + $64, 000 $108,000 || August....... $214) UU. ence tens $214, 000 
February..... 124,000 | + 34,000 158,000 || September...| 184,000 |............ 184; 000: 
March........ 124,000 | + 4,000 128,000 || October...... Pe OM) ae ee 154, 000 
April usr 2? | 124000 | — 26,000 98,000 | November...| 124,000 |............ 1247 000 
Maye ats: a: 144,000 | — 56,000 88,000 || December... - 94, OOD sai ai82 eeceys'oe 94, 000 
Taek 144,000 | — 86,000 58, 000 
Frayed! 4000: |; Qe2n4 ooo ur we. 2a. ae 214,000 ||| Average.....|s.c..002.2.Lfeeceeeeeeele 135, 167 

Or 68 per cent of the total annual producing cost of $214,000. Ten or 15 per 

cent should be added to this total for safety. 

The figures in the first column from January to August are the accrued costs 

of stumpage, logging, driving, and manufacture. The figures from September 

to December and in the second column from Januury to March represent the 

accrued costs less sale receipts. The second column figures from April to June 

represent the surplus of sale receipts over accrued operating costs. The figures 

in the third column represent the capital required to carry current operating 

costs exch month in the year. 

Calculation of Working Capital from Average Stocks on Hand. 

Another method of determining working capital, which is perhaps more direct 

and tangible than either of those discussed, is to foot up the average credit 

balance for advance sturspage payments, the value of the average stock of logs 

and lumber, the average total of bills receivable which are carried for one 

month or more, and a reasonable cash balance. The value of log and lumber 

stocks should be calculated from current stumpage and operating costs. While 

86001 —22——_5 
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the supply of logs and lumber varies to a greater or less degree, a fair average 

can usually be figured as constant in the business. This method furnishes an 

excellent check on computations of working capital from the average turn. 

If logging and milling are figured separately, the working capital for each 

operation may be determined as follows: Multiply the cut of each month by 

the number of months until the logs reach the mill; the sum of these products 

divided by the annual cut gives the weighted average time in months that the 

money is tied up. The annual cut multiplied by the operating costs, including 

stumpage, of logging per thousand feet, or other unit of volume used, will 

give the total expenditures for that purpose. This sum multiplied by the aver- 

age number of months that the money is tied up and the product divided by 12. 

will give the average annual profit-bearing investment represented by working 

capital in the logging operation. : 

The money tied up in lumber in the yard may be determined by multiplying 

the total cost of production per thousand feet of lumber tally, including stump- 

age and logging costs, by the average amount of lumber carried in the yard. 

The average balance to the credit of the operator for advance stumpage pay- 

ments and a margin for contingencies should be added. 

Use of normal rather than speculatwe stocks——The quantity of lumber car- 

ried in the yards after manufacture should be estimated from the average yard 

stock under normal trade conditions, eliminating excess stocks carried for 

speculative reasons. Stocks carried over periods of depression to obtain normal 

prices may, however, be included in computing the average. 

Working Capital in Sales of Special Products. 

In sales of tie or mining material, telephone poles, etc., the product is usually 

contracted to one buyer for payment on delivery. In driving or fluming opera- 

tions deliveries are ordinarily made during a short period of the year and 

expenditures for stumpage and logging month by month must be carried until 

the date of delivery. The average working capital required may be estimated 

by computing the “‘ turn” of each month’s outlay or the time which must elapse 

before cash returns are received. A simple method of obtaining this result 

is to set down each month’s expenditure, multiply it by the number of months 

intervening until time of payment, and divide by 12. To illustrate: 

Logging in a small tie operation begins on the Ist of August and continues, 

including skidding and decking, until the 1st of April. The ties are flumed in 

June, and payment for the season’s cut received in full by August 1. The work- 

ing capital may be computed from the monthly expenditures as follows: 

Sibi we : ee eee i 7 

Amount Amount 
Date of 4 t peer S | extended || Date of rite oR parce extended 

expenditure. | ~ PROEDE- Phe ade ¢, for number} expenditure. | ~ f + ; t for number 
| Payment. | of months. } | | Payment. | of months. 
| 

Sept. 1.- $2, 000 | 11 $22, 000 | MATS Meee eee $1, 200 | 5 $6, 000 
Oct. 1... 500 | 10 5,000 |} Apr. 1...--... 1, 500 | 4 6, 000 
Nov. 1. = 500 | 9 45500) |) duly de. S 900 | 1 900 
echt ste tae 400 | 8 3,200 || ee 
Jar Me 1,000 | 7h 7,000 | Motels ee Oke yee ace le ie 59, 400 
TOE Oa a aN | 800 | 6 4, 800 | 

$59,400=12=$4,950, the average amount of working capital required. (For a 

detailed illustration of the method, see p. 67.) 

This method adapts itself to any special features in the expend’tures of an 

operation, such as the purchase of supplies for an entire winter in advance, the 

payment of labor bills at the end of the logging season, etc. It is also readily 

applied in sales where payments for the product are distributed throughout the 
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year, by estimating the number of months elapsing between the date of each 

expenditure and its return. - 

Such calculations should be based upon the terms and methods of payment for 

labor, supplies, etc., in common usage. As the standard practice, however, com- 

missaries will not be considered in estimating working capital. Where board is 

furnished to laborers at a stated price or a general store is conducted in con- 

nection with a logging operation, it should be treated as a separate business 

enterprise not affecting the working funds required in the timber sale. If wages 

include board, the current cost of supplies and labor for the mess is a proper 

item of working capital. g( See * Commissaries and boarding houses,’ p. 8.) 

OVERRUN. 
Source of Overrun. 

The Forest Service will follow the practice of lumbermen in prorating logging 

costs on log scale and milling costs on mill tally. These two standards seldom 

agree. The product of the mill ordinarily overruns the decimal C log scale 

from 4 to 30 per cent, depending on the size, length, taper, and soundness of the 

timber, the thickness of the saw and other matters of mill equipment, the exact 

dimensions to which lumber is sawed, and the class of material manufactured. 

A Necessary Factor in Stumpage Appraisals. 

The Forest Service does not guarantee an overrun. It is, however, too large 

a factor to be ignored in accurate stumpage appraisals. In many operations 

overruns alone furnishes a fair profit. If equivalent to 20 per cent or more of 

the log scale, it may easily increase profits from 60 to 100 per cent. Nor should 

overrun be dismissed as no more than an offset to business hazards such as 

car shortage, fire losses, labor troubles, and the like. Accurate appraisals must 

take into account all of the actual costs which can be foreseen and all antici- 

pated returns, one of which is overrun. Hazards which enter into the risk of 

the operation but do not justify specific cost items should be given full weight 

in the margin allowed for profit and risk. 

Determination of Overrun. 

The percentage of overrun is determined for each general region by species, 

size and soundness of logs, types of mills, and sizes of lumber normally pro- 

duced. These standard overrun percentages are obtained by mill-seale studies 

or special mill-tally checks against the log scale under standard National 

Forest scaling practice. In the absence of standard figures, mill records may 

be used provided there has been a thorough check of the scaling practice fol- 

lowed at these mills. Separate standards are established for small circular 

mills and large band mills. The standard overrun percentage used in an 

appraisal should be determined according to the size of the timber, the per- 

centage of defect, the class of material to be manufactured, and the type of 

mill best adapted to the timber and chance. 

Any percentage used should be conservative, particularly if exact checks on 

the Forest Service scale in the same class of timber have not been obtained. 

Overrun at the saw is not a safe criterion. Losses in quantity between sawing 

and shipping often reduce materially the gain at the saw, and must be con- 

sidered. However, losses in grade during seasoning and the tendency for the 

overrun to come largely from logs yielding chiefly low-grade lumber do not 

affect the percentage of overrun, but are provided for by the method of 

cetermining average selling prices. 

Log Scale the Final Basis in Calculations. 

In their final form, all factors in the appraisal will be reduced to log scale. 

Depreciation and logging costs will be computed directly on log scale. By use 
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of the ascertained per cent of overrun, milling costs and selling prices will be 

extended to the log-scale basis. This can be done by multiplying the milling 

cost and selling price per thousand feet of lumber by 1 plus the per cent of 

overrun. The final computations of profit margin and stumpage price will then 

be on log scale. The following example will illustrate the method: 

Let it be assumed that logging costs $4 per thousand feet log scale and depre- 

ciation $1; that milling costs $5 per thousand feet of lumber; that the average 

selling price is $15 per thousand feet of lumber; and that the overrun is 15 

per cent. Then: 

sO ery cry 1 Mo gee ea ee a ia ilo Worn $4. 00 

Depreciation oniiM. log scalee= .2 kes yee 2 ee ee ee ee ee ee eee 1. 00 

Milling 1,150 feet of lumber (1 M log scale) at $5 per M_______________ 5. 75 

ROCHE NGORES 4 tn A heehee ee a SS ee 10. 75 
Price of 1,150 feet of lumber (1 M log scale) at $15 per M__-______-____ 17. 25 

Margin for stumpage price and for profit and risk per M log scale______ 6. 50 

LUMBER AND LOG SELLING PRICES. 

Appraisals Based Upon Lumber Selling Prices. 

Appraisals of saw timber on the National Forests will be based upon the 

selling prices of lumber manufactured in the same region from stumpage of 

similar quality. The determination of the lumber selling prices applicable to 

the chance is thus one of the most important duties of the appraiser. 

The average mill-run values, by species, f. 0. b. cars, received by efficient 

manufacturers, operating under the usual variations of type in the region, 

are probably the most reliable figures to use in stumpage appraisals for timber 

of similar quality. 

Average Selling Price of Various Grades. 

The problem is comparatively simple where lumber of but one grade is manu- 

factured. In all but the smaller operations, however, lumber is graded and 

sold at grade prices which cover a wide range in value. The problem is further 

complicated by varying prices for different dimensions. The average selling 

price of the product in such cases depends not only upon the price obtained for 

each grade, but upon the proportion of the different grades in the standing 

timber. To ascertain this proportion, a careful examination of the timber is 

necessary, checked wherever possible by the cut of grades obtained in manu- 

facturing similar stumpage at local mills. Detailed mill-scale studies, based 

on log grades, are the most satisfactory basis of estimating the proportion 

of grades which a given tract of timber will yield. 

The proportion of grades and the mill-run value will be taken as at the 

time of shipment, not at the saw, thus allowing for deterioration during sea- 

soning, planing, and handling in the yard. 

Calculation of the Average Selling Price. 

An example of the most desirable form of calculating an average selling 

price by grades, taken from a specific case, follows: 

Estimated per cent of grades, with average grade prices for western yellow pine. 

2 per-cent Biand better selectiat/ $444.84 _cerieye _ta_ een teed la $0. 88 

Sper cent © selectiat'$386.250 220 ee eee re pe ea ea eee 2. 88 

12, percent No; ‘1 ishop at ($26.22... oe a a ee 3. 12 

20 per cent,.No,,2 shopat GIS 2. se 3. 60 
25i pericent No; 8 Shop sat Sa:50 se a ee ee 3. 37 
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20’ per cent No: 2° common boards at $161. 2224 vet ets $3. 20 

S'per’cent Nos 3 common boards at $1di2220 28 bers Soom Wehr uees 1. 04 

Hiner Cent HO Mer olOu sae Sie Ze RE) Spt oh eA Fe, Oo boas . 50 

MOO’ percent. Average 202) Se a a is ee ek 18. 59 

Average Selling Price of Mixed Stands. 

If necesSary to obtain the average lumber selling price of all of the stumpage 

in mixed stands, a similar calculation may be made by species, as follows: 

Average Weight in 
Per sg “| = 

pecies. selling price | average price 
cent. of species. |for the chance. 

a ERE ny 2o-9 175 Ml 0 ales ee, ied eal melee a $21.00 | $6. 30 
5 | Yellow pine.... pd 17.00 | 85 

12 CN ee nee 13.00 | 1.56 
fc wOtelas fire. cats c- cnt 13.00 | 2.34 
3 | Engelmann spruce 15.00 | .45 
DEMIS en) eee oe ee SS ite eee ee 12. 50 | 3. 125 
7 | Western red cedar 12. 00 | 84 

100 AVEESRCHOR SDS GDANCR RC: o: aasby -omes'd a= 206 sad- oes o= sep ae tale tgeves~<censt 15. 465 

Lumber Prices Prevailing in Producing Regions. 

The effort should be to obtain average lumber prices, by grades, holding for 

the producing region, or manufacturing district in which the chance is located. 

Such a region ordinarily includes all the mills (1) manufacturing timber of 

similar species and generally similar quality, and (2) subject to the same mar- 

ket conditions as represented by freight rates to main consuming points and 

competition with other manufacturing districts. The more mills from which 

price data are obtained the better. The aim will be to obtain grade prices or 

prices by species which are general averages rather than prices applicable to 

a single mill. 

Lumber Prices During Normal Market Conditions. 

Lumber prices holding for brief periods are not reliable. If obtained during 

a year of depression or temporary inflation they are unfair either to the 

Government or the operator. As far as practicable, the prices used should 

represent normal conditions in the lumber market. This can be done most 

practicably by averaging the prices received during a period of three years, 

or even longer if repeated fluctuations have occurred. As a general rule no 

prices should be used which do not represent the average lumber market 

during at least one year. Average operating costs over the same period should 

also be used in the appraisal. 

The appraiser should furthermore study the data on prices for as long a 

period as authentic records are available and ascertain as far as he can the 

broad market tendencies indicated. If a straight average does not meet his 

judgment of a normal price in line with the movements of the market, he should 

give the average and then recommend other selling prices which in his belief 

should be used, with his reasons. 

State of Manufacture and Shipment. 

Prices should be taken as a rule on lumber ready for shipment, commonly 

f. o. b. cars at the mill or nearest common-carrier shipping point. In the case 

of plants which finish a portion of their product, the prices of the respective 

grades in the proportion and state of finish at which they are shipped may 

be used. Intensive forms of manufacture, as boxes, sash and door, etc., should 

be disregarded and prices reckoned on the lumber itself, preferably in rough 
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form, at the most convenient point in the whole process. Lumber freights over 

common-carrier roads should be eliminated from price and cost estimates as 

far as practicable. Net returns at the mill or its nearest common-carrier ship- 

ping point is the standard basis for appraisals. (See discussion of discounts 

“Por accounts receivable,” p. 25.) 

Value of By-Products. 

The sale value of lath, slabwood, and other by-products of the log which are 

usually manufactured and have an established market should be taken into 

account in computing the total return for each thousand feet log scale. This 

may be done by adding the milling cost on such products per thousand feet log 

scale to the other milling charges and similarly their sale value to the lumber 

selling price computed on log scale. The same result will be closely approxi- 

mated by adding the profit on by-products per thousand feet log scale, to the 

average lumber selling price, but this method should be used only if data on 

cost of production of the by-product can not be obtained. 

Prices of Other Products Than Lumber. 

When timber is sold as railroad ties, shingles, telephone poles, etc., the selling 

prices of these products as they pass from the hands of the purchaser will be 

ascertained and used in the calculation in the same manner as the selling price 

of lumber. Where products like cedar poles are handled by distributors, with- 

out manufacture, f. 0. b. prices at main shipping points will be the ordinary 

basis taken. 

Use of Log Prices as a Check. 

The price of saw logs will not be used, however, as a basis for stumpage 

appraisals. For this purpose the lumber market is taken by the Service as 

determining the value of saw timber. In sales to loggers appraisals should be 

based on lumber selling prices and all costs from stump to market reckoned as in 

sales to purchasers who operate mills. Log prices, however, serve as an excel- 

lent check in such sales. They should be ascertained and considered by the 

appraiser in fixing the price of the stumpage. The report should indicate how 

far it will be practicable for loggers to purchase stumpage on a lumber market 

appraisal and what prices would be equitable if the log market were the basis 

taken. 

MARGIN FOR PROFIT AND RISK. 
What Profit Is. 

Profit is the amount which may be taken out of the business over and 

above depreciation charges, while still leaving its working capital intact. It 

is usually figured as a percentage, returned each year, of the total investment 

in the enterprise. It is most clearly represented, however, by a sum per thous- 

and feet or a total sum on the year’s cut. The cash balance at the end of a 

year’s operation consists of three parts: (1) An amount set aside for deprecia- 

tion, which pays back some portion of the original investment, (2) working 

capital, or the portion of it available as money, and (3) profit, or the surplus 

over the other two sums. 

The preliminary work in stumpage appraisals results in two estimated 

figures: (1) The sum of operating costs and depreciation of fixed investments, 

and (2) the average selling price of the product. The difference between the 

two is made up of profit and stumpage price. The final problem is to divide this 

amount fairly between stumpage and a margin for profit and risk. 

Profit Margin in Stumpage Appraisals. 

No profit is guaranteed by the Forest Service. It is necessary, therefore, not 

only to appraise on the basis of a fair net return to the opeator, but to include 
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an additional amount, varying according to the risk involved, to protect the 

profit and make more probable its realization. What the appraiser really 

estimates, therefore, is a profit margin made up of these two parts. 

An equitable profit margin, based upon ordinary management and average 

luck, is essential in every stumpage appraisal. The aim will be to make possible 

a fair industrial return to the average operator, proportioned to the risks and 

commercial standing of the business, not the speculative or unearned reward of 

the shrewd investor. 

Elements in Margin for Profit and Risk. 

The margin of profit in timber appraisals involves three general elements: 

(1) interest on capital invested, (2) reward for the personal energy and ability 

of the operator, and (3) allowance for risks to which the business is subject. 

Interest on investment.—Interest on invested capital at prevailing commercial 

rates is often treated as a cost rather than profit. It is, however, a return from 

the operation, and in National Forest appraisals will be classed with other re- 

turns as an element of profit. 

Capital industrially employed in National Forest operations is entitled to a 

return on its own account, regardless of any other elements of profit, of at least 

6 per cent. In nearly all business, return on invested capital is the most clearly 

established and controlling basis of profit. This is particularly true of the 

larger and more permanent enterprises whose processes are standardized and 

whose organization is developed along permanent and stable lines. 

Reward for personal effort—The second element, reward for personal initia- 

tive and capacity, is much more variable. In large operations, business ability 

and skillful management are in the main furnished by employees, paid by sal- 

aries, and accounted for in costs of production. The personal element does not 

enter largely into profit, although usually evident in the organization and begin- 

ning of an enterprise and not infrequently recognized in going operations by 

stock bonuses or profit sharing. It is of special importance in lumbering as 

compared with other industries on account of the lack of standardization proc- 

esses and the knowledge of many different commercial and technical branches 

which is required. 

In the smaller enterprises of a more temporary character and less stable or- 

ganization individual energy and initiative are much more important factors in 

the conduct of the business. The capital invested is often relatively small and 

profit may be largely a reward for personal effort. 

The weight to be given this element in Forest Service appraisals will neces- 

sarily vary in accordance with the character of the chance. It will be greater 

in small, short-lived operations than in large sales of long duration. It should 

be slight in appraisals of timber available to well-established, going plants. On 

the other hand, it must be relatively great in the case of new enterprises with 

an organization to create and markets to develop, particularly if special condi- 

tions must be met which require exceptional experience, business capacity, 

or other personal qualifications on the part of the purchaser of the timber. 

Business risks —The third element of profit, a return covering business risks, 

is required in lumbering to a greater degree than in most other industries. This 

risk consists (1) in the double chance of a decline in the lumber market and 

an increase in operating costs, which lumbering history shows to be great; 

and (2) in possible losses and accidents which are inherent in a business 

dealing with rugged physical conditions, but can not be accurately foreseen or 

reckoned in cost estimates. While the physical risk to investments beyond 

the limits of insurance are not ordinarily great, serious business losses are 

usually involved in their destruction or injury. The destruction of a sawmill by 
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fire, for example, involves not only the loss of the value of the plant not covered 

by insurance, but also loss of custom, loss of operative force, and loss of profit 

through reduction in output. 

Particular chances are often subject to special risks. These directly affect 

their value and must be taken into account in appraisals by giving proper 

weight to the risk element in the profit margin. -A stream may be of such a 

nature as to endanger either hanging up drives indefinitely or carrying them 

through storage booms. Small streams which have never been driven are 

usually uncertain and risky features of a chance. Similarly the necessary loca- 

tion of a road, flume, or railway May subject the operation to special risk on 

account of frequent washouts. 

Risk on fixed investments and working capital—Ordinarily, and particularly 

with new enterprises, the risk on working capital is less than on fixed invest- 

ments. The latter are not merely liable to physical damage, but may become a 

total or partial loss if the enterprise fails. Working capital, which is rep- - 

resented at any given time by logs, lumber, bank account, bills receivable, and 

stumpage deposits, is subject to reduction, but is seldom subject to total loss, 

as is the investment in the grade for a logging railroad if the business proves 

to be a failure. Lumber and log stocks can usually be realized on and out- 

standing accounts can be collected. Hence in business practice a smaller rate of 

profit margin is sometimes figured upon working capital than upon fixed invest- 

ments. 

With well-established business undertakings, however, the risk on the work- 

ing capital may be greater than on the fixed investments. The working capital 

at any given time may be largely represented by expenditures for labor, and a 

marked decline in the value of the product may not only wipe out the expected 

profit but may also cause a loss, which loss takes the form of a reduction in the 

working capital. The fixed investments would not be lost as the result of such 

a temporary lack of proportion between labor costs and selling prices. 

The relative risk to the fixed investments and to the working capital should 

be recognized either by separate treatment or in the average rate of margin for 

profit and risk. 

Other factors affecting risk.—In the consideration of timber chances, oper- 

ators must also take into account possible overestimates of the quality of the 

stumpage or the selling price of the various lumber grades and possible under- 

estimates of necessary investments or operating costs. The size and perma- 

nency of the operation are important factors. Large investments carried for 

long periods, like railroads and modern office buildings, are satisfied with a 

lower return than smaller, less stable enterprises. Operators with established 

markets and transportation facilities will accept a lower return than where 

these features of the business must be constructed or developed. All of these 

nre factors of risk which must be weighed by the appraiser in determining 

the margin which should be allowed. 

Comparison with other kinds of business—The lumber business involves 

greater risk and uncertainty than most manufacturing enterprises. Industries 

characterized by permanence and physical safety of investments, standardized 

processes, and assured markets are run on a margin of profit which would be 

wholly inadequate for lumbering. Its general conditions are entirely different. 

Each operation must be adapted to the topography of its chance. New 

methods must often be developed and applied to peculiar local conditions. 

Exactness in estimates of investments and operating costs is practically im- 

possible. 

The capital invested in fixed improvements is subject by their nature and 

location to a fire risk which can not be as fully insured against as in most 
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comparable lines of business. The work is hazardous and injuries to workmen 

are frequent. The hazard from unusual climatic conditions is greater than in 

most manufacturing industries. Losses due to uncontrollable causes, such as 

car shortage and bad accounts, are common. As in other enterprises, the 

business is subject to labor troubles and breakdowns. It is dependent upon 

unskilled labor to an exceptional degree. All of these tend to make a high 

margin for profit and risk necessary. 

Comparison with private operations.—Operations on National Forests have 

certain financial advantages when compared with private lumbering. The sys- 

tem of small payments amounts in long-time sales to a substantial saving of 

interest and taxes. The effect of this, however, is upon cost of production, not 

upon certainty of profit. 

- Operators in National Forests, however, have some advantages over private 

lumbermen in the matter of risk. Owning no timber, they have a smaller 

total investment, and consequently less to lose if the enterprise is a failure. 

Since title to the timber does not pass until it is cut and scaled, they run much 

less risk of loss from fire. 

On the other hand, contracting to log under Government supervision neces- 

sarily involves a risk, however small, which the operator on private land avoids. 

Furthermore, the purchaser of National Forest timber foregoes to a large 

extent speculative profits from increased stumpage and lumber values and from 

overrun, both in estimate and scale. 

METHODS OF RECKONING MARGIN FOR PROFIT AND RISK. 

Investment Method. 

A percentage return on the capital invested, covering all of the elements 

discussed above, is the clearest and most satisfactory means of reckoning the 

margin for profit and risk. It accords with the usual business practice and 

conception and permits ready comparison with ofher industries. This method 

of reckoning profit margin, known as the “investment method,” will be stand- 

ard in the Forest Service. It should be employed uniformly in appraising the 

larger chances, and in appraising the smaller bodies of timber wherever it is 

applicable. 

The results should be checked by the money profit margin per thousand 

board feet (see p. 36), especially if the working capital will be turned over 

frequently. 

Overturn Method. 

Another method of reckoning profit is to take a percentage of the total 

operating cost and depreciation, or “overturn.” This should be used in cases 

where the investment is very small in comparison with current operating costs 

or is difficult to estimate, and hence affords an insufficient basis for determin- 

ing the profit margin. The method is used largely in railroad work and general 

contracting. If the sum of depreciation and operating costs, for example, is 

$12 per thousand feet, the profit and risk margin may be figured as 20 per cent 

of that amount, or $2.40. 

The overturn method is of special value in small sales where the investment 

is negligible or where operating costs can be closely estimated but the capital 

required is uncertain or difficult to determine. Operating costs, which make 

up most of the overturn, are usually ascertained more readily than invest- 

ments. The overturn method is thus safer for appraisers who are not expert 

in calculating the investment features of lumbering operations. It may also 

be used if desired in arriving at the profit due on logging as distinct from 

manufacturing where it is necessary to deal separately with the two parts of 

the operation. (See p. 41.) It may also be used’ in determining the profit 
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margin due on manufacturing in regions for which standard costs, including 

depreciation, have been detérmined (see p. 41), even if heavy investments in 

logging improvements and equipment require the use of the investment method 

for that part of the operation. 

Compensation for Personal Services. 

In very small operations, a comparison of the stumpage price indicated by 

computations by either the investment or the overturn method with the 

prices received for similar private timber or with current bids sometimes shows 

that those indicated prices are not the existing market value of the timber. 

Usually in such cases the purchaser plans to do a part of the logging or manu- 

facturing himself. The capital required, as a rule, is relatively little and 

inadequate as a basis for reckoning profit. Supervisory charges are usually 

not covered in operating costs. Often a contract for the product has been 

secured in advance, thus greatly reducing the element of risk. The energy 

and ability of the purchaser are the main factors upon which the enterprise is 

conducted. The profit margin may be reckoned in such cases chiefly as pay 

tor the operators’ time and enterprise. An additional margin should always 

be figured on any capital actually required. 

Similar conditions often apply to small operations for special products like 

railroad ties or mining timbers, which require comparatively little capital. 

Checks on Profit-Margin Calculations. 

The rates of margin given in these instructions are necessarily flexible. Final 

rates can be established only by experience in studying and analyzing actual 

returns from many different operations. It is therefore essential to check calcu- 

lations of profit margin by direct operating standards as far as they can be 

obtained. : 

By going operations.—Systematic study of the profit obtained in going sales 

and private operations is a valuable and necessary check upon this feature of 

stumpage appraisals. To permit direct comparison, it should be computed in 

terms of per cent on investment, per cent on overturn, etc., conforming with 

the methods prescribed in these instructions. A frequent check of the results 

of former appraisals to ascertain what rates of margin are sufficient and 

equitable under the particular local conditions is one of the most essential 

parts of the appraiser’s work. 

By current bids—The margin for profit and risk indicated by current or 

past bids for National Forest chances in the same region, as showing the basis 

upon which operators are willing to buy stumpage, should be used to check ap- 

praisals under either the investment or overturn method. As the lumbering in- 

dustry develops in new regions and becomes more stable, operators are willing 

to purchase at lower profits. This is shown by the course of stumpage values 

in the older manufacturing regions. The prices bid in current sales thus form 

the best index to the rate of profit margin required by the local lumbering 

industry. 

By money per thousand feet—The profit margin in the appraisal may be 

checked also as a Sum in dollars and cents per thousand board feet or other 

unit of output. A stated profit per thousand feet is a direct and tangible figure, 

widely employed in the lumber business. As experience is gained, it is probable 

that more definite standards of profit in money per thousand feet can be estab- 

lished for operations of varying size and kind of output under each of the 

more common sets of local conditions with respect to markets, logging risks, 

etc. Such standards will greatly facilitate uniform appraisals. A check of 

the results obtained by any method of reckoning profit margin, from this 

standpoint, is therefore desirable. 
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APPLICATION OF THE INVESTMENT METHOD. 

Profit margin calculated as a percentage of the money in the business should 

strictly be proportioned each year to the capital invested in the operation 

during that period. For simplicity, however, the average investment during 

the life of the sale may be taken. This is not mathematically exact as to the 

actual amount invested during any given year, but is a fair basis for cal- 

culating profit margin during the operation as a whole. 

Frequency of the Turn Unimportant. 

As indicated on page 24, the frequency of the turn has an important bearing 

on the amount of working capital required in the business. The average an- 

nual investment, once determined, is considered as a certain sum earning an- 

nually a specified percentage of itself, and the frequency of the turn affects 

the calculation of margin for profit and risk only through the selection of a 

proper rate. 

Calculation Under the Investment Method. 

The application of the investment method is simple. The average amount of 

money employed in the operation, including working capital and fixed invest- 

ments, must be determined. Working capital can usually be computed as a 

constant amount throughout the operation. A specified percentage of the total 

average investment gives an annual sum which must be set aside as the profit 

margin. This sum divided by the yearly cut gives the profit margin per 

thousand board feet. The sum of margin and depreciation per thousand feet 

and current logging and milling costs deducted from the selling price gives the 

stumpage rate at which the timber should be appraised. Expressed as a for- 

mula, the calculation becomes: 

per cent of (A+W) 

annual cut 
x=s— [ te+ Me+D+ 

X represents the stumpage price, S the average selling price, Le the logging 

costs, Mc the manufacturing costs, D the depreciation of fixed investments, A 

the average fixed investment in the operation, and W the working capital, all 

except A and W as amounts per thousand feet log scale. To illustrate: 

In an operation cutting 10,000,000 feet annually the estimated average invest- 

ment, including working capital, is $235,000 and the annual depreciation $12,000. 

Logging costs $6 per thousand feet log scale and milling $4.50 per thousand feet, 

lumber tally. The overrun for the class of logs involved, yellow pine running 

10 logs per thousand feet, is 20 per cent; and the average selling price mill run, 

lumber tally, is $16. The operation involves comparatively low risks, the tim- 

ber being cut by an established mill with well-developed markets. A return of 

15 per cent on the investment is deemed equitable. The elements in the formula 

are thus: 

Selling pricenGs200 feet at). $16) per: My. | is ey UT et te te eas $19. 20 

TO Gain SAICORES me abiaes aly Bin oy eiey. Beet pepe trite ie ees $6. 00 

Milling! costs 14.200; feet ati$4:50) be ents sy ele 5. 40 

Depreciation! 1($12;,0007=10:,0007M) 2s. at sau eos a) Sen 1. 20 

Margin for profit and risk (15 per cent of $235,000+10,000 M)__-_ 3. 52 

Pokal) Ghaneesie t= Bade ele eh eee fy rahi O8 Rein 8 ee 16. 12 

Stumpase prices. ots wa ee cake J Tite Qe thes ad tc eee 3. 08 
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Rates of Profit Margin Under the Investment Method. 

For a lumbering operation of good size, extending over a period sufficiently 

long to reduce the average risk to working capital from sudden fluctuations in 

the price of the product, 15 to 20 per cent on the average annual investment is 

a fair margin for profit and risk. Lower rates of margin Should be used in 

appraisals only when the prices bid in current sales of similar timber show 

that operators consider smaller rates of margin are justified by the conditions 

in the region. On chances tributary to established plants which are in a posi- 

tion to purchase them, in regions where logging involves no extraordinary prob- 

lems or unusual risks, and where the risk to the enterprise is low because of 

well established markets, 15 per should be the general standard. If the 

business enterprise is new and recognition must be won in the market, but 

other conditions are as above, the rate of margin may properly be extended 

18 to 20 per cent. If the industry is to be developed largely under new con- 

ditions, as when the product must win a place in the market against the 

custom of trading with older producing regions, or if special risks exist in 

logging, a rate of margin of from 20 to 25 per cent may be equitable. 

As a rule, chances suitable for relatively short-term, medium-sized opera- 

tions should be appraised with a rate of profit margin from 2 to 5 per cent 

higher than is used for large chances under similar conditions of physical risk 

and general marketing conditions. This is because of the greater risk from an 

unexpected market depression, which may impair the working capital or even 

imperil the enterprise without the opportunity of the long operation to recover 

such losses when the depression passes, The higher rates should not be used if 

it is customary in the region for the product to be sold at a fixed price, as 

under a contract for the entire output of the operation. 

Different Rates on Different Parts of the Investment. 

As indicated on page 34, the risk to which different parts of the invest- 

ment in a lumbering operation are subject may vary within considerable 

limits. Practically no risk, for instance, attaches to investments in land for 

mill sites. Risks are frequently less in manufacturing than in logging opera- 

tions, the latter being conducted under more hazardous physical and less 

stable labor conditions. Working capital may-be subject to greater or less 

risk than fixed investments, according to conditions. Investments in main- 

line railroads which will be maintained as common carriers after the chance 

is logged out are subject to less risk than investments in temporary railroads. 

Where existent, differences in the risk in the investments for manufac- 

turing and for logging, in working capital, and in main-line railroads will 

be recognized by separate rates, or the appraiser will indicate clearly the 

effect of the variations in risk on his choice of an average rate. Under 

optimum to average manufacturing and marketing conditions a return of 10 

to 15 per cent on the manufacturing investment is considered reasonable. 

Since physical and business risks are practically eliminated, a low rate of 

profit margin from 8 to 12 per cent, according to the prevailing rates on short- 

term loans, is often adequate for that portion of the working capital repre- 

sented by accounts receivable or stocks sold but not paid for. A return of 

10 or 12 per cent on the investment in railroads for which permanent traffic 

is anticipate is reasonable. Otherwise no distinction will be made in the 

rate of margin for profit and risk allowed on various parts of the total in- 

vestment, although divergent degrees of risk, such as for the investments in 

mill sites as compared with the working capital necessary for logs and lumber 

on hand, should be considered in choosing an average rate of margin for the 

remaining investment. 
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Interest on Borrowed Capital. 

It should be noted that the margin for profit and risk includes whatever 
interest is payable on borrowed capital. No distinction will be drawn between 

bonds, notes, or other loans and capital stock or other funds advanced directly 

by the operator. Out of the profits earned, however, must be taken whatever 

is required to carry the indebtedness of the concern. Most operators after 

paying their annual interest charges from the proceeds of the business enter 

the remainder as profit earned by their own capital. In service appraisals 

which treat borrowed and unborrowed funds alike the margin includes any 

such carrying charges on part of the capital as well as the net returns, averaged 

for all the money used in the business. Exceptionally high interest rates on 

bonds or notes is thus a factor which should be considered in fixing the margin 
for profit and risk. 

APPLICATION OF THE OVERTURN METHOD. 

Profit under this method is a percentage of the overturn, or the entire 

production cost of a thousand feet of timber at the date of sale, including 

operating charges and depreciation, but not stumpage price. The calculation 

may be expressed by the following formula: 

X=S—(Le+Mc+D)—per cent of (Le+Mec+D) 

or transposing 

X=S—(i-+per cent) times (Le+Mc+D). 

Le, Mc, and D represent logging costs, milling costs, and depreciation, all in 

amounts per thousand board feet log scale. X is the stumpage price and S 

the average selling price log scale. Per cent represents the rate of profit 

margin allowed on the overturn. . 
Taking the operation used to illustrate the investment method, page 37, 

the following result is obtained from the formula: 

Depreciation is $1.20 as before, logging costs $6, milling costs $5.40, and 

selling price $19.20, all in terms of log scale. If 25 per cent on the overturn 

be regarded as fair, the calculation becomes: 

Per M. 
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It should be noted that the margin for profit and risk in this calculation is 

$3.15, as compared with $3.52 under the investment method with a rate of 

but 15 per cent. The factors affecting comparative results under the two 

methods are discussed under the two following headings. 

Effect of Fixed Investments. 

It is apparent that fixed investments are included in this calculation of profit 

only to the extent of their annual depreciation. The residual portion of the 

fixed investment or wrecking value at the end of the operation is given no 

place in the determination of margin. By this method the margin is thus 

related primarily to operating costs—that is, to the overturn of working capital. 
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Bearing of Frequency of the Turn on Profit Margin. 

Under the overturn method, the profit margin allowed. except the small 

part based upon depreciation, is expected to be realized every time the work- 

ing capital expended in operating costs is turned. The frequency of the turn 

thus has an important bearing upon the total amount earned each year by the 

working capital in the business. In the illustration cited on page 39 for ex- 

almple, the profit margin on each thousand feet manufactured is $3.15. The 

part of this earned by working capital, excluding depreciation of fixed in- 

vestments, is $2.85. If the turn is but once a year, this profit would be 

earned by $11.40 of working capital, an interest rate of 25 per cent. If work- 

ing capital is turned twice a year, the same profit would be earned by $5.70, 

an interest rate of 50 per cent. If the working capital is turned every three 

months, or four times annually, the money actually used in the business in 

this form would be earning 100 per cent yearly. 

Divergent returns on money invested are thus obtained under the overturn 

method unless the per cent of profit margin is carefully adjusted to the fre- 

quency of the turn. With more frequent turns, lower rates should be used. 

From the foregoing it is clear that the overturn method is not adapted to 

appraisals made primarily from the standpoint of capital invested. The in- 

vestment method should be used invariably under such conditions. The profit 

margin should be based on overturn only when the investment is too limited 

for this purpose, and it is more practicable to arrive at the margin for profit 

and risk on a simple basis of contract work, disregarding investment con- 

’ siderations altogether. 

When Used. 

The determination of the margin for profit and risk by the overturn method 

is especially advantageous in small operations whose make-up is such that the 

investment method is not applicable; and in larger operations which require 

comparatively little capital, like many sales of tie, pole, or mining timber, 

in which the overturn may be the most practicable means of determining a 

fair margin for profit and risk proportioned to the character and risks of 

each chance. The overturn method should not be used in the appraisal of 

chances which require heavy expenditures for fixed investments. As a rule 

its use is not justified if the depreciation item forms more than 10 per cent 

of the total cost of production on which the margin for profit and risk is 

figured. 

Different Rates on Logging and Milling. 

A modification of the overturn method may be used in localities where it is 

desirable to treat logging and manufacturing as distinct operations, each earn- 

ing a profit adjusted to its peculiar conditions and risks. In established manu- 

facturing regions, milling is the more stable part of the business. Methods and 

costs are more uniform than in logging, both in the same mill from year to year 

and in different mills cutting the same class of timber. Risks are usually less 

variable than in woods operations. Logging, on the other hand, may be sub- 

ject to varying combinations of topography, climate, accessibility, certain or 

uncertain log transportation, and the like. The range in logging costs and 

investments and in logging hazards may thus be much greater than in the case 

of milling. When such conditions exist, particularly in localities where sales 

are made to established mills, it may be desirable to use a uniform rate of 

margin on the overturn in milling, including depreciation of mill investments. 

This rate should be fixed in accordance with local manufacturing standards 

and the frequency of the turn of working capital. Under average conditions, 

with working capital turned three or four tines a year, a margin of 15 per 
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cent on the milling overturn is sufficient. The margin on the overturn in log- 

ging, including depreciation of the logging investments, may then be adjusted to 

the conditions ‘and risks on each chance. 

Use of Both the Investment and the Overturn Methods in Same Appraisal. 

As discussed on page 15, manufacturing costs, standardized by types of mills 

and including depreciation, may often be used advantageously to determine by 

the overturn method the margin for profit and risk in milling, although heavy 

logging investments may make it necessary or desirable to use the investment 

method to determine the margin for logging. This combination of methods is 

also sometimes applicable in appraising chances tributary to mills which haye 

already thoroughly depreciated their milling investment by manufacturing other 

timber but can reach additional National Forest timber by making a heavy 

investment in railroads or other transportation facilities. 

The margin for profit and risk on logging and on manufacturing may also be 

calculated separately by using the overturn method for the former and the 

investinent method for the latter. This use of the two methods is adapted to 

the unusual conditions in the industry where logging and milling are conducted 

by separate business organizations. Manufacturing operations represent the 

larger investments and their profit can be determined best as a return on inyest- 

ment. Logging jobbers, however, who supply the mills with timber require com- 

paratively little capital. Personal ability and effort are as a rule the main 

factors in their business. <A fair margin for profit and risk may thus be satis- 

factorily determined (1) by the overturn method, or (2) by payment for 

personal services with a percentage return on such capital as their logging busi- 

ness may require. 

While a distinction is recognized in calculations of this character between 

logging and milling, the stumpage price should always be obtained from the 

selling price of lumber, not the selling price of logs. (For a further discussion 

of this point see p. 32.) 

Rates of Profit Margin Under the Overturn Method. 

The percentage of overturn used in computing the profit margin should be 

gauged by the risk, the frequency of the turn, the permanency of the operation. 

and the local requirements and standards of the particular business. For tie 

and mining timber business operations, with the cut contracted in advance 

and the market risk thus eliminated, 20 per cent may be taken as standard if 

the turn is only once or sometimes twice a year and the chance involves no 

unusual logging hazards. With several turns a year, but other cond‘tions as 

given above, 12 to 15 per cent is usually sufficient for operations extending over 

several years. Short operations often require higher rates. In sawtimber sales 

subject to the usual market risks, as when all or most of the output will be 

sold as produced instead of under a contract made previously, a rate of 20 to 

25 per cent should be used under average conditions with a turn of less than 

three times a year. If inaccessible timber must be opened up, exceptional risks 

incurred in logging or stream driving, or unusual problems in marketing met, 

a margin for profit and risk of 30 to 35 per cent. is equitable, especially if the 

turn is expected to be only once a year. 

In every case, the rate should be checked by the amount of margin in money 

terms to make sure that equitable allowance has been made for the risk in 

the labor and market situations applicable to the chance. In small operations 

where the return will be regarded chiefly as compensation for personal services, 

the amount of the margin in terms of money should be considered with regard 

to its adequacy for this purpose, with an additional return on the actual over- 

turn, 
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DISTRIBUTION OF PROFIT MARGIN AND DEPRECIATION IN MIXED 
STANDS. 

Prorated on Quantity of Timber. é 

In the foregoing instructions profit margin and depreciat‘on have been pro- 

rated evenly over the entire cut. This is the simplest method and is directly 

applicable where only one species is involved. The same method may be used in 

mixed stands. Average figures for profit margin and depreciation, together 

with the operating costs, may be deducted (1) from the selling price for each 

species giving directly its stumpage rate, or (2) from an average selling price 

for all species giving an average stumpage rate, which may then be distributed 

over the various species. 

Prorated on Net Value of Timber. 

It is preferable to prorate the total annual profit margin and depreciation in 

mixed stands on value rather than quantity. The final results are the same. 

Distribution on value, however, furnishes a fairer basis for fixing stumpage rates 

as between species. It also affords the most logical means of carrying out 

the Service policy of maintaining a minimum rate for green timber of each 

species and adjusting stumpage prices on the more valuable timbers so that they 

will carry the less valuable in the sale. At the same time it facilitates giving 

due weight in appraisals to differences in producing costs between species, as in 

reduced milling charges for inferior woods manufactured only into low-grade 

lumber or timbers. 

The most satisfactory method is to prorate the gross annual depreciation 

and profit margin over the difference between operating cost and selling price, 

for the several species in the proportions entering into the annual cut. To 

illustrate : 

A yearly cut is made up of 4,000,000 feet of sugar pine, 3,000,000 feet of yel- 

low pine, and 2,000,000 feet of white fir. The margins between selling prices and 

costs of production, exclusive of depreciation and profit and risk margin, are: 

| Selling | Operat- | Margin. 
Species. price. | ing cost. 

UPSET PING. - aaa fo ena: Ieee asset eae setae bias ae Peete seiciae et aerial = $20 | $10 | $10 
PY GLIO WADING ssc eictawra sterner sieve ei nists < eeci sore Satopia opis Octet inne © 18 | 10 8 
NVMiteMAcLst Ji). bes logeLiituen dares Gets Olsen este. TMGEE. mms 15 | 9. 6 

The total net value, or sum of the margins, over which depreciation and 

margin for profit and risk may be prorated, is thus: 

SUL TID UT) Gs OY Are OND IN eg create se ean ee ee $40, 000 

SY eCllO ws ING. SON UU eke cs haat eae ee See one Rae 24, 000 

AVA corey BT OME CB CP2 0. 0) ye ee a Ae ee a ee 12, 000 

CIN Gall Sie Sas ena WL GO Ds NR Rl at a 76, 000 

The annual depreciation and margin for profit and risk (using investimeur 

method) which must be paid out of this total has been computed as $34,200. 

Hence Fo 80-45. That is, every dollar of the difference between operating 
(0, 

costs and selling price must pay 45 cents toward profit and depreciation. The 

following charges per thousand feet for depreciation and profit margin, by 

species, are thus obtained: i 

Sugar pine, Ox SO a iy a a ee ee $4. 50 

Mellow sine (8 SO dart eka eas. 4.8 eee eee ee 3. 60 
Wihite fir 6X S045 26 2 ee ee ee eee ee 2. 70 
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By this method inferior species which yield no margin between operating 

costs and selling price, or a negative margin, but which must be included in 

the sale for silvicultural reasons, are automatically relieved of profit and de- 

preciation, and the charge upon the other timbers for these items proportion- 

ately increased. 

The same result is readily obtained on a thousand-foot basis, using the per 

cents of the different species in the cut. That is, to obtain the average margin 

2 VN OLR EN A BTS TYE GET OPM 09 TEMPE: 1 PE U0 NE a a $4. 50 

ear DET COM VEMOW, DING AG Ne = 2. 64 

AT CEC) AGL Tg 2 T+ la aE a ea 1,32 

ol BOA on ae tn ee i SII CRETE EES SO a ee a 8. 46 

Depreciation and profit margin per M feet_________________ 3. 80 

see 8, to be taken from each dollar of gross margin for these items. 

The above calculations show that $0.45 of each dollar of the difference be- 

tween selling prices and operating costs is to be taken for profit margin and 

depreciation. The amount then left for stumpage is $0.55 of each dollar. 

This method of adjusting the prices of the more and less valuable species is 

believed to accord with customary business practice. Volume of money handled, 

rather than quantity of this or that product, is the usual basis for figuring 

carrying charges, depreciation, and returns. In logging, improvements are fre- 

quently constructed primarily to take out certain valuable species. Inferior 

timbers may be cut or left as the market warrants. In such cases operators 

will usually cut inferior species if a profit can be netted over bare operating 

costs, figuring that the cost of improvements is borne wholly by the better stuff. 

The foregoing is believed to be a logical and rational application of this prin- 

ciple. 

The directness with which the more valuable species may be made to carry 

their fair proportion of the profit margin and depreciation is one of the advan- 

tages of the investment method. The same general principle of placing heavier 

charges against the better species can be applied under the overturn method by 

charging all depreciation to the more valuable species. This results in an 

increase in the profit margin for these species and a decrease in the profit 

margin for the inferior species. 

STUMPAGE PRICE. 

How Obtained in Mixed Stands. 

The value of stumpage is taken, in Forest Service appraisals, to be the por- 

tion of the lumber selling ‘price left after deducting operating costs, deprecia- 

tion, and profit margin. In mixed stands it should be obtained for each species 

by deducting these charges from its own lumber price. Depreciation and profit 

margin should be prorated over the cut on a net value basis, as described under 

“ Distribution of profit and depreciation in mixed stands” on page 42. 

Flat Rates Net Desirable. 

Flat rates for two or more species of different lumber values are not gener- 

ally desirable. They may prove “inequitable if the proportion of species in the 

cut differs from that in the estimate; and they tend to make close utilization 

of inferior species covered by the average price difficult. The standard practice 

of the Forest Service, therefore, will be to appraise each species having a dif- 
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ferent lumber value separately and as far as possible upon its own merits. To 

simplify scaling and cutting reports, however, species whose appraised value 

does not differ by more than 10 per cent may be thrown together under one 

contract price. 

Use of Minimum Stumpage Rates. 

The appraisal of inferior species not infrequently results in very low or 

negative stumpage prices. It has been deemed advisable to establish a mini- 

mum rate of 50 cents per thousand feet for green timber below which no species 

will be sold. Inferior species will therefore be appraised on their own merits 

as determined by lumber price and cost of production as long as the resulting 

stumpage value is not less than 50 cents per thousand feet. (See also ‘“ Trade 

valuation of inferior species” below.) If the calculation brings the price below 

50 cents, the appraisal will be at that figure. The prices put upon the more 

valuable species in the stand must then be reduced sufficiently to carry the dif- 

ference and maintain the average profit which is deemed equitable on the entire 

cut which the purchaser is required to take. Optional material will not be in- 

cluded in the computations. 

Distribution of Loss on Inferior Species. 

Such adjustments in the stumpage rates of various species may be made by a 

simple arithmetical process, as follows: 

It is assumed that separate appraisals, on individual lumber price and pro- 

‘ducing cost, give the following stumpage rates in a mixed stand of California 

‘timber : 

Sugar pine) (30) per cent of the: cut) i= eee $5. 00 

Yellow pine (35 per centiof the cut) 2 === ee eee 4. 00 

White: fir (20ipernicent. of the cut) === se a ee . 20 

Incense cedar (15 per, cent of the cut) 222-2 32a ee Syl 

By appraising white fir and cedar at the Service minimum of 50 cents, the 

amount to be made up on the other species, thousand feet for thousand feet, is 

20 per cent of $0.30+15 per cent of $0.60, or $0.15. This amount will be spread 

over the sugar and yellow pine prices; that is, 30 per cent of $5-+35 per cent of 

15 
$4, or $2.90, So 59 approximately 5 cents, to be deducted from each dollar of 

Stumpage value in the pines. The adjusted rates are therefore: 

SuPar pime ise 2 el oe a a ee BOP a $4. 75 

BYE O yy LT Ca a oe ae Ne ee 3. 80 

AW Tate fare i 8 a ee eB ee . 50 

INCONS CMCC UAT Ss eee ele Be le yee ee ee SS ee . 50 

This method should ordinarily be used only when necessary, after margin 

and depreciation have been prorated on value (see p. 42), to maintain the 

‘minimum price. 

If only two species are involved, the calculation is made by multiplying the 

loss per thousand feet on the inferior species by the percentage that species is 

of the total cut, and then dividing the product by the percentage of the total 

cut which will be of the better species. The result is the amount to be taken 

from the indicated price per thousand for the more valuable species. 

Trade Valuation of Inferior Species. 

The stumpage rates placed upon inferior species should be checked by trade 

practice and valuation. Consistent and practical results are desired, con- 

forming as far as possible with the rating of such timbers by local operators. 

Standard prices for low-grade species representing the operator’s valuation 

and not below the minimum rate may be used throughout a region if found 
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to be most practicable and satisfactory. In any event the prices of the better 

timbers must be adjusted to yield the total margin for profit and risk called 

for by the appraisal. 

Stumpage Prices for Special Products. 

The methods of appraisal previously discussed should be used where the main 

products of an operation are other than lumber, as shingles, crossties, poles, or 

mine timbers. Average selling prices will be determined for the product in 

the form in which the usual operator disposes of it, as manufactured shingles, 

hewn or Slabbed ties, etc., and operating costs back to the stump, depreciation 

and profit margin estimated. Rates of margin for profit and risk similar to 

those discussed for saw-log sales should be allowed in operations of similar 

size, conditions of accessibility, operating difficulties, and risks, except where 

other rates have been indicated. (See p. 41.) 

Stumpage rates for special products should be based as far as possible upon 

the unit of measure common in local trade, as the piece in case of poles and 

crossties, the linear foot for mining timbers, the stacked cord for shingle bolts 

or fuel, ete. 

APPRAISALS FOR SMALL SALES. 

Small Operations Irregular. 

Small operations are seldom as closely organized and well supervised as those 

of good size and permanence. Equipment is usually less efficient, capital in- 

adequate, and labor frequently unskilled and transient. Costs are hence least 

uniform in small operations and nearly always higher. Care must be taken 

in such appraisals not to impose impracticable standards, but to figure on the 

level of the conditions found in that region for that type of operations. 

Appraisals Based on Methods in Use. 

It is the policy of the Forest Service to base appraisals in small operations 

upon the methods of logging and manufacture actually employed, even if com- 

paratively inefficient. As far as practicable, small mills should be classified by 

output and average costs determined by classes, which cover existing conditions 

as to character of labor available, amount of capital upon which the business 

is run, and the kind and efficiency of equipment. 

Such average costs may be used in appraisals when desirable with only such 

variations as the particular conditions on each chance require. 

‘Lumber Prices. 

The lumber prices used in such appraisals will similarly be the local prices 

actually obtained by these small operators, unless the region is so isolated 

that outside timber does not compete with the National Forest timber. In the 

latter case, the lumber price should be based upon the rates obtained for sim- 

ilar material in other portions of the National Forest district where compet- 

itive conditions exist. 

‘Small Operations Competing in General Markets. 

For small operations whose product is sold in general markets in competition 

‘with large plants the average lumber prices prevailing in such markets will 

necessarily be taken as the basis of appraisals. The grade and quality of the 

‘product, which is usually poorer than lumber manufactured by large mills, 

‘should, however, be considered. Otherwise the policy indicated above as to 

efficiency of methods and labor and scale of profits will be followed. 

As indicated under “ Size and type of plants,” page 9, investments will be 

estimated and appraisals made on the basis of small operations wherever it is 

practicable for them to handle the timber. 
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If larger operations are clearly more practicable and logical, however, and the 

timber has been appraised accordingly, the resulting prices must be paid by any — 

purchaser who takes the stumpage. Two standards of value obviously can not 

be set for the same material. Under such circumstances no concessions to the 

inefficiency of the small operator can be made. 

Schedules of Prices for Small Sales. 

District foresters may authorize supervisors to establish schedules of stumpage 

prices for specified parts of their Forests to be used in small sales. This should 

be done only where conditions are so generally uniform that differences in 

intensive appraisals of the various sale areas involved would be slight. Such 

schedules should be worked out under the Supervisor’s direction in accordance 

with the methods described in these instructions, by the use of average selling 

prices, logging costs, and investments. 

SAFEGUARDS AND CHECKS. 

Check by Appraiser’s Judgment. 

AS indicated on page 6 all appraisals should be checked by the judgment and 

business sense of the appraiser. The prices actually recommended should be 

plainly stated, with the considerations on which they are based, as well as the 

rates obtained by strict application of these instructions. 

Check by Money Margin per Thousand Feet. 

The dollars and cents profit per thousand feet is a direct and tangible check 

which should always be used. Viewing the timber, the chance, and the invest- 

ment in a broad way, and comparing them with corresponding operations, the 

appraiser should satisfy himself as to the fairness and sufficiency of this amount. 

Prices Bid in Former Sales. 

Prices bid for timber in previous sales, with due allowance for difference in 

quality, accessibility, and other telling conditions, also afford an excellent check. 

As far as practicable their fairness should be gauged by observation of the suc- 

ceeding operations. Bid prices are of special value as checks, because indicating 

just what local operators, under all the conditions involved, National Forest sale 

regulations included, are willing to pay for stumpage. As a general rule, the 

rate of margin for profit and risk indicated by current bids should govern 

appraisals in timber comparable in quality and accessibility. 

Current Stumpage Appraisals. 

Uniform stumpage rates for timber of the same general quality and accessi- 

bility in a given region stabilize the sales business and promote the confidence 

of purchasers. They also afford an excellent check against hasty or erroneous 

appraisals. Prevailing prices should never be applied to the ignoring of the 

quality of the timber and the production costs on a particular chance. The 

appraiser should, however, check his results by the going and accustomed rates 

for the general type of stumpage and location, and satisfy himself that any 

departures are justified. Points of this nature should be covered in appraisal 

reports. 

Prices of Private Timber. 

A further check is afforded by the rates at which private commercial stumpage 

is held or sold. When owned by timbermen, who know its worth, particularly 

in regions where buying is active, the price of privately owned stumpage repre- 

sents the consensus of business judgment as to the sum total of all factors, fluctu- 

ating lumber markets, reasonable profits, and logging risks included. Care must 

of course be exercised to consider timber which is comparable in quality and 
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availability and to take only prices obtained by owners who are able to secure 

full value. Another point of great importance, particularly in comparisons 

between large tracts, is that, in the case of privately owned timber, carrying 

charges for interest and taxes in effect double the investment every ten years. 

Under National Forest sales, with no taxes, no interest on deferred payments, 

and deposits for stumpage only in small installments in advance of cutting, no 

such increase in the initial investment takes place. This may be offset by the 

gain to the private owner from increasing values of lumber which is only 

realized in part by the operator under a National Forest contract. As a gen- 

eral rule, however, private stumpage in large blocks is worth less than similar 

stumpage on a National Forest. 

Small sales of privately owned timber, purchased under competitive conditions 

for immediate operation, serve as excellent checks on the appraised values of 

similar chances of National Forest timber. 

METHODS OF APPRAISING STUMPAGE; APPLICATION OF 
PRINCIPLES PREVIOUSLY DISCUSSED. 

The application of the principles of appraising stumpage which have been 

discussed is illustrated by the following concrete examples. 

These examples show a wide range in cost of operation. They represent 

different operating and wage conditions. They are given primarily to illustrate 

the application of fundamental principles. Whether or not the costs are 

applicable now is immaterial. No attempt is made to show accurate costs in 

all details, but for the purpose for which they are used they are as satisfactory 

as accurate current figures would be. The costs must be determined on each 

chance by the appraiser. 

SYMBOLS FOR ELEMENTS IN APPRAISALS. 

For convenience in appraisals, the following symbols will be used for various 

elements in the caleulation. For uniformity and ease in checking, any symbols 

employed—and their use is entirely a matter of convenience—should conform 

with those given. The symbols are all in terms of one thousand board feet. 

D=Depreciation. T=Taxes and insurance. 

P=Margin for profit and risk. R=Extra costs of logging due to 

A=<Average fixed investment. Service regulations. 

W=Working capital. S=Selling price of lumber. 

V=Residual or wrecking value. X=Stumpage price. 

C=Operating costs. Lc=All logging costs. 

M=Maintenance. Mc=All manufacturing costs. 

G=General expense. 

EXAMPLES OF THE INVESTMENT METHOD. 

In the three examples following, the investment method of computing the 

margin for profit and risk has been used. 

1. A SMALL OPERATION IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS. 

A total stand of 12,610 M feet is available to a central mill site, of which 

9,000 M feet may be cut under the established methods of marking. This con- 

sists of green Douglas fir, 76 per cent; green Engelmann spruce, 22 per cent; 

and merchantable dead timber of both species, 2 per cent. 
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The applicant’s mill is at present located 8 miles from the new setting. The 

initial cost of this mill was $6,000. It has been operated 3 years out of a total 
life for small semiportable plants at this type of 10 years. It is therefore 

reckoned as having depreciated one-third and is now rated at $4,000. A cut of 

9,000 M feet will last it 6 years, at which time it will have an approximate wreck- 

ing value of $1,000. The appraisal is therefore based upon an operation of 

6 years. 

The present value of the operator’s logging equipment, horses, sleds, lumber 

trucks, harness, tools, etc., is put at $5,000. Its depreciation is figured at the 

rate of $600 per year, leaving a residual value at the end of the operation of 

$1,400. The operating costs for which working capital is required total $12.75 

per thousand feet log scale, or $19,125 for the year’s cut. The bulk of the 

lumber is sold and paid for within six months after felling, the average turn 

of the working capital being four months. On this basis, with a small margin 

for contingencies, working capital is figured at $8,000. 

The investments and depreciations may be summarized in the standard form, 

all investments being made the first year and all depreciations prorated evenly 

over 6 years. 

| Average 
Ttem Initial in- | Yearly de-| Wrecking | __profit- 

c vestment. | preciation.| value. | bearing 
investment. 

Logging equipmentixesst.e ite. ose Le es. et $5, 000 $600. 00 $1, 400 $3, 500. 00 
Road construction, 44 miles up creek to mill site, at $300- 1,350 ZOO) a5 2%.0ajatsin are 787. 50 
Moving mill (8 miles) and setting WDE Aa anes Bea Bo 350 DSasoul sees caesee oe 204.17 
Clearing logway and improving spring at millsite...... 100 IB NO Tile can cies <ciels 58. 33 
Milllandequipmentesscs cos cconoaeceace se tees see eecce 4,000 500. 00 1, 000 2,750. 00 
Working: capital omsss cones e oa scle sce wane acwese nates cae $000")... Sees 8, 000 8, 000. 00 

ROL AM rele iniene iis cme omc lete sate cine a nisiceeee ee 18, 800 1, 400. 00 10, 400 15, 300. 00 

In accordance with the standard policy for such operations, a margin of 25 

per cent on the average investment will be allowed; 25 per cent of $15,300 is 

$3,825. This, with the yearly depreciation of $1,400, makes a total of $5,225 to 

be prorated over the annual cut. The equivalent charge per thousand feet log 

225 
scale is ses or $3.48 per thousand feet. Two dollars and fifty-five cents of 

this amount is margin for profit and risk and 93 cents depreciation. 

The logging costs may be summarized as follows, all in thousand board feet 

log scale: 

Item Cc M G: T R Total 

Kelling and: bucking: 3. i2sco.scbees <n cckwic tees osc els P1510 Leo cee alse o.oo beste eeee $1.10 
Brushipiling- andi burning ec. eee seas ate eee ee ea aro aa] ureters Sele ae le $0. 40 .40 
Felling snags: .225 so Erb sae Et Eee [eck SeisefOeee owen Scekewe -05 05 
Construction of logging roads................---------- AAO sete c ewan) hae metas Al Seee ewer |saleseeere 25 
SKIGGin ge os, ceinte eee ecpen eae macee ens paaauseneanese LP GOSS ck vale na ckmsnnincepeceelncee aaee 1.60 
Haalineto mieten cee te ee ae an ceecmenseee MOU = Seis siniee mean seca eeineiceracel| ectarseine rs 1.50 
Upkeep of logging equipment. 2. 3c coc... sock ecb beltise cee’: $0.10 Weeds) Seale eeeoe lS. ese g -10 
Supervision se 5. sccencseiseaie Coens menue nemenee ce ostralltaoometae sc\sme arte S100 ecco Nemeceeee 1.00 
MOXOS oecs2 sca Von cen wewmciee om wees ans a Nemes aaSe eee Ea aparece: Seana aeseeae| $0102) |aceeenee 02 

Mabel cil oC nn ee mae! Maas | iol Oona | ean eemios 
3 | } 

*This includes an assumed stumpage rate of $3, all logging costs except supervision, 

and all milling costs extended to log scale by 10 per cent oevrrun. The supervision charge 

is, in this instance, a return to the operator himself, coming at the end of the year or 

whenever a surplus accumulates. It need not, therefore, be covered by working capital. 

The transportation charge from mill to market is also eliminated, since it is incurred just 

prior to sale and can be assumed fairly as paid by a portion of the product. 
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Logging roads are short, used for the most part less than one year. It is 

therefore simpler to charge the cost of their construction to operating expenses 

rather than to fixed investment. 

Supervision is inserted to cover the personal services of the operator. This 

is based upon an annual salary of $1,500 spread over the cut. Although in fact 

applying to the whole operation, it may as conveniently be charged against 

logging as split between logging and milling. This charge is higher per thou-, 

sand feet than in a large, efficiently organized operation. Its inclusion is 

necessary, however, to provide adequately for the element of personal initia- 

tive and enterprise in a sale of this character. 

Taxes are obtained as a 1 per cent valuation of the average investment in 

logging equipment prorated over the annual cut. This is based upon an assess- 

ment of one-third of the actual value and a levy of 3 cents on the dollar. 

Milling costs may be summarized likewise, per thousand feet lumber tally, 

with the total extended to log scale. 

Item. C. M. ti Total. 

Milling (including sawing, edging, surfacing 25 per cent ofcut,and piling).| $4.00 |.......-|........ $4. 
Upkeep of mill............00-- 22-2 ee eee cee cece eee e nen e eee cence een enees | $0. 20 
IM AROSS oeieeocematncees mcr ancnbseseceeesa 
Insurance on mill and yard stock.........------+-----+-+-+++-eeeeeeeeee 
“poate RO INAC REE fs CS eon canara wre steinacOn Sos cones daqades pene ements 

errr rr Terre eee ee er 

The figure of $4 for milling is the average of 4 mills of this general type and 

output in the region. 

Mill taxes are computed, like logging taxes, as 1 per cent of the average value 

of the property. This includes 330,000 feet of lumber, or two months’ cut,’ 

which is assumed to be carried steadily on hand. Insurance is figured as a 2 

per cent premium on three-fourths of the average value of mill and yard 

stock.* 
Selling costs are included in the supervision item of $1, this part of the 

work being handled by the operator personally. 

The lumber is marketed in an agricultural valley, the distributing point being 

approximately 7 miles by wagon haul from the mill. Seventy-five per cent of 

the cut of green timber of both species is sold in the rough as boards and dimen- 

sion stock, at a delivered rate of $16. Twenty-five per cent is surfaced for 

finish and sold at a delivered rate of $24. The average lumber selling price of 

green timber is thus: 

45. per cent rough and_ dimension, at: $162—— 1-52-44 $12 

DD) Der Acent, TMISN, vat Se kane et he DS ee Ss ne 6 

VELA EE 7 SEIT MTN CO ese eee ne ere ee ee 18 

5It is assumed that the mill will operate 10 months in the year, cutting 150,000 feet of 

logs per month, or figuring overrun at 10 per cent, 165,000 feet of lumber. 

6 The average value of the mill used in calculating taxes and insurance is $2,750, the 

average interest-bearing investment. The value of the yard stock of 330,000 feet is: 

Assumed stumpage rate, $3, and logging costs, exclusive of supervision, $5.02, both 
9 

reduced to mill-tally basis; that is so05 87.29 ; together with milling costs, $4.20. 

The latter exclude taxes, insurance, and haulage. The total of $11.49 times 330,000 

makes the average yard stock worth $3,791.70. 
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Dead timber is all cut into rough boards. On account of stain and check, it 

commands a lower price than green, averaging $15 per thousand feet. The 

Sstumpage averages 16 logs per thousand feet. With a circular saw of one- 

fourth inch kerf and relatively inefficient methods of manufacture, overrun 

can not be placed conservatively at more than 10 per cent. 

The average lumber selling prices extended to log scale are thus: 

MOrvesreen stim ber “(Cad Sel = ())) ear eaneee ere es Race epee enemy Bt meee eee $19. 80 

Hor dead tlm ber ™ (SL) ail O)) eee ame eet en ae eee eee ane 16. 50 

Stumpage rates may then be determined by the formula, ¥=S—Lce—Mc—D—P, 

all in terms of log scale, as follows: 

For green timber: $19.80—$6.02—$7.48— $0.983—$2.55=$2.82. 

For dead timber: $16.50—$16.98, as above, = —$0.48. 

Putting a minimum price of 50 cents on the dead stumpage, the total amount 

which must be carried by the green timber to offset the loss on the dead and 

allow the minimum stumpage of 50 cents per thousand feet is as follows: 

0.02 X 0.98 

0.98 

timber. 

Hence the final prices become: For dead timber, 50 cents per thousand feet; 

for green timber, $2.80 per thousand feet. ‘ , 
The total return of the operator under this calculation is $1 for supervision 

(personal services) and $2.55 on his investment, or $3.55. This is deemed 

equitable for small operations of this type. 

=0.02 per thousand to be taken from the indicated price of green 

2. A MIDDLE-SIZED OPERATION IN THE BLUE MOUNTAINS. 

This chance will cut approximately 80,000,000 feet. Eighty per cent of the 

stand is yellow pine, the remainder Douglas fir and western larch. The opera- 

tion is planned for 10 years at an annual cut, log scale, of 8,000,000 feet. 

The central point of the business is on a trunk line railroad where the. 

planing mill is located. It has a rated value of $15,000. It will be well main 

tained with a view to succeeding operations and should have a residual value 

of $10,000 at the end of the sale. From this central point an existing common 

carrier railroad, forming a tap line or feeder for the main system, runs near 

the chance. It is proposed to build a single band mill, with a capacity of 40,000 

feet of lumber daily, on the sale area. It will cost $380,000 and have a residual 

value of $10,000 at the end of the operation. Freight on green rough lumber 

between these points is equivalent to $2.50 per thousand feet. 

Five miles of railroad connecting the mill with the tap line and running 

up into the woods will be used during the entire operation. Its estimated cost 

beneath the steel is $1,900 per mile. In addition, the following branches will 

be required: (1) A lateral 2 miles long, to be used 2 years; (2) a lateral 5 

miles long, to be used 5 years; (3) short spurs, totaling 12 miles, to be used 

on the average 1 year. These laterals and spurs will cost on the average $1,200 

per mile beneath the steel; 9 miles of steel all told will be required, This will 

cost $2,200 per mile, and is estimated to be worth half that amount at the end 

of the operation. 

One light engine with gypsy loader and rolling stock, costing all told $12,000, 

are required for log hauling. Their residual value is estimated at $3,000. . 

For logging to rail, eight teams will be required. Their cost with harness 

is $400 each. Skidding equipment will cost $2,000. The maintenance charge on 
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teams and skidding outfits will necessarily be heavy, amounting to $800 a year. 

With this expenditure for maintenance, however, the value of the equipment 

will be kept close to its initial cost. Its residual value may therefore be 

reckoned at $3,000. 

Further items of investment may be listed as follows: 

Residual Item. Amount. valde 

Wood camps.........- Ct 1 (ER a 
Shop and tools........ 1,500 $500 
Woods and track tools. WN ise Semiecinns © 
WT ST Ta yh ase hnme Se SHAR SMe Janeen Sess CPS daa aeSnSRAe aS SHennir ae aie 35, 000 35, 000 

The working capital is computed as follows: Current costs for logging and 

stumpage will be turned every four months. These aggregate $6.28, including 

an assumed stumpage rate of $3 for pine (80 per cent) and $1 for fir and larch 

(20 per cent). The freight and milling costs, which average $8.53, log scale, 

for all species, are turned every two months. The working capital required 

is thus hat oe or $3.51 for each thousand feet, log scale, in the year’s 

cut. On 8,000,000 feet this amounts to $28,080. Twenty-five per cent has been 

added as leeway for contingencies, making the total $35,000. 

The investments and depreciations may be summarized as follows: 

tye Number Annual | ¢ Average Initial : Residual A 
Item. Aes of years deprecia- | profit-bearing 

Investment. | “used. tion, | Yelue. | investment. 

Planing wi. 2-88. 322 Ube 3 PA $15, 000 10 $500 | $10, 000 $12, 750 
PSEA 25505 4 HSE SN Ree A ene a iN 30, 10 2,000 | 10, 000 : 
BUBiLWay Steeles 6 oq cease cin « omnis maces 19, 800 10 990 9,900 15, 345 
Main logging railaay grade............. 9, 500 10 DOOR cotepl=;cayde sie 5, 225 
First lateral railway grade............. 2,400 2 711 el state Sa TS 360 
Second lateral railway grade. ae 6, 000 5 COL ee eis 1, 800 
Spur railway grades.......... nue 14, 400 PO) Sek ee ee 1 
ngine, loader, and rolling stock...... 12, 000 10 900 3,000 7,950 

Teams and skidding equipment. ...... 5, 200 10 220 3, 000 4,210 
CAINS fetes eee = sacisncccacca ies acanaac 2,000 10 POO roasactaste 1,100 
BUG ANG CO0le ooo cede gt easedteere 1, 500 10 100 500 1,050 
Woods and track tools... 2200202. oo8. 500 10 DOL |Pares siere rains 275 
Wonkine Capital ..3:ipyster Jka. decease, 35, 000 TOME wsebe. ace 35, 000 35, 000 

Doras). LOA LAIOT eit 0 158/300 |J28. Rig: 8,190 71, 400 107, 505 

The average investment at work in the operation and entitled to profit is thus 

$107,505. Former competitive bids for timber in this region, which is relatively 

accessible and involves but average risks, and for chances which are comparable 

in size and permanency of the operation indicate that a return of 18 per cent on 

the investment is a fair going basis for sales of National Forest stumpage. At 

this rate the annual profit (18 per cent of $107,505) amounts to $19,350.90, or 

$2.42 per thousand feet, log scale. 

190 
The annual depreciation charge is ano ul or $1.02 per thousand feet, log 

scale. 
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The operating costs are estimated as follows: 

Logging per 1,000 feet log scale. 

Item. C. MnP errs di 136 Total, 

Nellinggndibucking,: 4). beee ste soos Seate sete sec |) $0580" sc aaeese Skene cael oom een ROE ees 3 $0. 80 
IBTUShrOISHOSa TIRES oie nt ey ee a ie omae wate ante eran ce Stee ee reiaicia soslae seme neeee $0. 40 -40 
Melline snags. soe Sato. sso aae Societe acta esas bore be sel scemeeee le ecesene esa umes : 04 
Warding o.oo ss eccisss sete teste eas tessteccsseceesscssts | ad (UE Pen io caccicte| Race eae 1.10 
Wandinpsiand prading ieee. ie sn sce en ones ee aceon ees $00 |5 2 odeedelcosee nce coeeete SOs eeaee .30 
Railroad operamone s2.a pee ee eee eee eee ee en eee Ps i eae el gece [oe ips ee IR aes eae .30 
Maintenance of teams and skidding equipment.........|........ $0:10' | seSaecac|ttaeenecibesne eae -10 
iRatiroad main penance sie Ss ee ie eee Cee ee Cee es Se ep ees bas Al apps al | Se aha -15 
Maintenance orroing Stocks." meee sch eaer pene ccasenlencsesse 520! SoS eS Sh Se Seal eee -20 
Strpervision estas hve ce hace decweice a boseecoeSee see om eteeislogi| sie chemees to SOS D5 il aren eroreee | eee eectona 25 
Taxes.ion' logging equipment - 27 J. see acide face ace wctets seta oma aie sas oseel see ace 90:02)12 5 taea-:5 -02 
Liability imsurances s-cs sc seeneseacaneaceeeeceeeaee ae lsemprmainia|sdiccjcce al ancpeteine O24 eer ee - 02 

Total: ey Ae aa hci ceete cea eee es ceter eae 2.50 45 25 04 44 3.68 

Manufacture and transportation per 1,000 feet lumber tally. 

Item. C. M. G. T. Total. 

Sawing in rough and piling on cars at sawmill..............-.. SL OO Ne eee erases $1.90 
Maintenance ofisawmilliiges Aim. Jb cin ccs sche cepa debmaeesceset eemetets $0520). ae ceraalenees coche -20 
Hreight tosmain line Taurosde ese saat csce cee ecate enaeenacaaces Ze) ee act ne | aciie ara cel eee 2.50 
Planing and finishing (yellow pee XS Sede ae wotemenbceesees 25105. JSG. | sssset ies yes. 2.10 
Sedsoning, yard handling and loading....................----- 260" Noceee at leccecconlseeneewe -60 
Maintenance:of planing mille vee ee eee ee cok cae onal commie St 0 Tul peepee || oa -10 
Supervision of sawmill and planing mill. .......... Vawcccascectcl'sobeccta|tneomeee $0520 i|feanacen -20 
Taxesion saw mill, planing mill) jand yardistocka 2. co cecne c|setweccs|seensevelacssecue $0. 06 -06 
higbilityinguranCes. oo. jo eclsisetsteedacusoe Ube ocee ace meceee leceinecee | sonesemelaeateged 01 -O1 
Mialltanidaim ber IMSUPALCO lt. ..eaie a cas se chebpencoccc sooo ee eee oat macmalece cee oe eco ae nem -07 07 
Selling costses seus ee eae 2 aces Sees Sees Daca ees oeiele oleae. eel Rah eaeee 130. Sees -30 

Mobals 22s ese = = oewutdsce ets cacdesue lee cabecben ween coe 7.10 30 -50 -14 8.04 
1 

1 In these items the average yard stock carried at the planing mill is put at 1,200,000 feet of pine and 300,000 
feet of larch and fir. Pine is credited with an average Cost of $13.67, and larch and fir with an average cost 
of $10.45. These are based upon (1) assumed stumpage rates of $3 for pine and $1 for larch and fir, (2) log- 
ging costs of $3.68 and (3) milling and transportation costs of $7.60 and $6.20, respectively. Stumpage 
charges and logging costs are reduced for 10 per cent overrun. Milling costs are exclusive of taxes, insur- 
ance, and selling charges. 

Not more than 20 per cent of the larch and fir lumber is dressed aS compared 

with 60 per cent of the pine lumber. The average cost of planing and finishing 

larch and fir is therefore 70 cents per 1,000 feet on the total of these species. 

The total cost of manufacture and transportation in the case of larch and fir is 

therefore $1.40 less than for pine, or $6.64. 

This timber runs from 8 to 10 logs per 1,000 feet. Results obtained in current 

sales, however, indicate that an overrun exceeding 10 per cent can not be used 

safely in stumpage appraisals in this locality. Extended for this overrun, the 

milling and transportation cost for yellow pine, log scale, is $8.04X1,100, or 

$8.84; and for larch and Douglas fir, $6.64X1,100, or $7.30. 

From study of current manufacture of similar timber in local mills and com- 

pilation of selling prices during the past two years, the average cut and Selling 

price of yellow pine, by grades, are ascertained to be as follows: 
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Grade. P co of 

Pr SeleCi ANG DALEOL sama ye oat nun as Tones + eee aeiseceneadt se nae der 2 
CASE EC ape Sh pc hl A i i age a MOE ol 5 tel hedge teen tinh & 
Noalishopes . 2k... ceaaes snes bese dogo sas eodct ba fpleves- acpi 2-402 15 
SEI SiO ie emeeern sete ee aae erode nan acstatere ceases cage nesses tes sl 20 
Mio) a SHop eases 17 eat tee ela tors ole ole eRe ee, Fa 25 
SCRE C Terk era ae eee Oy ee Ee ee ee een ean 20 
INO; PC OMMTTON Ss fo Meee ee Se oe nee rece see sores s Sete cate amet ess 5 
IN Oy SGOT THORS. Wo cl eet cle a8. Hadeeek dasyl- - aad. -bes peelaree 5 

A Naps! | SRR VIPER Be he Se RE eee SS OPE her RR ee ell Re ee 100 
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Weight in 
Grade price.| average 

price. 

$46. 00 $0. 92 
34. 00 2.72 
24.00 3. 60 
16. 00 3. 20 
12. 50 3.12 
14. 00 2. 80 
12.00 - 60 
10. 00 50 

17. 46 

The average cut and selling price of western larch and Douglas fir, by grades, 

have been similarly ascertained to be approximately as follows: 

Weight in 
Grade. hd of Grade price.| average 

we price. 

Wimishedistock.floeone. jOtCr.=. se sadses os sesh eos ees ee ee ce 6 $16. 00 $0. 96 
Iv OPA VDT RR ee oe ea a ee ee eae ee 54 12.00 6. 48 
INGeis COMMON eee, etree tee TRIED 0 Bee ai. 40 10. 00 4.00 

EL ban Nana eee ee foe Scere ee eR ee caewonectenauanssieceas TOO' see see ees 11. 44 

Extended by 10 per cent overrun, the average selling prices, log scale, are: 

For yellow pine, $17.46X1,100, or $19.21. To this should be added $0.30, the 

net return per thousand feet log scale from the sale of slabwood (0.5 cord per 

thousand at $0.60). 

For larch and Douglas fir, $11.44X1,100, or $12.58. 

The stumpage rates may now be calculated as follows: 

For yellow pine: 

Averace nellimeinriggs. tt niet etsl ba bale ee ee ee $19. 51 

DODTRGGI aii OMe oe weet he cee Bets tala ee eye $1. 02 

Mano init fone sro eA a TISk ae Uke ts bpm ghd ee ee See! 2, 42 

TQ GOUT ef e eh Bie Ei eh) tig ts ey ier oT der ele Aly 3. 68 

Maniiaciure cand stransportations 2 28 wh, we a ee es 8. 84 

‘ANG i ae ceetee 2S ENON Lv er ERee OS CUE, Ree B ORY copay eeu Cem 27. OU) See WN Oe Ee eee 15. 96 

Balance m home stun e ees. tee eleinse gy on rae Ts Aa WS aes A, | 3. 55 

For larch and Douglas fir: 

ARMOR aSeO Use lo) TICOk te Mine we del ow te ot a ee a eek ee 12. 58 

IDYE\ OTP CLOW ames ae pee AR ORE ee BRE want EAE I PUR Speen) OL ON SELON RENEE) SOE ON Ed 1. 02 

Mareinitar co tity Ang irish eee 6 yi py aedipeepas ot ee eS 2. 42 

Nes PeeRi Tne aes d See AE iets, atte FP he EE ee A 3. 68 

Manufacture and, transportatione= == 22-2. 4 2. b2 2 ok 7.30 

Thy teeta ee sae se) Sat 2h oe wie eR ace eth 5 Ue 14, 42 

LDYSy ar Ghley tee AUP pyres OU Ta FS Ti SNe os Oe an SMe Oe ee ee ry 1, 84 

With the established minimum rate of 50 cents per thousand feet for larch 

and Douglas fir, the total deficit of"$2.34 on these species may be distributed on 

the pine stumpage as follows: 

0.20 X $2.34 
0.80 

=approximately $0.58 to reduce the stumpage of the yellow pine. 
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The final stumpage rates are: 
Per M 

Mellow. pine! ($3205 0 DS) at ees a eee ee 2 $2. 97 

March, ang Doulas iii.) eae 5 ee ee ee . 50 

Prorating the annual charge for depreciation and profit on net value instead of 

quantity, in accordance with the principles discussed on page 42 stumpage 

prices by species are obtained as follows: 

Deducting operating costs only from average selling prices, the margin is: 

For yellow pine, $6.99 per thousand feet, log scale; for larch and fir, $1.60 per 

thousand feet, log scale. 

With a yearly cut of 6,400,000 feet of pine and 1,600,000 feet of larch and fir, 

the total margin is $47,296. The sum of yearly depreciation and profit margin 

is $27,541. Dividing the latter figure by the former, it is ascertained that each 

dollar of margin must pay $0.582 toward depreciation and profit margin. On 

yellow pine, therefore, these charges amount to $4.07 per thousand feet, leay- 

ing $2.92 for stumpage. On larch and fir, they amount to $0.93 per thousand 

feet, leaving $0.67 for stumpage. The average price is the same as that obtained 

under the first computation. The second method is to be preferred as more 

logical and less arbitrary. 

3. A LARGE OPERATION IN THE IDAHO PANHANDLE, 

This chance is estimated to cut, under Service methods of marking, 600,000,000 

feet in a 20-year operation. The timber consists of the following species: 

Per cent. Per cent. 

IWIDITE Pine) Jeni nin Fo" Bae sub 27 | Western larch and Douglas fir___ 33 

(EN Ua ead) OOS peer taclpe ES cl en oe es 4-|| Western red’ cedarile t= 2 2aee 25 

Lodgepole pine ____________ CLs 18) Wihite fir ue 2m aot) jh see Te (6 

Engelmann spruce____- 24 3 

The chance is exceptionally adapted to railroad logging. From a central 

point, where the system of logging spurs would logically begin, the most prac- 

ticable route to the nearest railroad connections requires 32 miles of track. The 

first 20 miles of this distance taps a region of extensive agricultural resources. 

Behind it lies a heavily timbered belt which contains upward of 6,000,000,000 

feet. There is little doubt that permanent traffic in timber and agricultural 

products will maintain this portion of the railroad as a common carrier, and 

that considerable freight outside of the National Forest sale will contribute to 

its support from the outset. 

The cost of this portion of the railroad is estimated at $20,000 a mile. Two- 

fifths of the total expenditure of $400,000 will be made two years, and three- 

fifths one year in advance of the beginning of the operation. Including interest 

on these amounts, for two and one years, respectively, at 6 per cent, the initial 

investment is computed as $433,600. This investment does not depreciate, but 

with adequate charges for maintenance remains intact throughout the opera- 

tion. The permanent traffic then available will give it a residual value equal 

to the first cost. 

In the stumpage appraisal this tap-line railroad may be treated in either of 

two ways. 

First, it may be handled as an integral part of the operation, like other in- 

vestments. In that case, because of its permanency and low risk, a return of 

10 per cent annually is believed to be equitable. It is but fair, furthermore, to 

charge a portion of this return to the outside traffic available for the road. 

It is the appraiser’s judgment that such outside traffic during the sale period 
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as a whole should net $25,000 a year over and above its proportionate share of 

the cost of rolling stock, operation, and maintenance. This leaves $18,360 as 

the annual charge for profit on the tap line to be borne by the National Forest 

stumpage, in addition to its portion of the cost of operation, maintenance, and 

rolling stock. 

Second, the tap line may be regarded as an independent business enterprise. 

In this case its only relation to the timber sale is as a common earrier which 

will transport the product on a freight-tariff basis. A freight-tariff, under this 

assumption, is thus substituted for the combined charges for rolling stock, 

operation, maintenance, and profit under the first assumption. In comparison 

with other railroads making similar hauls, the freight rate is figured at 55 

cents per thousand feet of logs, log cars being furnished and maintained by the 

shipper. 

The remaining 12 miles of railroad will be a logging road primarily, but will 

tap fully as much private as Government timber. From careful study of the 

location and ownership of this timber, it is concluded that to prorate the cost 

of the logging railroad three-fifths to the National Forest chance and two-fifths 

to adjacent private stumpage will be safe and equitable. The cost of this 

main logging road, or feeder, including steel, is put at $6,000 per mile. The 

initial investment, $43,200 of which is to be carried by the Government timber, 

will be fully depreciated during the 20-year period allowed for the operation. 

The average investment in the feeder should return the same profit allowed 

for the capital used in the operation as a whole. 

The best location for a manufacturing plant is 92 miles from the chance, at a 

good-sized valley town. The low elevation, making conditions for seasoning 

lumber and continuous operation of the mill much more favorable, and better 

facilities for railroad shipments more than offset the distance from the timber. 

This location will require a log haul of 60 miles from the end of the tap line 

over an existing railroad, at a quoted charge of 80 cents per thousand feet log 

scale, with cars furnished by the shipper. 

The manufacturing site is estimated to cost $25,000. This will be a perma- 

nent investment, in a rapidly growing town, subject to no risk and with every 

prospect of appreciation in value. ‘As in the case of the tap line, therefore, 

no depreciation will be figured and a return of 10 per cent throughout the life 

of the sale will be adequate. With an annual cut of 30,000,000 feet, this will 

amount to approximately 8 cents per thousand feet, log scale. The plant itself, 

a double-band sawmill and planing mill, will cost $255,000. The location is 

one of the most permanent to be found anywhere in the West, in a large valley 

whose drainage contains upward of 30,000,000,000 feet of virgin timber. It 

ean be fairly assumed, therefore, that the plant will have a life of at least 

30 years, or a residual value at the end of the present operation of $85,000. 

The tract will be logged by railroad spurs extending from the end of the feeder 

up each of its three main watersheds. Three miles of main logging spur will de- 

‘velop the first watershed, which will furnish about four years’ cut at 30,000,000 

feet of logs annually. Three miles of main spur must then be constructed 

te the junction of the second and third watersheds, each of which will furnish 

about eight years’ supply of logs. An extension of the main spur 9 miles up 

each of these streams will be necessary. Approximately 58 miles of branch 

spurs will be required on the three watersheds. These branches can, however, 

be operated with 8 miles of steel in continuous use. The logging will require 

therefore, 3 miles of steel for the main logging spurs during the first four years, 

thereafter 12 miles; and 8 miles of steel for the branch spurs throughout the 

entire sale. Seventeen and one-half per cent of the timber, on agricultural 

‘lands which are to be cut clean, will be logged by steam machinery. The rest 
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will be logged with horses. 

and a few short pieces of flume. 
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Woods improvements will consist of trail chutes 

The investments required in the operation, aside from the tap line and mill 

site, are summarized in the following table: 

Summary of investments. 

Vrseetin Average 
Tet Initial in- | Number of fonnel Residual | _ profit- 

c vestment. | years used. i value. | bearing in- 
vestment. 

Manufacturing plant. ..0)27. 10225900). 2c $255, 000 20 $8, 500 $85, 000 $174, 250 
Main Jogging railroad 2-223: poe es 43, 200 20 26D Se eee ee 22, 680 
Main logging spurs: 1 

3 miles steel, at $3,090.................. 9, 270 20 4630) 3222-2: 4, 866 
3 miles grading, at $1,500............... 4, 500 4 200 NN tae 562 
9 miles steel, at $3,090.........-.-2-.2-- 27,810 16 1,112 5, 562 13, 905 
3 miles grading, at $1,600............... 4,800 16 PAD lie. 55 cee 2,040 
9 miles grading, at $1,600............... 14, 400 8 2G) EE a 3,240 
9 miles grading, at $1,500..............-. 13, 500 8 G15) |S 2aes, le 3,037 
SWIG NAV OULS tase ence cee ooesisinciee 1,000 20 OU Peacinre Se eee 525 

Branch logging spurs: 
8 milessteel, at $2,500... 5.0.62 2 2 - =e 18, 400 20 920) 2 ae ee 9, 660 
58 miles grading, at $1,200...........-.. 69, 600 22] Dpa8Oh | 3 YS ee 5, 220 

Logging and railroad equipment: 3 | 
4 donkey engines, at $7,500.........-..- 30, 000 10 | 1 ea Uy bei ase 8, 250 
120 sets teams and outfits with woods 

TOONS, Ab S 700!) 2. ee es ere ae 84, 000 5 | AS20235 5 Soe are 12, 600 
7 locomotives, at $12,000 4............-.- 84, 000 10 ALQOO WT ALEAL SEE 23, 100 
300 log cars, at $5005... 2.025. -20s2-n+~- 150, 000 10 TNO a| = nas ct. eee 41, 250 
6 log jammers, at $5,000..........--..-- 30, 000 10 TO Gs sete tata eee 8, 250 

Miscellaneous equipment: 
Portable eaileoed CAMPS) 82 Ae Se eis sn 6, 000 10 SOA Kee cans ates 1, 650 
OP CAINS! cee ete eee eee eee 9, 000 74 | GEO MSE TIMID 1, 125 

Railroad shop and equipment..........-.- 2,000 20 | OOD Sacer 1,050 
Wiorkin SCA DIAN Oise cecietais ome sara 220, 000 20 | Be ce cen Sate 220, 000 220, 000 

PROPANE te cnt aie eee ene meiee eee vere 1, 076, 480 [Poe eae veee | 38, 295 310, 562 557, 260 

1 All items for railroad steel and iron are depreciated at 5 per cent annually. 
31 Two years is the average period of use of each spur grade. 
3 The initial investments include replacements throughout the life of the sale. Logging machinery, 

locomotives, and rolling stock depreciate completely in 10 years; hence double the average stock in use at 
any given timeis figured. Teams and tools depreciate completely in 5 years; hence four times the average 
stock is provided for. 

4 Three locomotives will be sufficient for the first 10 years; for the last 10 yeras four will be needed. 
5 This is based upon log transportation for the entire distance over tap line and present railroad to the 

manufacturing plant, requiring 150 cars in continuous use. 
6 Two complete sets, at $3,000 each and each lasting 10 years, are provided for. 
7 Four years is the average period of use of the log camps. 
8 The working capital is arrived at as follows: It is estimated that an average yard stock equivalent to 

about one-third of the annual cut must be kept on hand. This has a cost value, excluding depreciation 
and profit and including an assumed average stumpage price of $1.50, of $12.99 per thousand feet log scale 
(taking the lower schedule of costs, p. 58). It is also figured that an average supply of 3,000,000 feet of logs 
should be kept ahead of cutting at the mill, and 2,000,000 feet of logs ahead of railroading in the woods. 
The cost value of the former is $7.59, and of the latter. $5.03. Stumpage at $1.50is included in each case. 
Accounts receivable are estimated at $32,475. This is equivalent to one month’s sales, 2,500,000 feet, at a 
cost value of $12.99. While many sales will be made on 60-day payments, it is believed that they will be 
ofiset by an equivalent amount of cash business. The average outstanding deposit for stumpage is put at 
$5,000; and the average amount required as a margin to meet contingencies at $20,000. Theseitems are then: 

10:000;000 feet oftyardspock, ‘ati$12:092 42h. 35. Sree. reeks tee ele. Se rebeiaeee: 32 $129, 900 
S COOMMO teahoilogs aim at SiEDOL cee eee en ne ee eee eee at ate A gs phe 22,770 
2/000;000'féet of 1dgs' on! landings; at/S5:.0322. PLEATS. LU SeV Eee eek SPI See 10, 060 
IA COCOUTES TORELV ADIOS wits sinc, Boe ms A eae I Oe a eae ee are atin ice eR ae 32,475 
RUNNIN ps dSpOSI TON SULMIDABRt sca se ae ce Sc ce cies aticiele Meister eee cee eee ene 5, 000 
Contimgenciés:s- “satay Nate: Aneiels.chel gener) Le bee fee deiae . Teen! lees tere toe 20,000 

Wotalose 4 Sh hs POAL IR ARCS ANE UGA Pah OVE LINE SOP YE 22 ELSE eee 220, 205 

This may be checked from the total yearly operating cost and frequency of turn. The cost ofthe year’s 
cut, exclusive of depreciation and profit, is $389,700 (30,000,000 at $12.99). This would indicate an average 
turn of about seven months—which is liberal but not excessive for a large operation of this nature. 

This operation involves the development of a manufacturing and logging in- 

dustry in an entirely new region and the exploitation of a chance now wholly 

inaccessible. Risks beyond the ordinary are involved in: 

1. Climatic conditions, no large operations or extensive construction work 

having been conducted heretofore in these mountains. 

2. Acquisition of additional timber to carry two-fifths of the investment in 

the main logging railroad. 
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8. Working out successfully in the main transportation problem which in- 

volves (1) satisfactory traffic and log haul agreements with an established 

common earrier, and (2) enlisting other capital to construct the tap line or de- 

veloping outside traffic to carry the tap line if built as part of the lumbering plant. 

Under these conditions a return of 20 per cent annually on the invested 

capital is deemed equitable and necessary to place the chance upon the market. 

With an average investment of $557,260, the annual charge for profit margin 

is thus $111,452; or, on an annual cut of 30,000,000 feet, $3.71 per 1,000 feet. 

The annual charge for depreciation is $1.27 per 1,000 feet. 

The logging costs are summarized as follows: 

Stump to upper terminus of tap line. 

Ttem. Cc. M. G. T, R. Total. 

Bicone eect, partied aia lacing Boece wamping, ski g, yarding, and landing Hl ae 
RES ERS HLS SSR ge a a as clot ai a eee cal pee ac = 
Girdinge delective Wile LIE * on deces-cecnee ees cececcctlececcece est 
BiQRdin Oo alist. ab) - dorsi aelsy Sabiddvoreeepia see sai. 
Corrente LMPTOVEMBNtS 9. wo cee ee cnigr es sepwecsnce cee ccs 
Railway operation {405.6100 01. tbe Usd 
Maintenance, logging equipment............-.-------- 
Ran Wey WIAINECNANCES? (Wee och sewteccnsearssenacces 
Maintenance of rolling stock...............-.----+---++- 
Ol purnng; 60 days annually: 75.2 s.8< acc scenes 
Waxesandimsnrance . Pi ssivie. Tels: LOS ee 

1 Based upon 174 per cent power logging at $1.22 and 82} per cent horse logging at $1.63. 
2 This is a special silvicultural requirement proposed for the sale area. 
3 This charge covers trail chutes, flumes, landings, and other current improvements aside from railroad 

grades, which are provided for under under fixed investments. 

The cost of manufacture and sales, exclusive of depreciation, has been aver- 

aged for a number of large mills in the Inland Empire similar to the proposed 

plant at $4.50 per thousand feet lumber tally. Mill scale studies conducted 

at these plants indicate that 20 per cent is a conservative figure for overrun 

under Forest Service scaling in this class of timber. The milling charge per 

thousand feet log scale is thus $4.50X1,200, or $5.40. 

If the appraisal is based upon the assumption that the tap line can be con- 

structed practically as a common carrier independent of the lumbering opera- 

tion, the only other charges to be taken into account are for freight on logs to 

the manufacturing plant, aggregating $1.35 per thousand feet log scale. 

If it is assumed that the tap line must be built by the lumbering company 

as part of the operation, under the conditions above stated, additional charges 

are necessary, aS follows: 

Profit margin on portion of tap line investment7__________ $0. 61 

Depreciation of additional rolling stock required *_________ . 08 

Profit margin on average investment in additional rolling 

SG Kaupapa Mee EL eee Gee Cae a . 08 

TE UTTE PE Ry? WACO) OSS oN aC we EN lp a 2 sy 2D 

Rasy cme Tate nanGe Wass 2 ees a ed ae al .10 

Maintenance of additional rolling stock___________________ . 04 

Mota Soko e ok Ne ee. ne Hive J yhoo EE is ale 

7$18,360 prorated annually over 30,000,000 feet. (See top of page 55.) 

8 The additional equipment required is 2 engines in current use. Their depreciation, 

at 10 per cent annually, and average investment are figured as $2,400 and $13,200, 

respectively. A profit margin of 20 per cent is allowed on the latter figure. 

® These are the estimated proportions of the total costs of operation and maintenance 

chargeable to the timber. .(See pp. 54 and 55.) 
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The charge for log freight from the end of this tap line to the mill is 80 cents 

per thousand feet in any event. 

Profit margin and production cost, exclusive of stumpage price, may then be 

summarized as follows: 

With tap line 
as independ- 
ent common 

carrier. 

With tap line 
as part of 

A operation. 

Return on investment in mill site =a $0.08 | $0. 08 
Margin for profit and risk. ............. sss 3.71 | 3. 71 
Depreciation vs + ssc «sive s coe see heee Pe 1.27 127, 
IGOP PING | COSES (laces noc seine oe ch einsnce oe sejcnic malnieeecia daca he oe eis bcesteneee 4.74 | 4.74 
Milling COStS oriiciaisio-faictara ered siecieeeweetbeseewboedomewt oes woesieet Cetttateis 5.40 - 5. 40 
Tap-lincitransportation!: = << .-<isicicis qqans se oe peste Ob laiemnareiadee cence e= secig 1.17 | . 55 
Martine rans poriavion aectst. 22 cer cease en seenemine creme niscn se ceinceeecee - 80 | - 80 

otal neers eta eeen a he okt bt on Seco eeee code e eases ceateeneecmeset 17.17 | 16. 55 

Where different methods of handling the main transportation problem should 

be considered, as is frequently the case in inaccessible chances, it is desirable for 

the appraiser to present the cost data under each. In this instance the choice 

obviously lies between a more and a less conservative policy as to whether the 

sale of National Forest stumpage should await the general economic develop- 

ment of the region or whether the Government timber should itself carry the 

principal burden of such development. Ordinarily the more conservative policy 

will be followed under such conditions. Stumpage prices will be based, there- 

fore, upon the lower schedule of costs. 

The average selling value of the white pine has been determined by the 

following table: 

Per cent Selling Weighted 
Grades. of total. value. value. 

| 

ee fertl Ge bettie clement dys oe ee EEE CSR MIR ae aC TBE SHEET OSHS Jeaeees 5 $45 $2. 25 
C Select s40 Garithos. ck te oe es ees eae eee meee. gees 4 38 1.52 
ODS 3) ECCS BHAA es eS ai es a tH yt eee et ple Le alle BER 6 27 1.62 
Jo} 1t | a eee EOE Repeal es Sepia & | WSS ahs 2 CUES he Rye ER oe Tt 3 20 . 60 
INOMECORIMONN: gre eee er eee beeen eee eee 30 25 7.50 
NOS2 CONTRI Ss Seo sas ete eee ee eee eee ee ee eee ee ae mee 2 21 5.04 
Nowe Coramon Ge 15) scl. Becct boa bwatescdaceh alee oes ccaeeee 15 15 2. 25 
IN GRA NSOITNON: Mei eee ee Se a ere a ey te ee ae eee 8 ll . 88 
Wo.Commion te rch ees See a a eee Fae eee as 5 6 .30 

Tota eee ee Perce Bg Manor ARES Seg! Lebee kOe Herne eo ten sae TOO Feces cence a 21.96 
Depreciation inwyands. io \seu. Adi ged Sodastenpeas eetds dene D | eeeiomsie 1.10 

. 20. 86 

This checks very close to the averages actually received by operators manu- 

facturing white pine of similar size and quality. 

The mill-run prices of the other species have been similarly determined, as 

follows: 

Mellow ine 2 oe 2 oh a a ae Se $16. 87 

Hodgepolespine see ele 2s a 7 15. 00 

Hngelmann.-spruce:2- a Se ep ee eB 14. 00 

VATE ETS eS ee See SY ee ree eee ERR See 13. 00 
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In determining the total value of each species log scale, it is figured that in 

addition to an overrun of 20 per cent a net return of 40 cents per thousand 

feet will be obtained for white, yellow, and lodgepole pine from the manufac- 

ture of lath and a net return of 30 cents per thousand feet for all species from 

the sale of slab wood and mill waste. The log-scale values of the respective 

species are therefore: 

White pine, $20.86, extended for 20 per cent overrun______ $25. 03 

ULE Si EE a ET EL ee eh 40 

SE OAT O Cleel TG) 09 SS be eee ee ee ee 30 

25. 73 

Yellow pine, $16.87, extended for 20 per cent overrun_____ 20. 24 

i Diri a si ds Lal die aCe dec URE TP Say Le es A Ee Se ies a Ay) ce 40 

SLE NROOE ING: CITT Tyee Pear erry al tp ey) es 30 

20. 94 

Lodgepole pine, $15, extended for 20 per cent overrun_____ 18. 00 

SUA ty nee are me eo SAE eter A OK ep Red be tele ee ee . 40 

Sle DEWOUGmANO MMi Wwastes. = si 2 30 

18. 70 

Engelmann spruce, $14, extended for 20 per cent overrun___ 16.80 

SHAD WOOGManO ani Niewa Stes. ease Ue aR See oe . 30 

iLO 

White fir, $13, extended for 20 per cent overrun____________ 15. 60 

SLADE WOOG fancisml) lhtyrals tere a) eerste. Die ee . 30 

15. 90 

COVETRISUR DN ge eee ae ee ee TAY SMO Meee he, eee et 14. 40 

SlabencOOcdmeman MUNN a Shel eee ee ee ee 30 

14. 70 

The total charge for margin for profit and risk and for depreciation, $5.06 

per thousand feet, is prorated over the margin between operating costs and 

selling price of the respective species in accordance with the method discussed 

on page 42.° The following stumpage prices are obtained: 

Wiikey Dime = ee oy aes StS $3.42 | Engelmann spruce____-_---_____ defoo 

Wellow (pine! 542 Haier ye ZOU (OV DLC PETE es Bt es ET Soe, 1. 06 

modgepole spine] =o se4 Peed ts lis '74: |POthenispecies #2 24°) aus 2 8 . 18 

1 The average margin is $6.63 (average selling price, $18.12, less the operating cost, 

$11.49). args —80.76, to be taken from each dollar of margin to make up profit and 

depreciation. The amount left for stumpage is $0.24 of each dollar of margin. With 

this figure and the difference between operating costs and the selling price of each species 

the stumpage rates are readily derived. 
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EXAMPLES OF THE OVERTURN METHOD. 

In the three following examples the overturn method of computing the margin 

for profit and risk has been used: 

1. A SMALL HARDWOOD OPERATION IN THE SOUTHERN APPALACHIANS. 

The chance is estimated to contain the equivalent of 2,500,000 feet of timber, 

of which 1,500,000 feet is saw timber and the balance oak ties and chestnut acid- 

wood. The most feasible method of operation is by a small portable mill, which 

will make three sets, in order to reduce the length of the log haul. This type 

of operation in this region is not systematically organized or efficiently handled. 

The mill is sometimes closed down to log or to haul lumber to the market, and 

logging is often discontinued to run the mill or to do other work. With these 

interruptions a period of three years is figured as necessary, with an annual 

eut of 500,000 feet, log scale, of saw logs, and one-third of the total volume of 

the other products. 

The timber will average about 3,000 feet per acre, 2 logs per tree, and 12 

logs per thousand feet. It is sound and of fairly good quality. The following, 

by species, is the estimated amount of timber to be removed: 

| t 
| M feet, : ; Acid- 

log became wood, Ties. 
| scale | ; cords 

Ghestitih onkeeee eee see eee BL aia ie ee Aa al ae | 400 | 6004) -xiscee teers 200 
LOGS] TAT DI Ha spa iene AE Lee aig ee alse RRS Stone ee te saa eeos SOO) ee ese 15.6000|2-eceeae 
Poplar. Jay Ue ees wee Seite a diy elste igus Reema ae cise eeeaeaet SOO = Osi -| Se) seoeseeo| seen eet 
Mello wipime hse me Cees a cielo nin ela ise Sere nite nee serrate O10 a etsrr ees Meter Pasi: nda sanae 
Ay t/laier(eyes rat 5s (20 (ays) Gat Ca AN le ee pene ni At rs meee Reece t= | 200) osencssced [pce eee 100 
Oeste oe Sb ae NO Gee Che CBOE te Sarin cis sateeqre scenic 100 |-2--2 5-22]. -- 25522 2)\-|2 <2 <= eee 

DO ter seven oe meets dee acts tapas RCM eee erm tee ole 1, 500 600 1, 600 300 

The lumber will be partially air-dried at the mill yard and then hauled 34 

miles to railroad shipping point where it is sold in the rough. It will require 

6 teams, 4 wagons, and from 18 to 20 men, working approximately 200 days 

per year, to remove all the products and deliver them to the market. 

The average daily output per crew of sawyers is 3,500 feet, and the average 

amount skidded by one team and teamster is about 2,750 feet. The sawyers 

do most of the limbing, and this accounts for the small output per day. One 

swalmper will be required for two skidding teams. The following wage scale 

is used in figuring costs: ne 
Per day. Per day. 

Team and. ‘teamstern.-— 22255" $5.00 Bneineers 2 ee $3.00 
WiOOdS lator ea so emumeannee an 2.50 Ratchet: setters==_2-— era 3.00 
Sawyer at) mill oes sa eee 4.00 Otherinill Vabor! 2 eus elles 2.50 

A team can make two turns per day from the mill to the market. The roads 

are poor. The average load for each class of product is estimated as follows: 

Lumber, 800 feet; ties, 12-15; acidwood, ~ cord; bark, 1 ton. 

The depreciation of improvements is charged to the saw-log material. The 

number of man and team days required to do the logging, manufacturing, and 

hauling the lumber to market are approximately the same as that required to 

handle the ties, bark, and acidwood. For that reason only part of the super- 

vision cost and one-half of the depreciation of equipment, except the sawmill, is 

charged to the logging and milling operations. 
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The improvements are estimated to cost as follows: 

SNELL aap Tee OAC Sera oy aU eee Be Le De ee $300 

3 sets of temporary camps___-------_~- SE ee ree 1, 200 

SOTTO Oe Glebe cere ee Paaes ener pre eS Ta a 1, 000 

PiaGiwenis Ore lOAGLNe IAC S 2... ee ee et 150 

$2,650 

Cost per thousand on 1,500 M feet of logs____________-_-_ $1.77 

The depreciation of equipment is shown by the following table: 

| | Amount | A 
Initial | Life | Amnmual | charged chateank 

Item. | depre- to log- 
cost. | (years). ciation ‘ to other . |gingand|_. aaieh 

| milling products. 

: | | 
} | 

RII dear Sa pie  watn sees en SES ENS a a EERE ocleh teeters $3,000 | 12),| $250 | $250 None 
OTUCABIG ANOKOMGUIS: cts welt wicelacie o-oo ac we cinc'vs us ona 2,100 | 5 420 210 $210 
AW APORS: paths. Meh at Sat oath ais ckide att eo vieiene =a 600 4 150 75 75 
PSP ot TC Sse ee, meen eae erate te se tet a ed ate ene 200 1 200 | 100 100 
Goakhonse outhtss sewage se ase 52 weet ecto se sictey Bae 150 3 | 50 | 25 25 

iL toy fs | Laas aera ee 28 8 BS eae ao Bi PR AOS See et = 1,070 | 660 410 
| ¢ | 

The annual depreciation charge against the saw-log material is $660, or $1.32 

per thousand feet, log scale. The remaining depreciation is spread over the 

other products. 

Supervision is figured as three-fourths of one man’s time, at $125 per month, 

or $1,125 per year. Twenty-five per cent of the time of the foreman is not 

charged directy to supervision, since he will be engaged in miscellaneous work 

that is accounted for in various costs of operation. It will require about $750 

properly to oversee the saw log and milling operations and about $375 to super- 

vise the operation for ties, bark, and extract wood. Supervision charges against 

saw logs and milling are therefore $1.50 per thousand feet, log scale; acid wood, 

50 cents per cord; bark, 55 cents per ton; and ties, 3 cents each. 

It will require about seven men to run the mill and pile the lumber. The 

average wage is approximately $2.90 per day, or a daily labor cost of $20.50. 

Based on a cut of 6 thousand feet per day, the cost per thousand feet, lumber 

tally, is approximately $3.40. 

The overrun for 12-log timber, with this type of circular mill, is placed at 

10 per cent. 
The estimated cost of operation for lumber, from stump to f. 0. b. cars, 

including depreciation, is shown in the following table: 

“Per M feet. 

Improvements—logeinge and, milling-—-@.*-__ 2-2-5 ae eae S106 

SWE CC Ven OTe nee ee ee Tine re eS ee 1.32 

SSO) Oy STAAISTNG SEE pee EE ee eee eee ale 

Felling and buckling, average of all species *__--_-_----___- Iss) 

Swamping and skidding, average of all species “___-------__ 2.30 

HoaGinesandehawlimne Oa saite poy see ee Lae Gh Be 1. 00 

DBA eA DES MING TAS 6 fH eS Sa pe a td pyle One ero . 60 

Tt is recognized that the oaks are more costly to log than the other species. In some 

cases the appraisal should be based on separate costs for oaks and for others. In this 

case, in view of the small total amount involved, the averages for all species are used. 

1 Half of the logs will be skidded direct to the mill. 
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Per M feet. 

Mani faebiinin open hl ee eee ee per.M lumber__ $3. 40 

Mirintenan cero fr) sees See oe ee ee ee Coles ON 30 

Taxes: ang nsmrances se > 224 see eee C3 Tp ts Nala 5 

Hanne cormiurket esi es 5a er Pee es CO Fo ene ams 

Hoading7On Cars ee ee ee ee ee do2=— . 50 

7.80 

10} per cent-overruns.228 SOL iY eee so EE Se eed . 78 
$8. 58 

Motel cost Moe Sealeis - So 45 120 as eal Sa al 1S; 57 
Marcin, ton prot and risk, at 20 per cents = ses eee 3. 1. 

22. 28 

The risk is not great in this case, and for that reason a margin of 20 per cent 

ou the cost of operation is considered equitable. 

The average selling value of the lumber in the rough, f. o. b. cars, and the 

computation of the stumpage prices for the saw-log material are as follows: 

Poplar. | Pine. and ata ‘Chestnut. Others. 
| red oak. tad 

Selling value per M fect........----------- $30.00 $25.00 $27.00| $23.00 $22.50] $21.00 
LOmper Cont OVverunees: con .cee sere e esas 3.00 | 2. 50 2.70 2.30 | 2525 2.10 

Selling value per M feet, log scale... .| 33.00 | 27.50 29.70 25. 30 24.75 23. 10 
Operating costs and margin, log scale......) 22.28 | 22.28 22. 28 22.28 | 22.28 22. 28 

ee | oe ee eee eee 
Stumpage indicated. ....-.....-..2.- | 10.72 | 5. 22 | 7.42 3.02 | 2.47 1,382 

The operating costs for the other products and appraised values are esti- 

mated to be as follows: 

Ties. |Acidwood.| Bark. 

| Hach. | Cord. Ton. 
Cuitine an dmaking ie oe saseeesacteristen oecatiae cetawene seicninsctemats sais $0. 20 $1.60 $2.00 
Skiddene 5. Se. Saas ea Se tlc sees aaeewn gee Mase tees oh eee ease -05 1.00 1.40 
SENT iot es SED Oe Oe PRR TE PE MOR ed OEE Pe SK rg TR Oe OPO 20 | 3.30 3.30 
IVP IS Cal CBSE O88 begs Sogseeecnece scree seesee sede sascongecmeenEescice 03 . 30 . 80 
Smpenvisionee: Q205- ce ago ces eee ce geen ae eines eames = are esttet (= | -03 | 50 55 
DeEpREC atl Ose ee permet e eee nee tee Senence peRe nee cts aoe paaa a ace ee octet -03 | 54 - 60 

AOE De Son cn: coc Jencoode Sa cne cues beet ose cucae God Dono GesSDeGre 54 | 7.24 8.65 
Margin atl pericentenes irae sees eee dae ee tence o~ Soe aro cee iteaon dente 05 | 72 86 

Totalioshand.mareiny- S's koe nee eee ae Steen name Son 59 | 7.96 9.51 
MarkGpivaltie te Ss suet sant onoas ties ceticentcbek ceee tace cas reecctineGecincier - 80 | 8.50 12.00 

Stumpageindicated). nce cecis <weictectsecr as scans ene cence teeta 21 | 54 2.49 
} 

A margin of only 10 per cent is allowed on the ties, acid wood, and bark. 

Operators are usually willing to handle these products if they can make better 

than day wages, as has been shown by bids in other sales. : 

2. A LOGGER’S SALE IN NORTHERN MONTANA. 

A chance on a drivable stream tributary to the Kootenai River contains 

14,000,000 feet, running 76 per cent yellow pine, 16 per cent western larch, and 

8 per cent Douglas fir. The timber averages from three to four logs to the tree 

and eight logs to the thousand feet. The season of high water is short and no 
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satisfactory drive can be handled without cleaning about 6 miles of stream bed 

and constructing two splash dams. The stream has never been driven before. 

With these improvements, it will be practicable to drive from two to four million 

feet annually 6 miles to the Kootenai River. The operation will, therefore, 

extend over four logging seasons. 

About one-fourth of the timber can be skidded directly from the stump to the 

landings. Another fourth can be drayed to the creek over an average distance 

of 14 miles. Where topography is suitable, logs will be skidded short distances 

to chutes and handled through them to the creek. Approximately 30 per cent 

of the timber will be logged in this way. The rest, on account of uphill slopes, 

must be loaded on sleds and hauled to the landings. 

The following investments will be required: 

Average sys Number Annual 3 
Initial . Residual rofit- 

Item. investment. ee aepree value. Henan 
: 7 investment, 

Het orcammps for 80 MON. .- os sans mee ecinnn $1, 500. 00 4 $5102 COU lee skid as are an | $937. 50 
3 miles of dray road, at $400.............-.. 1, 200. 00 2 BOO S00 carstcerce tees 450. 00 
1,000 rods of chute, at $2.50................- 2, 500. 00 2 62300 sii cesta se. 937.50 
2 splash’ dams) at. $1,0005-- 2.2.2 -s.s.ccese-- 2,000. 00 4 DOUAODM | Seec nee secs 1, 250. 00 
Cleaning 6 miles of stream...........--.--. 1, 500. 00 4 | laa 00) lesen es cata cic 937. 50 
Construction oflandings.. <q sj scsic% <5’ 500.00 | 2 | 1a SR See ceeerye 187.50 
Teams, sleds, drays, and woods tools...... 5, 000. 00 4 500.00 | $3,000.00 | 4, 250. 00 
Wrorkane capital Yas tess sa. wiavse- sts. 8, 000. 00 Bilis: Sic ae Sesatets 8, 000. 00 8,000. 00 

PP OUGI S octane bltas eee wiv ce ctwacaeeeiels 22 200/00) S ess SaSes 2,800.00 | 11,000.00 16, 950. 00 

1 The logging season covers 5 months, from Nov.1toApr.1. Logging costs, exclusive of breaking rollways 
and driving, total $3.02, and the stumpage price is assumed to be $2. The average cut is 700,000 feet of logs 
per month, involving a cost for stumpage and logging of $3,514. It is figured that sufficient capital must be 
furnished to run the camp 2 months, or $7,028, with a margin of $1,000 for contingencies. The logs are 
delivered in Kootenai River and paid forin May. Driving c anaes and logging costs for the last 3 months 
of the season can usually be carried on the operator’s books until the logs are sold. Often, indeed, contracts 
are made under which part payment is advanced on the scale of the logs in rollways. 

Logging costs are summarized as follows: ; 

Depreciation of fixed investments (2,800=8,500,000)_~—_-__ $0. SO 

Hellmeyand Cutting; by ‘comtract 22 2222 ee nie be ee . 70 

ELL PPM eure ekee PTA ONL hf eee Pa aL ee PEO Te, . 40 

SEUESH CLUST) Oat eet see ese eens. aetee. ae S ee ays ee NER RE ae e220 

SW ZT GAG alr eee teem eae is mae EAM oh cL RED Sal ges eh a a Ov 45 

Chuving sdray ine cana nawling 8 ee ee . 40 

we Sh ES ST ail Gyula OT cone ok SRAM iti Dr 8 he . 03 

Horse feed_______ al a Sop Sp la ety pe ch OD cea a 2 en gals} 

BIACKATHIGMIN Se IG! Shean Se st a= Seabees Oe Oe ee ot Se .14 

OE eatin ene TTT: OL iyyiey so ee ee ke . 30 

STU ALON LyVely See seed ee reer ey ee te S105) 

DD RIVATES Oe MOO UEM AN: WEVLVGl ek oe te eee Ee eee ee ee . 30 

Genenaline sense wiClel Ka sClG se ee ee aye ee ee ee . 20 

VL PLOUEEST hae stb ah ae pe eid. <1) A all iat a aN ea AC ee NS 4, 27 

The current log price for mixed runs of these species on Kootenai River is 

$7.50 * per thousand feet. The cost of driving downstream 25 miles to a large 

going mill, which forms the only available market, and booming is $1 per 

thousand feet. The standard manufacturing cost at this plant, including de- 

preciation on mill and equipment, is $5 per thousand feet, lumber tally. The 

18—n this instance, however, the manufacturers furnish a part of the capital required 

by the loggers, which has the effect of an increase in the log price. 
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normal overrun in this timber is 20 per cent. This is reduced, however, by 

loss in driving and storage, to 12 per cent. 

The average mill-run lumber selling prices are $15 for yellow pine and $12 

for larch and Douglas fir, or for the chance: 

VET OW. WIM GO ip SW COMM bape entail ees ee ope ea ne ge $11. 40 

Wareh-and: fit 24 ner. Cenit- va pike wa ee een oe ee ase eee a 2.88 

ANMCTACC WIIG Rio! & 2a Soe TaN Ie es Lee Ne ee esl 14. 28 

Thirty-five per cent on overturn of logging to the Kootenai River is .eemed 

fair, since success depends upon the development and use of a didicult stream 

not previously driven. Fifteen per cent on the overturn of the naain river 

drive and 20 per cent on manufacture are considered equitable. 

Using the overturn formula and a separate rate of profit for logging, driving, 

ahd manufacturing, the stumpage price is as follows: 

Per M ft. 

TOV AuNS ICOSES a ae es ae Bs PS Dein al ody Bogs ie $4. 27 

biG Ucn efosi alange ay aaecn 5 Npt] Oe) Cnt c Le) OF peeerer mens N Se COMO TTA Oe EEE dE eee ae 1.49 

DDD Vas wy a ine Sh 2 UR ees ee donee ae Te 1. 00 

Maren 7at “LS er Cente oe oie ee ee ee wal: 

Total logsine and mareimeewe = A= ee ee eee 6. 91 

Manufacturing Tumber tally_—_--—--_-___ EE pp. OU 

LF WOne CON ty OWE UI = aee ke aN as oee ee cL A eS . 60 

Marois at 2 Onmelr Cent: es. kee ee Eee ee ee a het 

Manufacturing :and margin-log scales 2.22 a2.) se et Bes ye 6. 72 

Motal cose sthunip Or tal; Cars ey ee a eee 13. 63 

LAM BD Er Ve ieigs set eset ae Mia ed og aa or ha nif eh pl ytyete re $14. 2° 

LS OT COME Ove CTe I UNM ee a es ee gf at 

Selline valtwe) TOS) Scale cele ee AAD cae SIDE SEALER LA Ie mes 15, 99 

Stumpace! indicatedss= <9 =. 4 Ras. thee ae Lee $2. 36 

Using the above stumpage and the prevailing log market, the loggers profit 

would be as follows: $7.50— ($4.27+$2.86) =$0.87 per thousand or about 20 per 

cent on the cost of logging. 

The stumpage values determined from lumber values should govern. Prac- 

tically all loggers in this region are furnished the operating capital for logging 

by the manufacturer or mill man. The manufacturer thus carries a large 

percentage of the risk and is therefore entitled to a reasonable portion of the 

margin. Loggers should for this reason be willing to divide the margin allowed 

on logging with the manufacturer who furnishes most of the working capital. 

This is the reason that the prices actually paid for logs in this region are 

less than the values determined from lumber values. 

The alternative method of determining profit on manufacturing in sales of 

this character is as a percentage of the average investment in the milling plant 

and working capital required to run it prorated over its total annual cut. The 

average milling investment in the case discussed may be put at $275,000, with 

an average yearly cut, log scale, of 30,000,000 board feet. A return of 124 

per cent on this mill investment may be regarded as equitable. This calls 

for an annual sum for profit margin of $34,375, or $1.14 per thousand feet of 

logs manufactured. In lieu of this figure, a standardized milling profit, found 

by experience to be generally applicable throughout the region, might be used. 
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3. A SALE OF TIE AND MINING TIMBER IN WYOMING, 

A chance containing 60,000,000 feet of lodgepole pine is to be cut out in five 

years. Its products, with their average selling prices delivered at the railroad, 

are as follows: 

: Per cent Average Product. Amount. apaiand: price. 

Hew TAUTGAG IES: aoc t ce csh so eaad a bwcm nee erent 518,400 pieces.......... 27 1 $0. 57 
SWE ULeS re eae kee cou hoods suas genthan Soak awleeteae 1,036,800 pieces........ 54 .60 
MENG PFODS wets a sincis poole csc tas weds wce ease Moos 720,000 pieces.........-. 12 .30 
MUG EROL Fast ee eek eater akenesia hae dees ences RL 4,200,000 feet. ......... 7 18.00 

190 per cent standard, at $0.60; 10 per cent seconds, at $0.30. 
2 Side lumber only made in cutting sawed ties. 

The operation of the chance will require the construction of 27 miles of flume 

from the timber to a river in the main valley below the mountains, down which 

the ties and other products will be driven to a small storage and loading yard 

at the railroad. A dam must be built to form a storage reservoir on the sale 

area, into which the timber is delivered by branch flumes, and two additional 

dams to control the supply of water for the reservoir and flumes. <A sawmill 

with a daily capacity of 50,000 feet will be built at the outlet of the reservoir to 

slab or saw the larger logs into ties with a small by-product of side lumber. 

An old freight road running near the chance must be repaired and 12 miles 

of additional road built to reach all of the camp sites; 35 miles of telephone line 

are required, paralleling the flume, to connect the sawmill, headquarters camp, 

and flume camps with the office at the railroad. Unloading ground and storage 

yards at the latter point must be purchased at a cost of approximately $1,000; 

and $1,200 expended for a boom in the river and a jack-chain system to land 

the ties and other timbers in the yards. Ofltice buildings will, however, be rented. 

Horse skidding and sled hauling to the reservoir or branch flumes will be em- 

ployed exclusively. 

The commissary and store which will be maintained at the headquarters camp 

are not included in the appraisal. (See p. 8.) This enterprise, including the 

construction of the buildings used, the furnishing and hauling of supplies, and 

the employment of a cook and storekeeper, is regarded as distinct from the tim- 

ber sale. The seasons for various parts of the operation are: 

Cutting, June 1 to January 31, eight months. 

Skidding, July 1 to February 28, eight months. 

Hauling, November 15 to March 15, four months. 

Milling, May 15 to October 15, five months. 

Fluming, May 15 to October 15, five months. 

The investments necessary will be tabulated in the usual form. 

( Average 
aa Number Annual é 

Initial . Residual profit- 
Item. investment. eiasane Gepreria value. bearing. 

; ; investment. 

Zumiles of Hume; atiS2,5002 oo. oes ese $67, 500 5 PLO SOOO secant scent $40, 500 
Main resenvoin dam.) 45-524. eee 2, 000 5 ADO HM betes 1, 200 
ASGSMAMS Atel UO He. a ceskde sete eae 2, 000 5 AOU Se Sees. 1, 200 
35 miles of'telephone, at $30..............-- 1, 050 5 PAK) IR AS Seay 630 
Spann’ tee cee = EO kee pila ae 20, 000 5 2, 000 $10, 000 16, 000 
Repairs on fret Toads sp hese. voces wate cee 5, 000 5 TOON ents eee 3, 000 
12 miles of new road, at $300 3, 600 14 P20 Wisc osc es ate 1, 800 

1 Each of the woods camps and branch roads to them will be in use but part of the total operation. 
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Average o4. Number Annual p 
Initial : Residual rofit- 

Item. investment. ot ee rs Heprecie value. Teasing 
| , F investment 
| 

Headquarters camp, stables, etc-.......... $2, 000 5 $400" | Ses eee ee $1, 200 
Woods camps\(4isets) vn. seaccian sceciseetecl 2, 000 13 BOOS 3 Seer 800 
60: teams at $s005 se Soe Jeo ctees eee 2A, 000 5 3, 000 $6, 000 15, 000 
40 sets draft harness, at $60.-.... 2, 400 | 320 800 1, 760 
35 sets skidding harness, at $17.15.......... 600 5 80 | 200 440 
30 logging sleds, ati$7022- oss: occeaine ce comes 2, 100 5 210 1, 050 1, 680 
LOwarous at Slobssses pees ee oseee coerce 1, 250 5 | 100 | 750 1, 050 
Axes, saws, peavies, chains, etc.........---| 3, 000 5 | 360 | 1, 200 2, 280 
handing ground Mo. bce. eee ee 1, 000 BD) | Seaatecassua 1, 000 1, 000 
Manding Cquipmentiec.. 2h .<c.e ccij06e seis « ss 1, 200 5 160 | 400 880 
iWiotking capitalise. cs ecenee ne come Pees 102, 000 BS Bececcera ene 102, 000 102, 000 

WUE scpoadsoscneSscesbes HSC SSSCRO S| 239; 100" es cece acess s | 23, 260 123, 400 | 192, 420 

1 Kach*of the woods camps and branch roads to them will be in use but part of the total operation. 
2 The calculation of working capital is given in detail on p. 68. 

The operating costs for the various products are estimated as follows: 

- : ‘ Lumber Hewn ties, | Sawed ties, | Mine props, 
Item. per piece. | per piece. | per piece. ea ag 

Felling bucking. Jhewine, tes. ya. escee oer secer ees $0. 122 $0. 031 $0. 030 $1. 00 
Brush disposal and cutting defective timber-............ - 030 . 024 .010 sto 
SKIGGIN Gg: 6 face Jaciecbaspedcccchesctees-<siseeeemenante - 050 - 031 - 050 | 1.00 
Hauling to flume, including cost of temporary roads... .| . 040 . 056 - 035 1.78 
Klumingordrivingito mill sb oc. ist ee SIRE ce ke face ee kes SO1G3 | Jssw35. S52 - 50 
Sawing se 02 «soe wns eae yee ois eines bce eee aimee ce )eceioeeemeacd BODO) || seen noeceeee 2.50 
Fluming and driving to railroad and handling in yard -| - 035 | - 035 025 1,25 
Maintenance of improvements and equipment ?........ -010 | .013 - 005 . 422 
General expenses shes eee sae tes Reet es cones 017 | . 022 . 009 . 742 

| | 

Ys OPN RB BaP MI bad Se 304 | . 283 164 9.944 

{No overrun can be figured on account of the large part of the logs cut into ties, which are dealt with sepa- 
rately by the piece, and the inability to flume and market short lengths and low grades. 

2 Under these items there is charged against each product only the expenditures for upkeep of improve- 
ments and equipment, supervision, inspection, office costs, etc., applicable to that part of the operation. 

The annual depreciation will be prorated over the net value of the year’s 

cut; that is, the total margin between operating cost and selling price. This is: 

Annual Margin | Total 
Product. cut. per unit. | margin 

‘ | 
Hew ties: oo-- ccna sees ccces see eee te i Beant ae es oes pieces... 103, 680 | $0. 266 | $27, 578.88 
Sawed' ties: \)-< .:=c-2scee nck abe sisi temp scecteiisiass cop sieges do....| 207, 360 | -317 65, 733. 12 
IPTOPS 22 ce a samas oe aa cf oatna we coae ee isosiee eee terete Se ss ee Goris: 144, 000 | -136 =: 19, 584. 00 
umber 25.4 esc se Seas boas en vane ee seeee atone M feet... 840 8.056 | 6, 767. 04 

| — 

Totals... gras. Lave: ae EE ee kat et tbeeas teeta Leche cea 119, 663. 04 

The mill depreciation, $2,000, should obviously be borne by the mill products, 

lumber and sawed ties, exclusively. The remaining depreciation, $21,260, is 

chargeable to the entire cut. 

is thus determined as follows: 

$2,000 
For the sawmill $72,500.16 

sawed ties. 

The depreciation charge for the several products 

=$0.028 per dollar of margin on lumber and 
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For other improvements and equipment sitegaror 80.178 per dollar of 

margin on the entire cut of all products. 

Depreciation on lumber, per thousand feet______----_____- $1. 66 

Depreciation on sawed ties, per piece___________-_-_--___ . 065 

Depreciation on hewn ties, per piece______--------------- . 047 

Depreciation, On, DrODS. per Piece. =~ =n ee . 024 

Adding depreciation to the operating costs, the total overturn for the respec- 

tive products is: 

TSG, TUNES ele Beatle Sad Sede Be eee Ee eee $0. 851 

SUCRE el TUES ere ged age i Le ere Re AE RE Oe eae ae 348 

ESTCy pee ere eee eee nr eee ee eee ey Te Suen eh) Mn 188 

VOREU TET Te a get a 0 Sa eg a a Eo ae ee ee 11. 604 

Twenty-five per cent of the overturn is believed to be a fair profit margin for 

hewn and sawed ties. These are contracted in advance in large quantities, are 

always in demand, and involve no market risk. The operation requires, how- 

ever,,an exceptional amount of working capital and is subject to more than the 

ordinary logging risk on account of the possible shortage of water, delays in 

fluming, and hanging up of part of the year’s cut. The turn is only once a 

year. A profit margin of 35 per cent is deemed equitable on props and lumber. 

The market for this material is uncertain, and much of it must often be carried 

in the yards for considerable periods before it can be sold. 

The stumpage prices are thus fixed as follows: 

Profit Selling Stumpage 
Product. Overturn. margin. price. fate: 

IIR WING OS ac as arise me caoetetcc as eeiten seem cclacmaaceces | $0. 351 $0. 08775 | $0. 57 $0.13 
Sawed testis. 3) 43sec. 82 oe hho ccm sist aes ase ocyy . 348 . 087 . 60 . 165 
IPEDDS se cenictiaes Savis cocci daca ta siasccnckopeses< case ese sas . 188 . 0658 . 30 -05 
MUTT DED. tS le cee ee ee keke ctiae th nel es. ste Sh 11. 604 4.0614 | 18.00 2.33 

The price of sawed ties is equivalent, at the ratio of 32 per thousand feet, to 

a log scale rate per thousand board feet of $5.31. Since both sawed ties and 

lumber are manufactured from logs too large for hewing, their respective prices 

may be averaged in the ratio of 54 to 7 (per cents in the total cut) at $4.97. 

The large amount of working capital required on account of the limited flum- 

ing season adapts this chance to appraisal by the investment method more 

logically than by the overturn method. The need for a large working fund as 

well as considerable money for improvements makes the enterprise primarily 

capitalistic in nature. The requirements of the investment method would be 

met by a return of 20 per cent upon the average profit-bearing investment of 

$192,420. Twenty per cent is regarded as an equitable margin under the risks 

indicated. 

In estimating the working capital for this operation, it is assumed that the 

average date of delivering the year’s cut at the railroad is August 1, the 

middle of the fluming season; and that wages are paid on the 15th of the month 

following that in which the work was done. 

The working funds required for logging must cover cash payments for stump- 

age, labor, horse feed, maintenance, and general expense throughout the cutting, 

skidding, and hauling seasons and carry these payments until the following 

August 1. The various expenditures may be tabulated by dates as follows, the 
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number of months elapsing between each payment and the date of delivery 

being indicated : 

Date. Stum page. Labor. Horse feed. Mainte mare Total. ee 

June. Le Pew ae. 2 $5; 000) occ cd atte cee IRE. ot Re EUS eet es $5, 000. 00 14 
TES sla epee etre Ex mH Sen age | PUAN a eper tray PAs me Jot $500 $607. 50 1, 107. 50 134 

Daly See ease ate 5, 000 $4, 299. 27 $1, 500 100 545. 00 11, 444. 27 123 
NAG Fey nT peg eS Ee pope pee 5, 755. 79 1, 500 825 545.00 | 8, 625.79 114 
Seppe Rs Wee. SOOO S Tae SAAT | ea PE ES Eee eee See 5, 000. 00 11 

15a eS Ss eae oe Date Sa2p 7. 50 8, 188. 29 104 
Oeteela Saeeraee os 5, 000 5, 755, 325 545. 00 19, 125. 79 
Nova eas Geese aoe. SINE DydoD, 825 545. 00 7, 125.79 84 
Dees leks ches. 3 5000), < acecaie sees lelot eile sie ell bapore ears eee tere eileen one ae 5, 000. 00 8 

15) age & ire tla sje Ges ciate eee 7, 542 225 607. 50 8, 375. 11 7h 
Jan: Sawer woe aoe tee eee ee 7, 542 225 545. 00 8,312. 61 64 
eb. Vo See eno 5, 000 7, 542 225 545. 00 13, 312. 61 54 
Mar Wi ecmcce ss bea see aoe cere 3, 243. 34 225 607. 50 4, 075. 84 44 
re 5 CES RE Mele ca cilce heal lon eee cee cel eee eee meal eme Seeerenaee 545. 00 545. 00 34 
Mi aiyi: pee Sys ae Se SOR Shea EN Fh S00: OR PR ATES oP Soest aoe 545. 00 545. 00 2h 

TOU sec csecte: 30,000 | 53, 193. 3, 800 6, 790.00 | 105, 783. 60 

The labor bills paid on July 15 cover felling, bucking, hewing, ete., and brush 

disposal anl cutting defective trees for one month’s cut of each product; that is, 

for one-eighth of the annual cut. The wages paid in August, September, Octo- 

ber, and November cover the same items together with labor charges for one 

month’s skidd’ng. In the payments for December, January, and February, 

labor charges for hauling are included. The March pay roll covers only the 

last month’s hauling and skidding. 

The cost of horse feed averages $1,500 per month for the eight months while 

skidding and hauling are in progress. It is necessary, however, to tote in the 

winter’s supply in September ; hence feed for five months is charged to the Octo- 

ber expenditures. The expenditures for loose feed are included in the ‘skidding 

and lumbering costs given on page 66. 

The payments for maintenance cover the salaries of a blacksmith at $75 per 

month, two assistant blacksmiths at $50 per month, and a harness maker at $50 

per month. These men are employed for eight months. July 15 to Mareh 15. 

Material for the blacksmith and harness shops costing $1,000 are also included 

in the payments for maintenance, one-half on August 15 and one-half on Novem- 

ber 15, together with an expenditure of $1,000 for keeping the flume in repair. 

Five hundred dollars of the latter item are paid on June 15, the rest in install- 

ments of $100 during each of the succeeding five months. 

Under “ generat expense” entries are charged the salaries of a foreman at 

$200 per month, a bookkepeer at the headquarters camp at $100, and a general 

agent and bookkeeper at the railroad yards at $125. These are year-round men 

paid off on the 15th of each month. Other items charged to general expense are 

the premium on a $20,000 bond, amounting to $250 annually, paid in quarterly 

installments, beginning June 15; rent for the office at the yards, at $20 per 

month; and $100 per month to cover miscellaneous items such as selling lumber 

and props, check scaling, ete. 

By multiplying the expenditure in each month by the number of months until 

date of delivery and dividing the sum of these products by 12, the average 

working capital required for logging operations is found to be $80,176.53. 

Expenditures for milling, fluming, and driving are incurred during the five 

months’ season from May 15 to October 15; and average as of August 1, the 

average date of delivering the year’s cut at the yards. On August 1, therefore, 

it can be fairly assumed that all milling, fluming, and driving charges have been 

paid, in addition to the stumpage and logging costs enumerated above. That is, 

an amount of working capital equivalent to the total annual expenditure for 
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stumpage and operating costs is on that date invested in the year’s cut. This 

amount is readily obtained for each product from the operating costs given 

on page 66 and the stumpage prices on page 67, as follows: 

USRDET TAINO ETS) St ale wed Na fal ett a SH a a el $44, 997. 12 

UGE! SSNS yaad SUES pent hl aa a lb a, 92, 897. 28 

BE Gp Ten ON OO) Sy een ey ke a ae ee ae) A 30, 816. 00 

TEV JAE Gy EF gh We BAe pe a IL nL pale IEE a REG 10, 310. 16 

Both kinds of railroad ties will be sold and paid for within an average of one 

month after delivery. It is not probable that payment for props and lumber, 

however, will be received in less than an average of three months. A yearly 

fund of working capital equivalent to one-twelfth of the total cost of the rail- 

road ties and one-fourth that of the other products is therefore needed to carry 

yard stock from date of delivery to date of sale. This amount is $21,772.74 

which, added to the working capital used in logging, makes the total for the 

operation, $101,949.77. 

AN EXAMPLE OF THE INVESTMENT METHOD FOR LOGGING AND 
OF THE OVERTURN METHOD FOR MILLING. 

A FLUME AND DRIVING CHANCE IN THE WESTERN WHITE PINE REGION, 

This chance is estimated to cut 49,000,000 feet under the standards for 

marking in this type and region. 

The chance is figured as a 5-year operation, and for convenience in the ap- 

praisal the annual cut is rounded off to 10,000,000. The timber consists of 

the following species: 

M feet. Per cent. 

Winite pine. -=-<,5cn28 39, 200 80 
White Gnesi sore se ee 9, 800 20 | 

Gotan he, 49, 000 100 | 

The chance, from a topographic point of view, is well suited to a railroad 

operation. The grade of the main stream varies from 2 to 4 per cent, and 

many of the side draws would permit of railroad construction and operation. 

Railroading would reduce the amount of chuting because the spurs could be 

constructed farther up the tributaries than a flume could be. The chance, 

however, is located about 20 miles from a railroad, and for that reason rail- 

roading is not considered practicable. The most feasible method of operation 

is fluming, but the operation of the flume on the tributaries is limited by the 

volume of water. ; 

The creek on which this chance is located empties into a fairly good driving 

stream. Logging begins about May and is generally discontinued in the latter 

part of November. The drive starts in the latter part of April or first of 

May, and the logs reach the mill some time in May or June. There is con- 

siderable timber on the face of the chance which can be chuted directly into 

the river. This material can be logged while the first portion of the flume is 

being constructed. 

The general logging conditions are unfavorable; the slopes are very steep; 

the skidding distances long, and timber rather small. Logging will therefore 

be very difficult and unusually expensive. The supplies will be freighted by 

auto truck a distance of about 26 miles, then transferred to wagons and 

hauled from 5 to 8 miles to the camps. 
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The following tabulations show the estimated average annual profit-bearing 

investments in logging, the average annual depreciation, the depreciation and 

the margin for profit and risk per M feet, based on a rate of 20 per cent on 

all of the investment except stumpage payments and brush disposal. A 

margin of only 10 per cent is allowed on money invested in stumpage and 

brush disposal. 

4 | Average 
44 Years| _Per-_ | Average ! | annual 

Item Initial a centage | annual | Residual) profit 
3 cost se deprecia- | deprecia-| value. | bearing 

tion. tion. invest- 
ment 

Qmiles'of Hume vat $8; 000!s- eae cee = ee ee ete $16, 000 5 20 $3, 200 | None.... $9, 600 
3 miles of flume, at $8,000.........--..--...-.. 24, 000 3 334 4,800 | None.... 9, 600 
1.62 miles of flume at $8,000............--....- 12, 960 2 50 2,592 | None.... 3, 890 
Sia Sis fetes SEG Ate eer ke ie tse 19, 000 5 20 3,800 | None.... 11, 400 
2 damso ost ssocs Hawt ssete eee case se seeees sae 2, 900 3 334 580 | None.... 1, 160 

DOSS Bio as seskes eee deena: cas eeeaeeecee 3, 150 2 50 630 | None.... 950 
ZiCaMpPs see ao semeacies age jostieee cee cee eteee | 8, 500 5 20 1,700_| None.... 5, 100 

DOe asemessaztere ye tg steppe Recess 8, 000 3 334 1,600 | None...) 3, 200 
S CAMPS S25 Fk SAPS Nn earls aan eee esto 14, 000 2 50 2,800 | None.... 4, 200 
2miles of wagon roadiy.¢ 3. £2 2-5 24-24. = 25-4 4,000 5 20 800 | None....| 2, 400 
3 miles of wagon road..........-...- 6, 000 3 334 1,200 | None... 2,400 
1.62 miles of wagon road 3, 240 2 50 648 | None....| 970 
Lisawanill ese age eS ELE Ee eee 3, 000 5 10 300 $1, 500 2,400 
20'teams; at $600) - - = \.)52 . 205 cece emc es sche | 18, 000 5 20 2,600 | None.... 7, 800 
Bunkhouseequipmentja.. sssecees-spa-see see 7, 000 5 20 1,400 | None.... 4, 200 
Cookhouseleqnipmient 27-2 2c. ee atee eae acon 3, 000 5 20 600 | None.... 1, 800 
Smallttools tees eee eee sees eee cee ates 15, 000 1 100 3,000 | None....| 3, 000 
Li warehouseiand\ camps. == 242 =. ssee--- = 2,500 5 20 500 | None.... 1,500 
Warehouse equipment.) -............22.2-0- | 1,000 5 20 200 | None....| 600 
4. ireight, WagOns. set 0 ao: =. see Sc asck acne 1,000 2 20 200 | None....| 600 
IBIACKSMIt MOUS ee sane see oe eee nee 1,000 5 20 200 | None..... 600 
Blacksmithisuppliess=--se-eeesscsoenee ses see 913 OOO om ecieeic| nese ce ll ence egee 3, 000 3, 000 
Sraubolrucks to wee aus | hee sas seas 12,000 5 20 DTAGON | ene | 7, 200 
2 smallidonkeys- a. e scan sesen Soe se a eeeeee 6, 000 5 10 600 3,000 | 4, 800 
Lines\*blocks Net! se cee ene ree eee 4, 200 2 50 840 | None....| 1, 260 

DOs: ecco Ne DE Rea Se 4,200 2 50 840 | None....| 1, 260 
ID Ys seh eae eek MUIR te i NRRL Bel ion 4, 200 1 50 420 2, 100 

Cookhouseisuppliesy <2 basses aoa ete 51,000 oc ncinis|esensis occ coe einem 7,500 | 7,500 
Barn supplies—hay, oats, etc......-..------2- 2 30004 Es a5 stele eta altateecanee 3, 000 3, 000 
Working capital, excluding brush disposal 
and payments, rounded off to %...........- AVIRA |ESee eel bdbasocee | cotecc soc 100, 000 100, 000 

Potals0: 5: Sees. ees eee ese S12 5350)"\|-coteiea|stebe-te as 38,450 | 120,100 206, 230 

1 There will be four replacements, one at the beginning ofeach year. Ifthe formula were used for the small 
tools, it would show five purchases of $3,000 each, or a total initial investment of $15,000. For each pur- 
chase, however, the average annual depreciation and the average annual profit-bearing investment would 
be the $3,000. The results for the five investments would be the same as the results shown on one line. 

2 Average on hand all the time. 
3 The average time that the money is tied up in logs was determined as follow: The cut for each month 

on a similar chance in this region was known, and the average cut per month on this chance was assumed 
to be the same proportion of the annual cut. The monthly cut multiplied by the number of months from 
the time the logs are cut until they reach the mill shows the number of months that the money is invested 
in 1,000 feet of logs. The products were added, and the sum divided by the annual cut. This gave the 
weighted time that the working capital in the logging operation is invested in logs. The method is shown 
in the following table: 

Time till} Thou- 
logs reach] sand fe et 

mill. months. 
Month when cut. 

M feet. | Months. 
Mayet: ccstecaee casey saaee ae De Ohne CEE IOS ee as ae eer cece ames 500 13 6, 500 
Sunes’. jz 32a see se oF ty 1, 000 12 12,000 
Ttily see eea ee ee : | 1500 11 16, 500 
Mcigast sh EE 5) a Ee SONS RN: SORE NSE Ee ae ae eee es 2,000 | 10 20, 000 
September 2,500 | 9 22, 500 
OCtOBERE CER ys ga he Tae aR ees aN Sh eee ih 9 ee ee 2, 500 8 20, 000 
November 1, 000 7 7, 000 

Total TAMOOOG ELE eee 104, 500 

ARE 0D gag months, the average time that the money is tied up in the operating costs of logging. 

This was rounded off to 10 months in this appraisal. 
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__ The working capital was determined as follows: The operating cost of logging, exclud- 
ing brush disposal, is $11.27 per 1,000 feet. The annual cut is estimated to be 10,000,000 
feet. The total expenditures for operating costs, not including brush disposal, is there- 
fore $112,700. The money is tied up 9% months, as is shown in the preceding table. 
This is rounded off to 10 months. The average investment in working capital for 

9 

operating costs of logging is $112,200 10 $93,916. The cost of driving, sorting, and 

booming is estimated to be $2 per 1,000 feet, and the money is tied up about two 
months, making an average annual investment of about $3,300. A few logs will hang 
up on the drive and lie over until the next year. The total average investment in work- 
ing capital, excluding brush disposal and stumpage payments, is summarized as follows: 

Operating costs__________ Rese AR a aN ie) pil Ag oe RO I ee Sencha $93, 916 
PRE Ista ge ee ee cd gS ee ee FEAR OMA IN A CAN 3, 300 
bogs left on. drive jtill next year! oo Se ee a 3, 000 

PROEAN SEE eRe SATAY. SE EERE OAPs ea es eed 100, 216 

For logging, the margin for profit and risk and the depreciation are com- 

puted as follows: 

Investment in equipment, improvements, and working 

Capital swsed > ino pm ine ees See Se. $206, 230. 00 

AWVIE IT SSITa pas ONG 0) SRT 6/25 ea aA a a LR ee 41, 246. 00 

Margin per M feet a cut of 10,000 M feet____._______ $4. 12 

Investment in stumpage payments and brush dis- 

ROO Set teem eek CON PANE 1k CTT ie es 40, 000. 00 

Marin aie tO Der tcCemte rs soma ser) Wate Pale BOUL Shh 4, 000. 00 

SLY IFS Wet eq] GEN PTY OW 2? PE eR a SL ig aS Te . 40 

NS SMe eatin ee oe et a 38, 450. 00 

Depreciauon-per Mitesh eso r ut 3. 85 

The total charges against the logs, exclusive of stumpage, but including the 

profit margin computed by the investment method, is as follows: 

Current improvements, including chutes, skidways, and land- 

ET ess ae arg I, Ie eet Me, a ct Ss ele $1. 27 

SPI ales! Meera ees eae 2 BTS EY Le VEE Ete) et cod (epee CMB ewes es BV LCRIUED 2.00 

SweMpine. skigding, and landing-= 2-2. 4,35 

OREN UT ptt ers ages NE Sle Gsy 

TENG G ee 2 Oe Se Ee ee ee ee . 80 

PESTS UE SST TMCOHES J) CG) ees gan alee ee a Et . 80 

LUGO ay eye het a Se SE SS ES nee EYEE . 20 

PCELEQUTSIES CRIS ED LoL UD ae 9 ese Ee eee 1. 00 

Drivin Se SOLLING. ANG DOOMINS eon tN ee Se ee 2. 00 

MEpreciat Onn OtmINVeSeMeni se. Se 3. 85 

UST SEO Ly COLI, enTLOle TUG oes se 2 Bie Be es Pe es Bee ee 4,52 

Total cost, stump to mill, including margin__________ 22, 44 

The lumber-manufacturing industry in this region produces a highly finished 

product with well-defined manufacturing processes and type of mills. Standard 

costs for manufacturing are therefore readily obtainable and satisfactory for 

use in making appraisals. The average manufacturing costs for the mills of 

14 There is practically no risk involved in money tied up in stumpage. ‘The brush dis- 

posal will be handled by the Forest Service under a cooperative brush-disposal fund, and 

this part of the investment is also subject to very little risk because the cost of brush 

disposal can not exceed the specified amount per thousand feet. For these reasons the 

money invested in stumpage payments and for brush disposal is believed to be entitled 

to only one-half as much margin as the rest of the working capital. Stumpage is placed 

at $4 per 1,000 feet, and brush disposal is estimated to cost 80 cents per thousand feet. 

Based on an annual cut of 10,000,000 feet, the average annual investment represented by 

brush disposal and stumpage payments is $40,000, using 10 months as the average time 

the money is tied up. 
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the type, which should logically obtain the logs from this sale, based on the 

previous three years of operation, are $11.50 per thousand feet of lumber, in- 

cluding depreciation. This has been accepted as standard. The investments 

in manufacturing are heavy, and rates of margin for profit and risk of 25 

per cent and 20 per cent under the overturn method are known to be equiva- 

lent to rates of about 15 per cent and 12 per cent, respectively, under the in- 

vestment method. The number of turns per year average about three. Under 

these conditions a rate of profit-margin of 20 per cent on the overturn, using the 

standard costs, is considered equitable. 

The overrun, after deducting 5 per cent loss on the drive is 15 per cent. The 

total charge for manufacturing, including profit-margin, is therefore figured 

as follows: 

Manwitacninine sand ideprectation= ie ==. ee eee $11. 50 

LDP PCE Cen OV ENG = = oe ea ee ee ee eee 15 f(3} 

13. 23 

Margin for profit and risk at 20 per cent_2___ 2. Op 

1a) 51 RR Sah es eco ee 8 Do Ss Sah a ah eS gale 15. 88 

The average selling values during the past three years are: 

White pine.| White fir. 

Sellinpivialline feet. Ske). Werisetts oot! helnya<-E he cena is AS) oss eRe eee Js $39. 00 $30. 0 
ISG eNOS DUT Bega oes Seo seepeE race Soeaco sci tocd oc seene aaaosocnedde snesesee 5. 85 4.50 

Selling value, log seale....... shag & ote a! civ a ia it oeapSe at Na Stas ais me rn ean Sens 2 eo 44.85 34.50 

The first calculation of stumpage values is as follows: 

White pine. White fir. 

Selling value, log seale.........-.-- Be a era ea Sr iey taco ite $44. 85 $34. 50 
Logging and marpin’. 2:2 Senco ae «see Bootes See a 5). eee eects ete $22. 44 | $22.44 
Mantactiring and margin 2. sence echo sont ec ce se cece eee tence ase cee 15. 88 15. 88 
TotvalicostanGd MArgingss ake ss osteo UE ak Bearcat eae eee 38. 32 | 38. 32 

| | 
Sturimpape indica reds eee Meas re se SS Kee ae eee one, eee | 6.53 | —3. 82 

: | } 

Placing the minimum stumpage value of 50 cents on white fir, the total 

deficit is $4.32 per thousand feet. The removal of white fir to the extent of 20 

per cent of the total cut is required for silvicultural reasons. The umount to 

reduce the white pine price to carry the loss on the white fir is determined 

_ 0.20 X 3.82 

0.80 

values then become: 

thus =approximately $0.96 to reduce the white pine. The stumpage 

Per M feet. 

YAY gi Tee 0 TY 2 aR ay Wr a a Wa a ap CN Ae $5.ST—0.96= $4.91 

AW ite: afi yale diel earn ee a and ol 2 50 



APPENDIX. 

FORM FOR SUMMARIZING THE ESSENTIAL DATA IN STUMPAGE 
APPRAISALS. 

The use of the following summary in outline form is desirable to present 

concisely the more essential features of the appraisal. This summary should 

be prefixed to all reports submitted to the Forester : 

1. The sale area. 
(1) District, Forest, main watershed or other descriptive location, desig- 

nation of sale or chance. 
(2) Area covered by appraisal (acres). 
(3) Distance from chance to common carrier, or local market, by pro- 

propesed logging road, flume, drivable stream, etc. (method of 
transportation and miles). 

(4) The stand: 
a. Total estimated cut (thousand feet). 
b. Name and per cent of each species. 
c. Kind and per cent of each product to be cut (saw logs, ties, mine 

props, ete.). 

to . Investments. 
(1) Name main units (railroad or flume with length, sawmill with ca- 

pacity, etc.). 
(2) Average fixed investment. (Profit-bearing.) 
(3) Annual depreciation. 
(4) Average working capital. 
(5) Total average investment in operation. 

8. Cost of production (per thousand feet log scale, piece or other unit; sepa- 
rately by species or products as required). 

(1) Depreciation. 
(2) Logging. 
(3) Manufacture. 
(4) General expense. 
(5) Forest Service requirements. 
(6) Total. 

4. Profit margin. 
(1) Estimate of risk (low, average, high). 
(2) Method used (investment, overturn, pay for personal services). 
(3) Rate. 
(4) Profit in dollars and cents (per thousand feet log scale or other unit 

of output). 
. Selling price (per thousand feet log scale, piece, or other unit; separately 

by species and products as required). 
6. Recommended stumpage price (per thousand feet, log scale, piece, or other 

unit; separately by species and products as required). 
Important centract terms. 

(1) Cutting period. 
(2) Construction period. 
(3) Other terms which materially influence the appraisal. 
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